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Oue Person Injured

FA

CL Conventki

Close Saturdays

NextYeartoBe

Court House

em

h Twe-Cnr Coliittu
GRAND HAVEN (Speck))—

3Yean(Mer

One person was injured in a twoCity
1
car accident on US-31 in Ferry*burg at Fourth St at 8:10 a m.
Wednesday.
lo
Charles Ryder, Jr, 26, Spring Cited far
Lake, going north on US-31, suffered a bruised right knee for
The Michigan Christian
Chy
Harold C. McOmvor Union will hold its annual which he was treated at Municipal took
of aoHospital and released.
eonvantion in Grand Rapids next
The other car involvedwas driv- complishmentunder dty manager

Manager

i

Starting in July
GRAND HAVEN

Mn-

(SpeoteD-Hie

county court house at Grand
Haven wiH be dosed on Saturdays
hereafter, accordingto action
taken Tuesday afternoonat the
closing meeting of the Board of
Supervisors. The new schedule is

year,

closed on Saturday morning, all
offices will be open during • the
noon hour the other fiv6 remaining
days, thereby giving the public an
extra hour of service throughout
the week. The new arrangement
calls for the court house to be open
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. continuously

Marilyn Botha of Kalamasoo ing a 1954 station wagon, was responsiblefor supervisionand
waa reelected president for rant charged by state pohoe with mak- management of the business afing an improper left turn. About faire of, the chy with the duty of
state officen are $200 damage waa done to each carrying out the policies estabVernon Hoffman, Kalamasoo, and car.
lished by Council in accordance
George Richards,Saginaw, vice
with the Charter.
president; Ruby Hilbreth, MuskeSome of the major accomplishgon, corresponding secretary; Arments to Holland, McCUntock
lene Bull, Muskegon, recording
stated, was _ the developmentof a
secretary, Theresa Staal, Grand
position classification and pay plan
Rapids, and Olive Portinga, Three
covering the general city emOaks, unified finance directors;
ployes.Council has given considerWilma Horning,Detroit, treasuration to these plans but as yet has
er.
not arrived at a final conclusion.
A centralizedpurchasing system
Departmentalsuperintendents
are Joan Pyle, Zeeland, and Beuhas been establishedwith the dty
Uh Warner, Saginaw, devotional;
clerk designated as purchasing
Norma Koopsen, Kalamazoo, exofficer. The plan provides for the
ZEELAND
(Special)
Protension; Marjorie Hoeve, Zeeland,
taking of bids on the basis of speciand Dorothy Hesselink, Muskegon, pored changes in the method of ficationsdevelopedjointly by the
Citizenship;Mr. and Mrs. Robert state school allocations have de- department head and purchasing
Nykamp, Holland, evangelism; layed sending out summer tax officer. The purpose of this purMinnie Bittner,Sod us; and Grover
wrewmenU in Zeeland,but ac- chasing procedure, McCUntock
B. Tipton, Adrian, high school;
stated,It to provide closer supew
cording to City Treasurer AnDorothy Rynbrandtand Ruth
vision of purchasesand to estabCole, Grand Rapids, Junior; Eliza- thony Mulder bills wtil be k the lish a bate for encumberanoe
year.

Oth^r new

for the five days.

Action was taken after a petition
move was presented signed
by 44 county employes. The county
officers committee presentedthe

Treasnrer Readies

for the

request without recommendation.

School and City

supervisor called Attention to

over this angle.
A survey revealed that 29 counties in Michigan are closed on Saturdays, eight are closed during the
summer, one during the winter,
six pending and 39 open all year.
A total of 29 are open during noon
hour and 54 are closed during noon

hour.

form of government to members
Kwanis chib Monday right
at the Warm Friend Tavern.
McCUntock, who was appointed
Holland’s first dty manager on
May 15, 1861, pointed out the manof the

convention In Detroit during the ed off on the shoulder of the road
.
before making a left-hand turn
week-end. The four-day-convenand then pulled acroes the hightioo opened Thursday. Last yet way into the wrong lane of trafthe conventionwaa held in Ice- fic and into the path of the Ryland.
der 1941 model car. Bauer, driv- ager ia primarily an administrator

week.

the auto license bureau but said
this was not a county functionand
the board need not be concerned

k was announced at the en by Roscoe W. Bauer, 53, of
the 06th annual Frankfurt, going south, who pull-

conclusion of

effectivethis
,
While the court house wffl be

One

CM

Grand Rapids

TWENTY-FIVE young men from Otto wo County left

Grand
Haven Tuesday afternoon for Detroit for induction into the armed
forces. Kneeling in front row, left to right, are Jay Simpson,
Gerald Dykstra, Edgar Setter, Max Suzenaor,Thomas Haiker,
John Ortega, George Afton; middle row, Gerald Witteveen,

Gerald Martinm, RusseN Victory, Richard
Kicnard deMaagd,
deMaagd. William
Helder, Ralph Eash, John VerBeek; top row, Robert Tasma, Fred
Nelis, Harvey Von Voorst, Irvin Diekema, Jay Nykamp, Kenneth
Lindsay, Gordon Brouwer, David Angus, Roy Ham and Roger
Stowie. Norman Wetner was not pictured. (Sentinel photo)

Job Hop Letdf Batten

American Legkn

b

y

City Softball

Sumner

-

John Meeboer Dies

Alegao Records

Loop

TaKUs

At Holland Hospital

There were few dissentingvote*.
Eighteen hits in 31 times at bat
John Meeboer, 79, of 21 East beth Rumfield and Alice A. Grif- mall by Saturday.
The board approveda resolution
accounting,which will result hi
put Jun Hop ia the City Softball
Eighth St, died at Holland Hos- fin, Caledonia, missionary.
City Assessor Nick Cook was better budget control required by
whereby Clarence Reenders was
League hitting lead with a bblazpital late Monday evening after
Nathalie Nyhuii, Allegan, and unable to deliver tax rolls until the Charter.
appointed agent for the county to
ing .581, according to latest tally.
being hospitalizedsince last Wed- Joyce Van Liere, Holland .recrea- the state change* were made, and
offer for sale a 40-acre parcel of
A monthly reporting to CoomD
Hop had a wide margin over secnesday. Mr. Meeboer had oper- tlon; Mr. and Mri. Ken Neder- thus the whole procedurewas
land in Robinson township. The
of activities of the various departond place A1 Glupker who had
ated the Meeboer Tailor Shop velt, Kalamazoo, church activity; slowed up temporarily.
parcel was obtained by the county
ments of the general dty has been
for 40 or a .475 average.
for more than 50 years.
in a scavenger sale.
palmer Miller, Freeport, Christ- July has replaced December as established McCUntock said, at
Holland residents today started
Close behind was Louie Borg
ALLEGAN (Special) — Allegan Survivingare the wife, Mary; ian vocations; Elaine Garvellnk, the expensivemonth in Zeeland, weU as quarterly financial reports.
Considerable time was devoted
making plans for the long holiday man who garnered 12 hits in 26
one granddaughter; two brothars, Holland, publicity; Don Bemd, as changes in both the dty and
again to equalizationproblems and weekend which in most cases gives tries for .461, Vern Hop with 18 for county officials chalked up another
Touching upon the paving proAlbert of Flint and Gerrit
Detroit,periodicalsand literature; school payment dates have been gram tor the past few years, Mothe board finally passed a substi- the people a three-day holiday.
41 or .439 and diet Warner with 16 fatal accident and the fourth
Elinor Card, Laporte, In<L, editor made. Formerly dty, school and Clintock said plant and specificatute motion to abide by action Main attractionof the July 4 for 37 or an average of .432.
drowning of the year during the
county taxes were paid k Decem- tions tor paving of streets have
taken by the County Allocation weekend is the American Legion A1 Glupker paces the league weekend.
and Mrs. Alice Reynolds of Fre- Wingerden, Detroit and Vern Boas b$jv
Coijimission.
beet prepared during the winter
program Monday evening at Le- home run department with four,
•
Victim of the drowningat Crow’s
Kalamazoo,alumni superinten- But according to the new char- months and bids tor the work
Clarence Reenders who was ap- gion Memorial Park, following a
followed by Jun Hop and Ende Landing
Lake
Michigan,
dents. Fran Van Dyk of Grand ter adopted In 1901 the dty tax received early to the spring, repointed to investigatethe removal
pattern of IndependenceDay cele- Prince with three each.
straight west of the Todd Farm
Rapids is past president
data was changed to July, and sulting k obtaining better prices
of a conservation officer from the
brations carriedon for many years
and in the Glenn vicinity, was 14Featured speakers at the last summer voters approved on paving bids. With this new sy»south end of the county said he by the local patriotic order.
year-old Patricia Glidden of OahDetroit convention were Dr. Nor- changing the school asresemants tem inaugurated by the dty-tnanwould submit a report at the OctoObject of the Legion’s interest In
temo.
ber session.
man Paullin, pastor of Baptist to July.
ager the ,3162 paving program
celebrating July 4 is two fold—
She was drowned at 4:40 p.m.
The switch means dttanc pay resulted to a saving to costs of
Temple, Philadelphia; Dr. ThomThe board granted an additional first to perpetuate the spirit of the
Sunday and South Haven coast
as P. Lindsay, Kansas City, Mo., about 85 percent of their total approximately 511,000 over that tor
appropriation of 52,000 for boardAt State
day and second, to relieve traffic
Guardsmeh, Allegan Sheriff’sofJames Vaus, Los Angeles, Calif., taxes in July. Current dty rates similar work drew in 1951 Good rid
ing care for Probate Court
loads on highwaysby keeping resificers and state police resumed
to
and the Rev. Raymond Weiss, new are $10.80 per $1,000 of assessed Prices have been received on the
The board also passed a motion dents closer to home.
A Holland man was elected to a
draggingoperations this morning
field secretary for Michigan Union. valuation while school taxes are 1953-54 paving program assurii« a
authorizing the ways and means
Events will start at T:10 p.m.
committee to make further investi- with a concert by the American
HoUand residents have one in an effort to recover the body. state office at the fifth annual Convention highlights included rated at $19.07 per $1,000;
of saving to proper*
Routh water in Lake Michigan Dad’s of Foreign Service Veter- trip* to Greenfield Village, Ford ^DfeodltatIpr payment k Jaty
gation on insurance premiums and
July 6, to register to
Legion Band. State Senator Clyde week,
Sunday prevented them from ans convention at Mairistiquelast Rotunda and Ford aseemU* tine.
reappraisals.
Speaking brief* on the work of
Geerlings of Holland will deliver vote in the Aug. S primary and launching a small boat.
According to Aasessor Cook, the Planting Commission,McdtoThe board was reminded of the the Independence Day address and
weekend.
7*i
Miss
Glidden,
daughter
of
Mr.
the
special
city
..flection*^^
counrif rates will be about $5.50 took arid an area master plan for
county picnic Aug. 11 at Camp the program win be climaxed by
WjOSfL
Jtr .iLOOO. unless the Board sf HoUand has been developedand
Pottawatomieand then adjourned an extensive fireworks display, The* primary and ' city election and Mrs. Ralph Glidden, was believed to have been knocked down of the local chapter, who’ waa
Supervisors approves equalization its various phases are now being
subject to the call of the chair.
will
be
on
the
same
ballot
The
guaranteed to be every bit as good
elected to the Board of Adminon a state bask. This would rake reviewed to preparation for public
Chairman John Van Dyke, Jr., of as the displays the last two years. local issue will carry a proposal by high waves and swept under by
the strong current. She was swim- istration of the state unit.
4I» equahaation and lower the hearing, before finA adoption.
Holland, presided at the two-day
The fireworks program is expected to vote 5500,000 in bonds for an- ming about 25 feet from shore
Three from the Holland chapsession.
Although the city manager is not
to take 45 minutes to an hour.
with Joeine Dipple, daughter of ter attended the three-day conpansion of the hospital.
One group In Zeeknd erempted a member he is working closely
Harry Wetter is serving as genvention,
including
Kennedy,
Earl
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Louis
Dipple
of
KalVoters will go to the polls to cast
from the school payment k part with the Planning Commission ateral chairman.
In a joint statementMonday, off!
their ballots for governor,lieu- amazoo, with whom she was Johnson and Lloyd Zimmerman.
of the new West End addition tending practicallyall meetings
Holland police and law enforceciais
of
the
H.J.
Heinz
Co.
and
Other state officers elected
tenant governor, U.S. senator, spendingSunday as a guest.
which remained part of the New and aerving on several Qxnmtoment agencies everywhereare state senator and representative, Victim of the fatal accident was were: Harold French, Walled owners of Bay View Furniture Co. Groningen
school district.
sion committees.
asking aU motorists to practice
announced
that
a
sale
has
bean
Lyle J. Howard, 20, of Kalamazoo. Lake, president; Paul Jones,
and all county offices.
Pereon. to this area, lying wart
McCHntook also pointed out
particularcaution and courtesy
consumated wherein the Heinz of Franklin fft., pay their stood
Kalamazoo,
vice
president;
Irvin
He
was
riding
in
a
sports
car
with
City property owners will also
although
ha was not a voting
over the long weekend, calculated
Co.
will
take
over'
the
entire
Chix,
Little,
Van
Dyke,
junior
vice
to the fall
be eligible to vote on the bond is- Edward A. AveriU, 25, of route 2,
member of the Board of Public
to be one of the busiest holidays
president; John J. Horan. Center property of the Bay View Co.
Otsego,
that
went
out
of
control
on
sue. City residents may register
Works, he attends all meetings and
traffiewiseof the entire year.
which adjoins the Heins plant to
SOUTH HAVEN (Special)
anytime from 8 a.m. to noon and Ravine Rd., south of Otsego. Ac- Line, treasurer; Mr. Knapp, De- the north.
participatesto discussionof Board
Elsewhere,
all
business
operaThe South Haven Merchants untroit, chaplain; R. R. Rosenberg1 to 5:30 p.m. in the city oelrk’s cording to accounts, AveriU lost
Grartiidt Ritu
matters. "I have no direct perThe Heinz Co. plans to use the
loaded 14 hits on two Zeeland tions are expected to suspend for
er,
Kalamazoo,
secretary,
and
control
of
the
MG
roadster
on
a
office Monday through Friday.
sonal knowledge of the situation
pitchers and beat the Chix, 9-5, the day. The post office also wUl
John Schmidt, Manistique, guard. factory building as a warehouse MomUjt for
Soo
Saturday the office closes at noon. sharp curve. The car skidded for
prior to 1951,’’ McCUntock stated,
Saturday night to take undisputed be closed and no deliverieswill be
Rounding out the list of officers and will reserve the unused por75 feet, swerved from side to side,
"but I have been reliably informed
tion
for
future
expansion
of
Heine
Graveside
services
were
held
at
second place in the Southwestern made. The lobby will be open from
were:
Archie
Simpson,
judge
adleft the road and rolled over once.
operations in Holland.
7 to 9 a.m. for the convenience of
Michigan Baseball League.
10 a m. Monday in Pilgrim Home that the relationship between the
;AveriU remained in the car and vocate; Herman Muth, Detroit,
The Heinz Co. expects to take Cemetery for John Werren Brink- Board and the general city are on
South Haven’s Wally Wilt was box holders.
was uninjured.Howard was thfown chief of staff, and Mr. Grecher,
possession of the property hi 30 man, infant son of Mr. and Mrs. a much more congenial basis now
rushed in to relieve Leon Kriesten
out when the car rolled over. He sergeant-at-arms.
days.
in the second inning when the Circuit Court Awards
John J. Brinkman, who died at than prior to 1951.” Acceptanceof
was taken to Crispe Hospital at
Chix staged a four-run uprising,
Holland Hospital Saturday after- the Council-Managerform of gov-

Plans Big

HoMay

One Drowning

Program

Monday

M And One Fatality

Hionx* ^ ^

on

Local Man Elected

Voters Have

One

Confab

Week

Register

mm

IS

PM***

Henz Purchases

Bay View Factorrl^

Sooth Haven Beats

9-5

Zeeland

—

HtU

Moot

Suer

and he held Zeeland to one run
The Merchants had taken a 1-0
•lead in the first inning and they
tied the game at 4-up with three
runs in the bottom of the second,
sending Chix starter Gene Schrotenboer to the showers and bringing in Gene Talsma, who finished
the game.
Zeeland picked up its final run
to take a momentary 5-4 lead
in- the sixth but the Merchants
shoved across three tallies in their
half of the sixth and salted the
game away with a pair of runs
in the eighth, s
The two South Haven pitchers
held the Chix to seven hits and
Junior De Jonge collectedtwo of
them. Zeeland and Holland’s Flying Dutchmen are now tied for
third place with 2-2 records.

W

L

Grand Haven . ............ 3
South Haven ................2
Holland ..........................2
Zeeland ..........................2
Cedar Springs .
0
.........

Allegan Firm Submits

PlainweU where he died Sunday

Maihg Delayed

Thr«e Divorce Decrees

the rest of the way.

Tax 831

night.

-

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)
City summer tax bills will not
were granted in be mailed until July 15 rather
Circuit Court Wednesday. Mary than the normal July 1 date be-

Three

divorces

Van Lente was awarded a decree cause of a recent opinion by Atfrom Paul B. Van Lente, both torney General Frank Millard in
of Holland. Custody of two minor Lansing.
children was awarded to the
According to Millard’s opinion,
mother.
where any county has overlapping
James Schepers of Grand Rap- school districts,the tax allocaids obtained a decree from Doro- tion commission \ must allocate
thy Mae Schepers of Holland. millage on the state equalized
There are no children and Mrs. valuation instead of the county
Schepers was restored her for- equalized valuation.
mer name of Mannis.
The opinion,which will probabPatricia A. Ash was granted a ly face a fight in court to dedecree from Eugene G. Ash, both termine if it can be enforced, did
of Marne. Custody of the three not change the tax rate in Holminor children was awarded to land although the taxes did go
the mother.
up 35 cents per $1,000 assessed

_

%

Man Admitted
Pet
As Member of State Bar
GRAND HAVEN (Special) —
Holland

John Galien, Jr., of Holland, was
admitted as a member of the bar
of the state of Michigan in

Ottawa Circuit Court before
Judge Raymond L. Smith Wed-

Coroner Clyde Dickinson said
death was due to a punctured right

Mri. Louis Boonstra

Succumbs

ZEELAND

(Special)— Mrs.
Louis Boonstra, 65, of route 3,

lung.

Holland, died

Find Stolen Car

Monday

HAVEN

-

Divoice Granted

Mulder of Highland Park, N.J.,
Dr. Arnold Mulder of Kalamazoo,
A
Lester and Lawrence Mulder of
Zeeland;two sisters,Mrs. John
Boyink of Grand Haven and Mrs.
John Pippel of Holland; also a
tody of the minor child was sister-in-law, Mrs. Henry Mulawarded the mother.
der of Grand Rapids.

—

P

newly-elected officers were
installed at the meeting of the
Low Bid on Contract
motion of Attorney Peter S.
American Legion Auxiliary MonBoter of Holland. (
LANSING
Carl Good- The new attorney is a graduate day night in the club house. Prewin and Sons, Allegan has of Holland High School and Hope ceding installation,conducted by
submitted the lowest of six bids
Mrs. Oarence Hopkins, presidentCollege as well as the University
to pave 3.9 miles of divided highof Michigan law school. He is a elect of the district, two new offiway for the US-31 relocation member of tne Order of Coif, an cers were named. Mrs. H. Stanaround Holland in Ottawa and honorary scholastic organization away was elected president for the
Allegan counties.
year and Mr*. Marvin Ver Hoef,
at law school.
The Allegan firm’s bid of |574,He is the son of Mrs. Florence secretary.’
833.62 is subject to an audit by
Mrs. James Cook, retiring [resiGalien and the late John Galien
the highway departmentstaff. who served as supervisor far sev- dent, presided at the meeting. She
Final awarding of the contract
was presented gifts from the Auxeral years.
must await approval by the State
iliary and Past Presidents Club.
Administrative Board which meets
A gift also was presented to Mrs.
July 6.
Driver lined Ticket
Hopkins.
The contract which calls lor a
two-car accident on Eight Committee
_______ ...
___ were
____ __
__
reports
given
Dec. 31, 1954 completion date St. near College Ave. at 10:45 by the various chainnen and a recovert a stretch of divided conWednesday resulted in $575 port was given by Mrs. Cook on
crete highway south of Holland damage to the vehicles and a the fifth ditsrict meeting June
to the junction of 11-21 and the ticket to one motoristGreta Mae 2 in Grand Rapids.
present US-31.
Smith, 16, route 4, was issued a
The local auxiliary decided to
Other bids were L.W. Edison, ticket for failure to keep an as- entertain the fifth districtat the
POLICE PUPS— Two Huy pops, barely four weeks old, pick ost
Grand Rapids, $593,865.03;Sarge- sured clear distance ahead after August meeting when Mrs. Hopa Holland policeman's cop for a snooze after officers found them
ant Contracting Co„ Saginaw, her car struck one operated by kjns wtti be installed as district abandonedon a ertv strs
street early this week. The dogs were
$608,833.15; Hertel-Deyo, Grand Leonard Lemraen, 24, of 616
—
V
Rapids, $649,557.96;Piereon Con- Lawn Ave. Damage to Miss A social hour followed ami
. f
0
struction Co., Saginaw, $718,197.- Smith’s ’50 model car was esti-----------esti- freshmens* were
aeony meot, ooa
ioconas 0iftar Hie picture wos taken had fallen
were served by
52^ Cross and White, Grand Rap- mated at $450 and to
fast asleep. Potradmoeter Joke Borgmon look charge of Hie dogs
Mesdames J. NgM.
•51 rnodd car at $1*
We

nesday.

He was

admitted on

—

A

pm

Z
re-

president.
She

L

at

Holland Hospital where she had
GRAND
(Special)
City police have in custody 16 and been a patient one week. She
15-year-oldboys who were picked had been ill since last February.
up early Wednesday on Washing- Mrs. Boonstra was formerly
ton St., while in possession of a Minnie* Mulder, daughter of the
car stolen out of Chicago Monday late Mr. and Mrs. Bouke Mulder
night. The two admitted taking of Zeeland. She was a member of
the car and then taking the license First Reformed Church and the
off, throwing it away, . stealing Ladies Aid Society.
Surviving are the husband;one
another license plate which was
put on the car. The stolen car was daughter, Mrs. Edmund Overway,
of Holland; one son, Randall, of
not damaged.
Grandvllle; four grandchildren;
four brothers, the Rev. 1 James

valuation.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
School and city taxes this year
divorce decree was awarded
are $36.77 compared with $36.42
per $1,000 in 1953, accordingto Rosetta Martin from Bruce Martin, both of Grand Haven, in
City Assessor William Koop.
Ottawa Circut Court Monday. Cus

New Officers Installed
By Legion Auxiliary

Overway Takes

at Hospital

l!

—V

Boys Net

Crown

Les Overway slamway to the under 15
singles championship in the
Holland’s

med

his

Southwest Michigan Closed Boys
Tennis tournament on the 21st
St. courts Wednesday as he defeated another Hollander, Rog
Plagenhoef, in a tough 4-6, 7-5, 6-1
match.

In the

under 13 singles finals,
Holland’sJack Damson lost to
classy LeRoy Vanderetelt of Muskegon in another three-set battle
6-3, 3-6, 6-1.

Tuesday in Grand Rapids, Hank
Visscher won the under 18 title
by defeating Paul Dykema in an
all-Holland finals match.
Plagenhoef gave Overway one
of his hardest battles as he won
the first set and was leading,4-0,
in the second before succumbing
to the taller Overway’s court
finesse.

noon. The baby was born at the ernment by the Board has been
hospital last Thursday. The Rev. excellent,McCUntock emphasized.
A. Rynbrandt of Maplewood Re- The positionof city auditor was
estabUshed under the new charter
formed Church officiated.
Surviving are the parents, one and fUled to May of 1952, McCUnbrother, James Paul the mater- tock said, which has resulted in a
nal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. centralizationof city auditing and
Watson Lundie and the paternal creating greater budget consciousgrandparents, Mr. and Mn. John ness by departmentheads and has
assisted materially in keeping exBrinkman, Sr.
penditures within budget amounts.
Machine accounting equipment has
Local Priest Switched
been purchased and will be placed
in operation July 1, resulting in
To
Pleasant Parish
greater efficiencyto the handling
GRAND RAPIDS The Rev. of city accounting procedures.
Raymond Sonefeld, assistant pas- In May of 1953 McCUntock stated
tor at St. Francis
Sales a program for the investment of
Church in Holland, has been general city funds not currently
transferred to Sacred Heart, Mt needed to meet operating expenses
Pleasant a* assistant, according was instituted.This program is
to a list of appointments, effec- handled through the office of the
tive Wednesday,announced by city auditor'1under general superBishop Allen J. Babcock Mon- vision of the City Manager. With
day.
most investments in the form of
The Rev. Edwin Thome, newly 91-day Treasury Certificatesinterordainedpriest has been named est earned during the year the
assistant at St. Francis, and in program has been in force amountcharge of the Mexican Apoatokle ed to $9,716.19 and anticipated
in Holland.
earnings on securitiesmaturingin
the near future wiU amount to

Mt

-

De

5752.58. About 53,800 of this amount
‘They played good tennis for Mrs. Harley Hill hjnred
has come from investment of prounder 15," remarked Recreation
ceeds of the Civic Center bond
Director Joe Moran. "Holland’s Ib Fort Wayao Accident
issue.
boys should do well in the state
Mrs. Harley Hill of 262 West
Other proceduresinstituteduntournament.
22nd St., her three-month-old der the City Manager include setbaby, Nfmcy, and three-year-old ting up of several multi-copy forms
son, Butch, were injured to an designed to save office time to
Rites for Forner Local
accident Sunday near Fort issuing Mcenses, building permits,
Womaa Are Hold Here
Wayne, Ind., where Mr. and Mrs. purchase orders and other items.
Hill and the family had gone to McCUntock said he has also kept
Funeral services for Mrs. Marspend a vacation with her ristar, in dose touch with the Michigan
garet Dregman Price, 40, who
who also waa Injured to the acci- Inspection Bureau in the developdied Saturday morning at St
dent
ment of a fire insurance rating for
Mary's’ Hospital Hancock, were
Mrs. HHl has a shattered Mt the city which has resultedIn
held Monday at Hancock, wertw
arm and leg, the baby a fractured Holland obtaining lower fire insurbody arrived in ^Holland Tuesleg and the boy, possible concus- ance base eosts for all industrial
day evening and was taken to
sion. They are to Park View and eomaerctot property to toe
Dykstra Funeral chapel where
Memorial Hospital Fort Wayne. ct*.
friends called Wednesday from

10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Funeral services

were held Wednesday at -2 pm. Pays Tijey Driving Fine
Home Cemetery Chapel GRAND HAVEN (Special)
with the Rev. Paul E. Hinkamp Jason Mast 32, of 2929
officiating.
State St.. Zeeland, paid 9MQ
Survivingbetides the husbend,- fine and $5.40 aorta to MunMpol
Prof. Sherwood R. Prise of Hough- Court Tuesday afternoon on n
at Pilgrim

-----------

driving charge. He was arrerted hr officer, of the Sheriff’s
early Monday right

,nornmfl'.

;

J

Mamt? Arriva
The
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Reception to Honor Newlyweds

Visser-Zwemer Rites Performed

Visscher Defeats

Djfkema

to

Capture

Grandstanding
'

By deck Role

brand

the skin of their teeth.

seem

That’s the financialsituationfor

Crown

• • •

new

good/’

he

St. courts.

“But we sure could use a few
more fans."
Over In Zeeland, League Sec-

At Grand Rapids Tuesday, Hank
Vlsscher gained revenge over Paul
Dykema in an all-Holland final,
strokingout an easy, 6-1, 7-5
victory to take the under 18
crown. Dykema upset Visscher
hi the finals of Holland’s Junior

VawUierg Wns

said. “We're hoping

affairs.
To settle disputes like the

Rapids.

Service 6-3.

In the second game at Yaa
Tongeren Field North End got the
exfra-base hits but Vandenberg
Buick got the runs and the Buieks
came out on top 11-4.
League leading Hulst didn’t get
long hits, and they only got on*
more than Bareman. But by putting them together in crqdal moment* they got the extra three
runs.
Singles by Ron Weatherbee, Bud
'Hulst and Dale Hulst gave Hulst
a three-run lead In the second Inning.
Joe Berena started off ft*
third with a booming home run

for Bareman and Louie Altana
singled and scored on a double by
Vem Beelen accountingfor another run.

rm

Bareman picked up another
in the fifth on singles by Altena
and Bob Berens but so did Hulst
on singles by .Weatherbee and A1
Velthuis.
' Insurance runs tallied for Hulst
in the sixth and seventh. In the
sixth Bub Hulst tingled and
Mr. ond Mrs. Henry P. Vender Linde
scored on Dale Hulst’s double,
and
A reception honoring Mr. and feta. The itraples* bodice
while in the seventh Bob York
Mrs. Henry P. Vander Linde, who bolero jacket was of lace. She
and Bob Kraker pounded out
wore
a
picture
brim
hat
of
matchhave just arrived in Holland following their honeymoon, will be ing blue tulle adorned with flow- singles accounting for one run.
held Wednesday from 7:30 to 10 ers matching her colonial bouquet Dale Hulst gave up eight hits
p.m. in Coldbrook Christian Re- of yellow miniature carnations. in taking the win while Joe Berformed Church, Barnett St., The bridesmaid!, Miss Martha ens was touched for nine hits hi

Grand Rapids, losing.
Vandenberg took advantage of
the groom’s sister, and Miss Barbara MacMillan of Petoskey, wore a host of North End errors to
gowns identical to that of the tally four runs In the third inning
maid of honor and carried without getting a hit. Then North
colonial bouquetsof pink minia- Eud, which had wasted Ed
Stille’s double In the second by
ture carnations.
Karen Mae Vander Linde of leaving him on base, combined
terian Church, Petoskey. > The
bride is the former Mary E. Arlington, Mass., and Judy Rae a single by Chic Zych with Dell
Scott, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vander Linde of Grand Rapids Koop’s double and a Vandenberg
Otto C. Scott of Petoskey. The wore gowns of white eyelet oran- error for three runs.
In the fourth inning singles by
groom is directorof instrumental dy over pale blue taffeta and carmusic
Holland Christian ried small colonial bouquets of Paul and Bob Fortney were combined with two walks and an erpink sweetheartroses.
Schools.
The double ring ceremony was • Donald Vander Linde of Grand ror for seven run*. This broke
performed at 8 .p.m. by the Rev. Rapids was best man and ushers North End’s back as they scored
E.P. Linnell of Zanesvlle, Ohio, were Leonard Vander Linde, Jr., only one run in the sixth despite a
and the Rev. Lloyd Erasure of of Arlington, Mass., and James triple by Bill Zych and single by
Petoskey. Pedestal baskets of Vander Linde of Grand Rapids. George Moomey.
white peonies and gladioli, cande- All are brothers of the groom. Both winning pitcher Bob FortOrgan selectionsand the tradi- ney and loser Ed Stille allowed six
labra and an arch of candles centered with a cross of white carna- tional bridal marches were play- hits, although Stille gave up only
tions, formed an impressive set- ed by Mrs. Walter Falrbalm of singles while two doubles and a
ting for the rites. Tall white Alanson, and soloist was Wilmer triple were garneredoff Fortney.

Grand Rapids. The event is being
given by his parents, Mr. and
a small table-modelradio was Mrs. L.C. Vander Linde, Sr., 426
Quimby St., N.E., Grand Rapids.
given away.
Expenses have been cut to a No invitationshave been issued.
The couple was married Satminimum. The usual large number
of free passes has been virtually urday, June 19, in First Presby-

Wagner.

(

A well balancedMttbic atta*
again paid off for Hulst Bro*.
Tuesday night In City SoftbaH
League action a* ahi of tha Md*
collected hits to down Bareman

one

last season when the Grand Havretary Cal Fleser has about the en Athletics walked off the field
same story— only the Chix are in the first Inning of a game with
osing money and have been forc- the Black Sox, the league has
ed to use donations from a few obtainedan arbitrator.Handling
sympathetic merchants to keep the chore Is Len Colby, sports
Center tournament last week.
their heads above the waterline. director of radio stationWKZO in
Visscher was pressed in the
’Things could be a lot worse," Kalamazoo. So far, Fleser resemis, however, as Holland's Bill
Fleser
remarked. ’The league is ports, Colby msn't had to make
Japinga extended the match to
pretty evenly balanced and look any decisions. “But Just wait,”
three sets before falling, 3-6, 6-4,
at the dose race for the first-half he predicts.
6-3. Dykema bumped Glen Young
championship.’’
of East Grand Rapids, 6-4, 8-6, in
Holland’sKuite is president
Fleser wasn't kidding there. The
the semis.
league lead has changed hands of a recently-organizedclub that
Dykema and Jim Teerman,
about three times in the past is trying to bolster the sagging
State Class B doubles champions,
week and seldom has one team interest in the Dutchmen during
defeated Japinga and Visscher in
been up there all alone. At pre- recent years. And there’* been
another all-Holland final, 8-6,
sent, howeVer,South Haven holds * moderate amount of succss.
6-1, to take the doubles championAdmissionprice has been pared
the top spot with a 2-1 record
ship.
while the Dutchmen and Grand to 50 cents. And the Boosters
In Holland, singles finals were
Haven are in second place with Club Is selling three different
scheduled for 9 a.m. this morning
kinds of tickets—one for the en3-2 showings.
as Holland's Jack Damson met
tire season, one for 10 games and
Classy No. 1 seeded Lee VanderA severe shock to the league one for three games. Each one
stelt of Muskegon for the under
Mr .ond Mrs. Robert Allen Visser
this year was the loss of the of these tickets will admit a
13 crown and favored Les Over(Penno-Sosphoto) Grand Rapids Black Sox, always man and his wife (Kuite didn’t
way battled Rog Plagenhoeffor
The marriage of Miss Suzanne headpieces.Their colonial bou- a big drawing card in Holland- say what would happen if somethe under 15 title. Both boys are
Margaret Zwemer, daughter of quets consisedof yellow daisies. area parks. Replacing the Sox one tried to use the ticket with
from Holland.
Wedding music Included tradi was Cedar Springs, a team which another man’s wife.)
Tuesday, Overway and Plagen- Dr. and Mrs. Raymund L.
tional
selectionsby the organist, has definitelycaused a few proFor each home game, the club
Zwemer
of
Bethesda,
Md.,
and
hoef annexed the under 15
has obtained a worthwhileprize
_ ______ by prancing
Robert Allen Visser, son of Mrs. Miss Jane Vander Velde, and blems.
doubles championship
Probably the most difficult donated by a Holland merchant.
to an easy 6-2, 6-1 decision over Frances Visser of Grand Rapids, solos ‘Through the Years” and
Larry Solomon and Scott Maentz was solemnizedJune 15 in Hol- "Because" sung by Mrs. Robert problem is the location of Cedar At Monday’s game, for instance,

_

Race;

In the league and

to be coming along pretty

they’llbecome strong enough to
the five teams playing in the
be a real contender.”
Southwestern Michigan Baseball
Fleser said that league teams
League this season. But the mere are wooing Fennville in an effort
fact that they’re pulling through to expand the loop to six squads
enough to make most dub next year. Fennville was asked
this year,, but did not feel It could
officialshappy.
“At least we’re keeping our field an adequateteam. Zeeland's
nose above water,” says Gabe Chix have played an exhibition
Kuite, president of the Holland contest with Fennvilleto help
Flying Dutchmen BoostersClub. the squad gain interestIn league

It was Just about all Holland
In the SouthwestMichigan Closed
Boys Tennis tournament today as
local players swept the field in
the Grand Rapids under 18 competition and placed the majority
of the finalists in the under 13
and under 15 action at the 21st

___

SdlLaik

City Leagoe
By

Under 18

Hoist

Vander Linde of

Springs— almost on the northern
Grand
land.
A reception for 130 guests was border of Kent county. Secretary
Vanderstelt, definitely the Dr. Marion de Velder officiated
favorite in the under 13 finals, at the double ring ceremony per- held in the church parlors.Wait- pigger pointed out that when the
nailed over Grand Rapids formed in Hope Church, decorat- resses were Mrs. Robert Hend- south Haven Merchants play in
ehampion Jim Reed, 6-1, 6-2, in a ed with ferns, baskets of white rickson, Mrs. Randall B. Bosch, r^,r Springs or vice versa, there
Tuesday quarterfinalsmatch, gladioli and peonies and cande- Miss Myra Saunders,Mrs. Gret- jg a total traveling distance of eliminated.
The Dutchmen must pay 510
chen Yonkman Vandenberg and
involved. That’s a long
then went on to take a hard- labra.
way to go for players who have for light expense at Rlverview
fought decision from Keith John- Miss Marlene Meninga of Kala- Miss Jane
4
Park and must kick in 10 per
Following the reception the t© work during the day.
aon of Cedar Springs, 1-6, 6-0, mazoo as mad of honor, Miss Al&6. Johnson upset Vanderstelt in yce HUmert of Kalamazoo,brides- bride changed to a navy linen Dutchman Manager Russ cent of the total gate receiptsfor
in
Muskegon’sJunior Center tourney maid, John E. Visser as best man suit with white accessories and a woldring cited another complica- the use of the field.
This rental problem has plaguwith the Cedar Springs out|irt
and Leonard F. Visser and white carnation corsage, for their |
Meanwhile, Damson was grab- Arthur E. Visser as ushers, were wedding trip to Glen Lake. After 1 fit— and this one is rather humor- ed the Zeeland Chix all season.
July 1 they will be at home, 203 | 0U1 even jf jt ghows how not to “We have to pay a flat $25 to
frlng a finala berth for Holland attendants,
use the AthleticField," Fleser
by blasting Muskegon’s Dave The bridal gown featured a West 21st St.
operate a baseball team.
Both the bride and groom were
Hathaway, 6-1, 6-L and dipping white lace bodice over satin, long
Woldring had the Dutchmen said, “and it just about kills us
aimther Muskegon boy, Truman kce sleeves pointed over the graduatedthis month from Hope yp jn the Flannels’ territorylast when a poor crowd shows up.
Keeter, 7-5,
hands and a fingertip veil. A College. They plan to teach at week for a league contest. ’It We’ve lost money on every game
In Tuesday under 15 action cascade bouquet of white cama- Rockford Mich., in the fall
looks like they’re trying to grow this season."
It would seem that an easing
Guests attending from away | wee(j1 on
infield,"he comOvenvay moved into the finals tions was carried by the bride,
with a Tove” victory over Doug The brMe’s attendants were at- were Raymund Zwemer of New plaine^ ‘The playing surface is of the rent rate could be the
answer to the survival of the
Van Dam of Muskegon and tired in sleevelessgowns of white York City, brother of the bride, absolutely horrible.
plagenhoef did almost as well by dimity and yellow print, featur- the bride’s Immediate family of
The Holland manager forgot Zeeland Chix. As for other teams candles tied with bows of white Moyer of Petoskey.
For the wedding the bride's
tromping Grand Rapids’ Maentz, fag empire waists and scoop Bethesda, Md., and Mrs. Amy to take a scorebook to Cedar In the league, Grand Haven and satin and clusters of maidenhair
mother selected a dress of pink
[Springs. When he asked the South Haven are drawing pretty ferns decoratedthe pews.
64,
, necklines. They wore matching Violette from Alexandria, Va.
For her wedding the bride wore lace and chiffonover laffeta with
Scheduled for completionthis
Flannels’ manager for a sheet, good crowds.
As Fleser says, the league Isn’t a gown of Chantillylace and illu- white accessories. The groom’s
afternoon is the under 13 doubles .
#
he found that Cedar Springs
didn’t even keep a scorebook. asking for charity. It’s only ask- sion tulle over satin. The bouffant mother wore a nylon print dress
"We finally ended up using an ing for fans who are willing to lace and tuule skirt terminated of blue and grey on white. She
in
Victi IS
also wore white accessories.Both
In the semis, Vandersteltand
old paper bag,’’ Woldring laughed. enjoy a good ball game for an in a chapel length train. The
Hathaway from Muskegon were
Secretary Fleser asks for extremely low admission price. lace and tulle skirt terminated mothers wore white glamelia
FENNVILLE (Special) — Air
mercy on the Cedar Springs out- That’s the plea all around the loped neckline encrested with irri- corsages.
Test Plots
A reception for 250 guests was Force Third Class Kenneth Rasdescent sequins. Long lace sleeves
Overway and Dennis Kuite while
fit, however, “After all, they're league.
tapered to points over the wrists. held followingthe ceremony In mussen, 18, of Fennville, was
Damson and Jack Hulst were
drowned in a swimming pool near
the church parlors.
The West Ottawa DUtrict’s soil
bracketed with Jon Berson of I port WAYNE (Special)-Three
choirs, directed by Mrs. Edward Her fingertip veil of French, illuFor their, wedding trip the Chanute Field, IU., Saturday
sion
was
secured
by
a
Juliet
cap
MuskegonIhd Johnson of Cedar members of the Harley Hill family and water runoff plots located, on
De Pree, sang ‘That Sweet Story
night, according to word received
Springs.
of 262 West 22nd St., Holland are Byron Rd. in Jamestown Townof Old," Mozials, and the com- of tulle. She carried a cluster of bride wore a blue soicdelaindress- here Sunday morning. Young
white
plummeria
and
a
shower
maker
suit
with
matching
blouse
in Park View Memorial Hospital, ship, told their first story of the
bined choirs sang "Fairest Lord
Rasmussen had gone swimming
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
Fort Wayne, as a result of a three- season during the recent period of
Jesus," Gilette. They also sang of vally lilies against a lace fan. and navy accessories.Her corwith a group of Air Force cadets
Miss Jerfn MacMillan of Petoscar crash Sunday afternoon,as heavy rains, according to Bill Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bracket of “The Battle Hymn of the Repubsage was of rapture roses and at the Lake of the Woods Pool
key,
as
maid
of
honor,
was
gownrs
with
Miller,
soil
conservation
iervice
Elkhart,
ind.,
were
vlsitoi
lic," upon request
(From Wednesday'sSentinel) their vacation began.
when the accident occurred. Hp
miniature pink carnations.
friends in Zeeland on Monday.
Mrs. Harley Hill, 33, Is in serious farm planner,
Mrs. John Boeve sang Tt Took ed in blue lace and tulle over taffirst was missed at 6 pjn. but
The plots are built so that all Mrs. Tony Bouwens of Au- a Miracle," Peterson, at the First
the body was not recovered witil
with 1*** arm
fractures of the runoff soil and water can be col- kuni( Neb., Is visiting relativesin Reformed Church morning service
:30 a.m.
In the loot church SurntywHli
arm
was get Mon_ lected and measured. During one Holland and Zeeland. She Is a
and Miss Louise De Kleine of
Parents of the youth, Mr. and
four-hour
period,
2.6
inches
of
rain
jjjter
of
Mrs.
Adrian
De
Pree.
day in an
operation that lasted
Drenthe presentedtwo solos at
to th/dan
Mrs.
Carlo Rasmussen, were
three hours. There are two metal fell. The plot that had com planted Mr. and Mrs. Manley Stege- the evening service.
spending the weekend at Elkhart,
ternoon.
up
and
down
the
hill
suffered
0f
Detroit
were
visitors
with
strips in the arm. Hospital perThe First Reformed Church
i'
Festival
Ind., when the message was reloss of more than 35,000 gallons of friends in Zeeland the past week Sunday School picnic will be held
ceived
here
and
were
located
water and 250 cubic feet of soil and they attended service! in at Lawrence Street Park tonight.
Holland area Republicansare staged each night, Monday with the aid of State Police.
waiti"tose,,heleg
Nancy Hill,
the three-month-old per acre. The plot with com across commemoration of the 50th anni- Hot and cold drinks will be served beating the drums these days in through Saturday from 8 to 10
Rasmussen was born Oct 5,
calls extended to him from the
baby girl, has her left leg in trac- the slope had a loss of about one- versary of the Second Reformed and supper will be at 6:30 pn^ an effort to get a sizeable cara- p.m. It will include a cast of 1,700 1935, at route 3, Fennville, and
Godwin Heights Christian Re- tion for a clean break. Her third as much. The plot that is in Church.
Contests will be held for Juniors van of cars and Interestedpeople in authentic historical costume on
formed Church and also the call
The Rev. and Mrs. James T. and teenagers Including horseshoe, lined up for a trip to the Under a stage more than 200 feet long. was graduated from FennviUe
brother,Harold, three years old, is good alfalfa-brom meadow had
High School in 1953. He entered
from the Walker Church. >
soil loss and lost only 3,500 gallons Veneklasen of Kansas City, Mo., softball A program will be prestill under observation for possible
the Oaks Centennialcelebration
service in January, 1954, and rewere recent visitorswith rela- sented at the bowl after supper.
Mr*. Egbert Ten Broeke sub- concussion. He was pinned under of water per
at Jackson next Tuesday.
ceived his basic training in Texas.
Studies conducted at the plots fives In Zeeland. Rev. Veneklasen,
mitted to surgery 00 Saturday the 'seat.
The Mission Circle of the First
The week-long celebration that
He had been stationed at Chanute
prove
beyond
any
doubt
that
cona
charter
member
of
the
Second
Reformed Church held its picnic opens Sunday and runs through
The accident occurred at 4 p.m.
Field two months.
The Rev. Tymen E. Hoffman
A new address Is Sgt Herschel Sunday about 10 miles outside of servation farming does pay off in Reformed Church, was speaker at on the lawn of the parsonageon July 10, is designed to celebrate
Surviving are the parents; tiro
the
amount
of
soil
and
water
that
the
Fellowship
Memorial
Banquet
of
Bozeman
Mont.,
has
declined
Weaver, UjS. 55342761 45th Evac- Fort Wayne on Indiana Highway
Tuesday.
the 100th birthday of the Republibrothers, Robert and Richard, at
is
kept
-on
the
land,
Miller
said.
Friday
evening,
June
18.
the call fijpm the local Christian
nation Hospital, AP.O. 301, care 14. Mrs. Hill and the children and
can Party.
home; an uncle, Leonard RasScientiststell us that it takes Mary Dickman of the Nurses
Reformed Church.
of Postmaster, San Francisco, her sister, Mrs. Ellery Flaugh,
Carl
C.
Andreasen.Ottawa
mussen, who lived with the famfrom
§00
to
1,000
years
to
make
Training
School
of
the
University
Duane
Ten
Broek
from
near
Calif.
started out to visit other relatives
County
Republican
Chairman,
is
one inch of top soil. One rain can 0f Michigan is spending a brief
Zeeland spent Friday with Mr. ily; his grandparents,Mr. end
Jack Lamer arrived home from in Ohio.
spearheadingthe drive to line up
(From
Wednesday's
Sentinel)
cause
the
loss
of
soil
that
it
took
vacation
at
the
home
of
her
parand Mrs. Mart Tubergen. Mr. Mrs. Charles King of Grand Juncservice last week after receiving
A car traveling at an excessive
a crowd for the caravan. Anyone
generations
to
form.
Contour
farments,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
C.
Dickman,
•
Holy
Communion
was
celeand Mrs. Ten Broek and daugh- tion.
his discharge. Marvin Bosch, son rate of speed attempted to pass the
brated at both services Sunday. interestedis asked to call him at ter Arlene and Nelva spent the
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bosch, also Flaugh car, hit an oncoming car ing, sod waterways,strip croppingEast Lincoln St.
The annual church picnic will 2381 or contact Don Vos by call- evening with the Tubergens.
arrived home this week from and ricocheted back into the and other soil saving practicesare The Zeeland Bowl was the scene
of a large gatheringon Sunday be held at the Drenthe Grove ing Zeeland, 3717.
Mrs, Harrry Bowman and Mrs.
Korea.
Flaugh auto. Both cars were com- a must.
According to plans, the local Wilfred Bowman and daughter,
evening, June 27, to view the film Thursday evening. A program and
Mr. and Mrs. John Boetsma an- pletely demolished.Occupants of
caravan will assembleat Holland Laurie Ann, enjoyed a dinner at
"Shelter in the Cumberlands." sports will be held.
nounce the birth of a daughter, the other car were severely inThe movie was sponsoredby the
The Rev. and Mrs. Denekas en- City Hall Tuesday at 9 a.m. for Kollen Park Friday with Mrs.
Sue Aim, June 22 at Zeeland hos- jured.
Youth for Christ, directed by Gil- tertained week-endvisitors from the trip to Jackson.
Art Slag as hostess. Others atpital
Harley Hill and two other sons,
Among the highlightsof the tending the dinner were Mrs. Pine
bert Van Wynen. The film shows Oregon and Illinois.
Pvt Henry Walters has been Harley and Harry and Ellery
the Galilean Children’s Home at
Mary Allen Wolters of Overisel program Tuesday will be appear- John Dykman. Mrs. Ralph Bultseriously ill Word has been re- Flaugh and children had gone to
Two single-engineplane*, operance of Vice PresidentRichard man, Mrs. Jake Nieboer Mrs.
Corbin,
Ky.,
which
is
conducted
sang two selectionsat the Sunday
ceived that he is feeling better but the beach for the day and returned For
Nixon
and
Senator Homer Fergu- Nick Skotanis, Mrs. Alice Kolk ating out of Park Township airby John Vogel
evening services.
must remain in the hospital for about 6 p.m. when they were notiof Fremont, Mrp. Gerben Kuyers port, began spraying Red and
A fluoridationprogram for 2,- Bertha Sal is at the Holland son. Each will speak.
First official races in the three
•ome time. The nature of his ail- fied of the accident by the State
The
week-long
festival will
Scotch pine plantingsbetween
ment is not yet knowh. His tem- Police. Hospital reports say the small boat classes at Macatawa 200 children of Zeeland and sur- Hospital after undergoing major commemorate the party’s first and daughters Bonnie and Marcia Holland and Grand Haven Monof
Boreulo/
Mrs.
John
Lappenga,
Bay
Yacht
Club
will
start
Saturroundings
began
today.
Treat
surgery
Saturday.
porary address is Pvt Henry Wal- family wju have to remain in the
formal conventionheld in Jack- Mrs. Florence Galien and Mrs. day.
Mrs. G. J. Dannenberg has been
ters, U.S. 55401934, Headquarters hospital for at least three weeks day, July 3. Boats in the 110, Light- ments are being given in Lincoln
son 100 years ago. An historical Jake Doomewerd of Holland.
West Michigan Crop Dusters,
confined to her home for several
21st Sta. Hosp., Ward 8, AP.O. 59, before being returned to Holland. ning and Nipper classes will sail St. School,
pageant depicting the sacrifices of
from BreedsvUle, are doing the job
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leslie
Bekins
and
in
the
three-race
Fourth
of
July
The
children
of
Zeeland
are
beweeks
with
illness.
Her
condition
P- M- San Francisco,Calif. The Hills had just started a twoAmericans in pioneer and later son, Ron, left early Friday morn- under directionof Robert Mueller,
series to be run on July
ing offered an opportunity to is somewhat improved.
Next Sunday opportunitywill week vacation,
times In the cause of freedom will ing for Drumond Island where owner. It is the same outfit that
An opportunity is being given by participatein a six-week summer
George Essink has been ill for
be given for baptism.
highlight the festival.^
they will spend a week’s vaca dusted blueberry plants earlier
the club to sailors under 18 who recreation program from July 5 more than a week.
Mr. and Mrs. Blauwkamp and 1 C*Al.n r__
1
The festival will be political lion.
this year.
are interested in a sailing mem- to Aug. 13. Herbert Morgan of
family are enjoying a trip to the ai0len tar Report
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Westrate
only in the sense that it will comJunior C.E. met for the first They will continue the job aS
bership to the club. Even if their Hope College will supervise the are the parents of a daughter.
memorate the part political par- time Sunday afternoon in the week and expect to spray a total
parents are not members of the program, assisted by Donna Har- She has been named Laurie Ann.
I
Mi‘h*P
ties played In winning and pre- chapel. Mr. and Mrs. Junior of 1,200 acres before they finish
den berg of Zeeland. The program
club
they
will
be
able
to
particiMr.
and
Mrs.
Harlan
Jurries
The Rev. Robert Evenhuis has
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
serving our freedoms,’’Nixon said Vereeke are the sponsors and up. They spray one gallon of Insecwill
be
held
at
Lawrence
Street
were married Wednesday evenreceived a call from the church at City Police are investigating a pate in all the season races and
in proclaiming the celebration. Marcia Knap is pianist.
ticide to an acre to get rid of pine
Fulton* HI
possible connection between a car the sailing school program, begin- Park, the Christian School the ing, June 23.
The Jackson festival will follow
The Rev. Jay Weener and shoot moths.
Public School and possibly the
Mr. and Mrs. Gerben Kuyers reported stolen and one Involved ners or advanced.
Mr. and Mrs.* Robert Nykamp
last month’s GOP fete at Ripon, family will have a week’s vacaIncluded in the* praying job la
First sailingschool meeting will Youth Center. Outdoor activity will be at home in Holland afand family, Mr. and Mrs. Gel Van in an accident at the entrance to
Noord, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van the Oval At 11:30 p.m. Monday, a be Thursday,July 8. Parents are will be emphasized apd arts and ter returning from there wedding Wis., commemoratingthe 100th tion which they plai) to spend in 325 acre* of federallyowned plantanniversary of the party's birth. A Chicago with relatives. Dr. Rich- ing*.
Noord and family, Mr. and Mrs. car driven by CliffordTaylor, Jr., also invited to attend this meeting crafts will also be presented.The trip. Their marriage was solemn’Freedom Flame” was lighted at ard Oudersluysof Western Semprogram will operate five days a ized on June 16.
George Dekker and Mr. and Mrs. of Spring Lake, was struck by a at 4 p.m.
inary will be guest pastor next
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Martinez the Ripon festivities.
Floyd Westveld and family en- car which had first struck a
Anyone interested in the junior week and is offered to children of
Dworce Granted
The party’s official history says Sunday.
are now living in the home of the
joyed a wiener
at Lake cement barricade at the Oval activities can contact Howard elementaryschool age.
the
GOP
was
bom
at
Ripon
jdarch
Jay Nykamp has been called GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A
The Memorial services of the late Jane Brower. Mr. Martinez,
Michigan last Friday night.
entrance and then two other car*. Hamm, chairman of the race
20, 1854, and that Jackson was to serve his country and will divorce decree was granted In the
50th
anniversary
of
the
Second
a student at Western Seminary
Mr. and Mr*. William Austof Taylor stopped in the lane of traf- committee,Herb Marsilje at 5551
the site of its first convention leave this week. Mrs. Nykamp Ottawa CircuitCourt late Tuesday
bave returned home after spend- fic to give the other car it’s free- or Commodore Clarke Field at Reformed Church were continued will conduct servicesfor the Mexto James F. Bouwkamp Cooper*July 6, 1854.
will stay at the home of her parSunday
morning
with
a
Holy
Comican
farm
worker*
in
this
vicinity
573L
ing a couple of weeks in New dom and was struck in the left
It was at Jackson in a grove of ents, Mr. and Mrs. AUie Koomen, ville from Babbette J. Bouwkamp,
munion
service
conducted
by
the
this summer. He will also do work
rear with the front fender of the
now residing in California. There
pastor, the Rev. Harold N. Eng- among the Mexican workers in oak trees that 4,000 Michigan citi- during his absence. The Nykampi
Mr. and Mr*. John Gebben of other car, causing considerable
are no children.
Mrs. Ida Van Bronkbont lund. The choir sang two selec- the Fennville area.
zens convened for the first formal were Forest Grove residents.
Grand Rapids spent Sunday even- damage to his car.
convention.
The
wording
of
a
On
Wednesday
evening,
the
Ing with Mr. and Mr*. Henry Geb- At 1:19 a.m. Tuesday, City Police Dies in Home of Daughter tions “O Savior of the World.”
There are only two very dMInet
marker at the Jackson grove has Rev. John Vander May of HudGoss, and “When I Survey the
received a report from Robert
types of wolves in America tie
contributed
to
dispute
over
the
Marriage
Ueetuet
aonville
will
speak
on
“Personel
ZEELAND (Special)- Mrs. Ida Wondrous Cross”, Dicks. The
Mr. and Mrs. Marlnus Talsma Mergener of Grand Haven, that
year* as to whether Ripon or, Evangellam”
the Senior praire wolf, or coyote, and the
Ottawa County
entertained a group of relatives his car had been stolen. The vehi Van Bronkhorat, 88, formerlyof Communion offering was for
large jgray timber wolf.
Jackson
was
the
birthplace.
Christian
Endeavor
meeting.
Roger
Jay
Brouwer,
21,
route
Temple
Time.
A
Communion
serat their home last Friday evening. de was recovered at 7:30 a.m. to- Forest Grove, died at the home of
The
marker
says:
Richard
Van
Til
and
son,
iTviU
and Marilyn Carol
Mr*. Peter Ryns burger enter- day on Ottawa St., badly damag- her daughter, Mrs. Dick Kalman, vice sms held again in the af- 2, Hudsonville,
“Here, under the oaks, July 6, Bruce, of Grandville,were dinner
ternoon for those unable to attend Mulder, 22, Holland;Everette Anal a birthday party at her ed. Taylor got the licensenumber Zeeland, Monday night.
Surviving besides the daughter the morning service.The evening derson. 22, Grand Haven, and Mur- 1854, was bqm the Republican guests of Mr. and. Mrs. Lawrence
last week Wednesday af- ot the car which struck his and
honoring her son, Robert, it turned out to be Mergener’s are one son, Andrew of Grand* services concluded the celebration iel Rebentisch, 18, Spring Lake; Party— destined in the throes of De Vries Sunday.
AMBULANCE SIRVICI
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowman
civil strife to abolish slavery,Yin
xth birthday.Games were vehicle.
ville, seven grandchildren and 17 program with a service of conse- Clinton Hop, 25, Zeeland, and JoHOLLAND, MKHMAH
and
daughter,
Laurie
Ann,
were
dicate
democracy
and
perpetuate
anne
Schut,
17,
Hudsonville.
and
great grandchildren; a sister, Mrs. cration.The senior choir, directed
2*
lest
Mwe*
Sunday
evening
visitors
of
Mr.
the union.
The method of moving vessels William Engles man of Zeeland; a by Stanley De Pree, sang “Onand Mrs. BUI Aukeman and famiGilbert Vanda Water, Mgr.
The
spectacular
"Freedom
FesLettuce
was
first
grown
In
Asia
ward
Christian
Soldiers,”
Sullibe as by screw propulsion was invented sister-in-law,Mrs. Hattie Bergtival” historicalpageant will be ly in Zutpben.
van; the Junior and Intermediate several thousandyean ago.
in 1836,’
sma of Ellsworth.
ol
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Herman Windemuller examines Park Twp.

(Sentinel photo)

Ntwly Installed Officers of Women

of the

Moose
(Penno-Sosphoto)

Park Township Acquires

New 900-Galldn Tanker
A new tank truck with

_

«bnr:'‘ y

No. ^s new tank truck.

a capaci-

Uolkty

Installation

It was Children’s Day at Third
Reformed Church and one by one
the young moppets rose proudly

Held

By Local Chapter

to speak their pieces.
ty of 900 gallons is the latest adOne presentationwas a group of
dition, to the equipment of Park
memory verses by the young beTownship Fire Dept. No. 2. loginners and with a flourish four
cated across from the airport on
youngsterstook their places on
the Ottawa Beach Road.
the stage. First Jeanne Beekman
Constructed by IXL Machine
took one step forward, lifted her
Shop, Inc., the tank is mounted on
head high so that she could get
a 1954 Studebakertwo-ton chassis.
closer to the low microphoneand
The truck carries a portable pump
recited her verse. Then came
which can fill or empty the tank
Brian Kooiker and Kathy Notier,
in only five minutes.
one step forward and lift head
Much of the labor in installing high.
the tank on the truck and preparLastly came Jackie Kuiper, just
ing the unit for service was done
5, who proudly took his step forby members of the department,
ward, and then boomed into the
thus keeping the cost to the townmike, “I forgot'" His teacher fconship below $3,000.
veniently nearby prompted him
Fire Chief Herman Windemuland he gave his verse.
ler said the primary purpose of
Jackie couldn't understandwhy
the new truck w-ill be to keep the
the audience laughed so hard, but
regular pumper supplied with
we can. The verse: "I shall not
water, but that it can also be used
forget Thy Word!"
alone to fight grass fires. PreI^ter Jackie told his mother,
viously, the department had to
Mrs. Robert Kuiper, route 1, "I
depend on the truck from Park
guess you just made me say it so
Township Department No. 1 in
often I gorgot."

Mr. ond Mrs. Ber ord Nyhof

Women of the Moose, Chapter
1010 were installedin a formal
Vows were exchanged Friday, Ida Nyhof, sisters of the groom. ceremony last week in the hall.
June 18. by Miss Lillian Joyce They wore light green gowns and The ceremony was performed by
Bos and Bernard Nyhof in a carried colonial bouquets of yel- the Installingofficers of the
double ring ceremony performed low and white flowers.Patty Ann Grand Rapids Chapter of the
by the Rev. John GuichelaarIn Bos, niece of the bride, was Women of the Moose.
North Street Christian Reform- flower girl. Harvey Nyhof, atHolland officers installed are
ed Church, Zeeland.
tended his brother as best man. (seated,left to right) Mrs. Clara
Parents of the couple are Mr. Others in the wedding party were Dykema, treasurer; Miss Bea
Arthur Reenders & wf. to
and Mrs. Wynand Bos, route 3, Harold and Delbert Bos, brothers Johnson, junior regent; Mrs.
Henry A. Swiftney& wf. Lot 21
Zeeland, and Mr. and Mrs. John of the bride, ushers; Irvin Bos Marie Botsls, senior regent; Mrs.
Nyhof, route 5, Holland.
& pt. 22 Reenders Add. No. 2 City
and Jerrold Nyhof who lit the Ruth Rummler, junior graduate
Decorations included two white candles, and Kenneth Nyhof, regent; Mrs. Dorothy Bazan,
of Grand Haven.
altar bouquets, candelabra and brother of the groom, ringbearer. chaplain;Mrs. Kay Miller; reJohanna Kragt to John Dietrich
Oregon fern. Pews were decoratSening the 120 guests at the corder; (back row) Mrs. Doris
& wf. SEi NE1 & SWi NE4 &
* <
ed with white bows.
reception in the church basement Ten Brink, argus, Miss Jackie
pt. NJ NE!4 29-8-13 Twp. Wright.
"Because,” “God Gave Me You," were the Misses Arlene Moore, Ten Brink, pianist; Mrs. Arlene
Fred Sandy & wf. to James F.
and ‘The Lord's Prayer" were Ann Le Febre, Ruth Brandsen, Kangas, assistant guide; Mrs.
Murray Pt. Lot 42. 43 Sandy's
sung by Harold Padding, accom- Goldie Nagelkirk, Lorraine Maxine Den Uyl, guide and Mrs.
Sub. No. 1 Twp. Holland.
panied by Mrs. Stanley Sluiter lookers, Marge Guichelaar,Shirley Clara Essebagger,sentinel.
Harold Schwanders & wf. to
who played appropriatewedding Overweg and Eleanor Klooster- Installingofficers were Mariam
John Geerlings et al Pt. Lot 7
music.
man.
Biddinger, regent; Marie Ypma,
Village of Cedar Swamp, Twp.
For her wedding the bride Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Bos were Chaplain; Laura Ifettinga,guide,
Holland.
chose a gown of Chantilly lace master and mistress of cere- Mabel David son, pianist; Betty
Albert D. Marlink & wf. to
and nylon net over shimmering monies. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Van Heck, chairman. They were
Ronald Neugebauer& wf. Lot Central Park when an aditional
satin featurnga lace etched yoke Cooper and Mr. and Mrs. Junior assistedby the Men’s Drill Team
Mrs. Bernard J. Hook
123 Sunset Heights Sub. No. 1 water supply was needed.
with lace medallions framing the Hoffman were in the gift room of Grand Rapids Lodge, No. 50.
From the Grand Rapids Herald: curved line of her basque bodice
(Prince photo)
Twp. Georgetown.,
The department’s regular truck,
and Wayne Schipper and Miss
A friend walked into a down- and long lace sleeves tapqring to Doris Kalmink presided at the Approximately100 members
Albert D. Marlink & wf. to a 1952 model with a capacity of
and guests were present to witLe\Vis Elders & wf. Lot 160 Sun- 600 gallons, was purchased after town restaurant at lunchtime points over the wrists. The wed- punch bowl.
ness the installation ceremony.
Tuesday,
told
the
hostess
he
was
set Heights Sub No. 2 Twp. the fire station was completed
ding ring waist released a full
An eastern wedding trip was Brief remarks were given by the
waiting for U.S. Attorney Wen- flowing skirt of nylon net over
Georgetown. .
two years ago.
chosen by the couple who after governor,Emmet VanDuren and
dell A. Miles and asked her If she lace with a rich depth of Chantilly
Willis Harre & wf. to Gordon
Since that time, the department
July 1 will make their home at by the secretary, Irvin Kangas
H. Moore & wf. Lot 7 Blk 2 has answered 60 alarms with an knew him. The hostess said no so lace. A seed pearl crown with 1444 North Elm St., Zeeland. A
and state vice president, Ted
Hopkins Add. Spring Lake.
estimated total property loss of the friend describedMiles like scallopedfront secured her finger- carnation pink dress with navy Berkey, Dona Covingtonwas for- A lovely summer wedding was Edgar Prince presided at the
this:
Arthur Reenders & wf. to John $10,000. Windemullersaid that
tip veil of illusion. She carried a and white accessoriesand a white
mally initiatedprior to the In- solemnized Friday night in MAple punch bowl and Mr. and Mrs. Rob“He’s a short, handsome man cascade bouquet of white carnaI. Poel & wf. Lot 25 Reenders
the estimated value of the property
carnation corsage was worn by stallation when 30 members were Avenue ChristianReformed Church ert Veneklasen arrangedthe gifts.
Add. No. 2 City of Grand Haven. saved by the department is $35,- with graying hair and stark blue tions and pompons.
the bride.
present.
when Miss Ruth Marian Klingen- Miss Hannagrace Lenten was in
eyes."
Dick Knoll & wf. to Howard 800.
Miss Pearline Kiel as maid of
A graduate of Holland Christ- The membership committee was berg became the bride of Bernard charge of the guest book. WaitIt worked, the hostess recogniz- honor wore a yellow gown and
Weener & wf. Pt. NEi NWi 27Serving as assistant chief is
ian High School the bride is em- in charge of a potluck lunch. In- J. Haak. The double ring service resses were Misses Joan Kragt,
6-15 Twp. Olive.
Jake De Feyter while Malcolm ed "Blue-eyes Miles" when he carried a colonial bouquet of ployed at the Zeeland State Bank. cluded were Mrs. Kay Nyland, was performedat 7:30 p.m. by the
Muriel Elzinga, Joan Van WingerEugene Vender Meiden & wf. Veneklassenis secretary and came in and directed him to his green and white flowers. Brides- The groom works at Essenburg chairman; and Mrs. Ellen DanRev. Gareth S. Kok beneath an en. Lucille Gort, Joan Kole, Doris
friend. . .
to Bertha Skwark Werschy Pt. Jack Witteveen is treasurer.
maids were Misses Hermina and Lumber Co.
tinne, Mrs. Emma Witt, Mrs. arch of white peonies and orchid Buurman, Rose Van Til and Faith
SWJ SWJ 15-7-15 Twp. Robinson. Other members of the depart- What we In Holland want to
Esther
Witt and Mrs. Edna gladioli. Palms, ferns, five seven- Kok.
Emil Klumpel & wf to Eugene ment are Robert Boes, Arnold De know is does this put Wendell
Slagh. Prize winners for the branch candelabra and baskets of
Solos were sung by Prof, ten
ahead
of
Jack
Bennf,
the
comeVander Meiden & wf. Pt. SWi Feyter, Ted De Graaf. Erwin De
evening were Mrs. Rummler and white peonies formed the back- Hoor and Miss Virginia KlingenSWi 15-7-15 Twp. Robinson.
Vree, John Kiev it. Floyd dian with the baby-blue eyes?
Mrs. Blanche Solomon.
ground. Clusters of gladioli, greens berg. Miss Helen Van Vels gave a
J. Wesley Lee & wf. to Otto Klinge, Arnold Streur and James
and bows marked the pews.
reading and Rev. Kok led closing
Eddie
Mulder,
one
of
the
sixth
R. Larsen & wf. Pt. SEi NEi 29- Volkema.
graders at Lincoln school who
The
bride is the daughter of Mr. prayer.
8-16 City of Grand Haven.
Two Plead Guilty, One
shared in the work in planting peand Mrs. William Klingenberg, For their northern honeymoon
HE. Morse Co. to Chris-Craft
In a fashionable wedding Fri- the gowns. Their colonial bouquets Innocent in Court
tunias
in
tulip
lane
there,
is
now
275 East 32nd St., and the groom’s Mrs. Haak wore an ice blueJineh
Corp. Pt. SEi SWi 19-5-15 Twp.
pursuing a brand new hobby at day afternoonin Hope Reformed were of Golden RaptUre roses and
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Charles suit styled with a box jacket, White
Holland.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
home. He's trying to raise coco- Church, Miss JacquelynBoersma, snapdragons.
Haak, 271 South Maple St., Zee- accessoriesand a corsage of piqk
Dirk Isenga to Andrew Melldaughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
nuts.
The bride's mother wore a waltz Arthur Blair, 57, route 4, Holland, land.
roses and split -white carnations.
ema »& wf. Lot 21 Isenga’s Sub.
He didn’t know how to go about Boersma, 566 Lawndale Ct., be- length gown of rose mauve silk pleaded not guilty to a charge of
No. 1 Twp. Georgetown.
For her wedding, the bride chose After July 12, the couple will be at
it, so he wrote to conservation de- came the bride of 2nd Lt. Charles organza with matching lace in- gross indecencyin Circuit Court
William H. Rutgers & wf. to In Tulip
a gown of imported chantilly rose- Camp Gordon, Ga., where the
partments in several sections of E. A. Van Duren, son of Mrs. serts. Her hat was of matching Friday and bond of $1,000 was con point lace and tulle over satin. The groom is stationed as a corporal
Henry D. VandeKieft & wf. Pt.
Members of the Holland Coun- the country. Finally he wrote to Charles K. Van Duren, 99 North velvet and shewore a double orchid tinued for his trial during the fitted lace bodice featured a por- with the Military Police Division
WJ SEi 4-8-14 Twp. Polkton.
October term. The alleged offense
Lewis B. Akins & wf. to Fred cil for Civic Beauty headed by U.S. Rep. Jerry Ford who referred 120th Ave., and the late Charles corsage. The groom’s mother was
trait neckline outlinedwith a deli- of the Army. Mrs. Haak will reK. Van Duren.
occurred in Zeeland township
his
letter
to
a
senator
in
Florida
dressed
in
a
waltz
length
gown
of
Langeland & wf. SI NEi SWi Lida Rogers Friday complimented
cate scallop of lace. The long lace main with her husband a short
Dr. Marion de Velder performed lavenderlace. She w-ore a shell June 14 involving a 15-year-old sleeves tapered to points over the time before returning to live with
26-8-14 Twp. Polkton.
residents living on tulip lane who and that's how Eddie got his inFrank . D. McKay & wf. to have planted petunias and other formation. It involves some trick the single ring ceremony before a pink hat and accessories and a boy. Complaint against Blair was wrists and tiny buttons extended her parents.
made by Avery D. Baker of OtFred Aardema & wf. Pt. NEi 26- annuals in the lanes in front of of not burying the coconut entire- setting of palms, ferns, candel- pink camellia corsage.
down the back of her gown to the The bride is a graduate of Holabra and large white bouquets of
Chester E. Norris of Bangor, tawa Juvenile Court.
their homes, and pointed out ly. or something like that.
7-13 Twp. Tallmadge.
waist. The voluminoustulle skirt land ChrisUan High School and
Thomas
H.
Cumiskey,
25,
SturRiPh Zwemer, another sixth gladioli, pompons and chrysanthe- Me., served as best man. Ushers
James Spruit & wf. to Lambert there is still time to plant such
was styled with a scalloped lace Hope College where she was affiligrader, is trying her luck at grow- mums in cathedral vases. Window were R. A. Boersma, Jr., brother geon Bay, Wis., employed on a
Lubbers & wf. Lot 79 McBride's flowers.
overskirtwhich fell from a peplum ated with Kappa Beta Phi sorority.
and pew arrangementswere white of the bride, J. Rodney Boersma, governmentbarge working in in front to form the sweeping cha- She will teach in the fall at South
Add. City of Holland.
A check of tulip lane Thursday ing avocados.
Successful or not in hobbies,the candles and white gladioli.Mrs. William K. Hinga, Roger Prins, M. Grand Haven, pleaded guilty to a
Side Christian School. The groom
Willis J. Welters & wf. to night revealed that many persons
charge of larceny from a person. pel train. Her veil of imported silk
George Wheeler & wf. Pt. SWi are cooperating with the council teacher, Mrs. Elizabeth Protsmari. Wf. Curtis Snow played the tradi- Keith Wallace and Larry Kolb,
illusion was secured by a tiny also was graduated from Holland
Bond
of
$1,000
was
not
furnished.
SEi 35-5-16 Twp. Park..
in attempting to make the lanes says the children have had a lot tional wedding music and accom- Jr., all of Holland.
matching lace cap embroideredChristian.
A reception for 275 guests was He may appear for sentence June with seedpearls.She carrieda cas- Following rehearsal Thursday
Albert D. Marlink & wf. to colorful for the remainder of the of good experience in letter writ- panied Mrs. Marion de Velder
when she sang "The Lord's Pray- held followingthe ceremony pt 30 provided pre-sentence investiga
Norman Elenbaas& wf. Lots 165 season. The park department has ing.
cade bouquet of white roses and night, parents of the groom enterer" as the couple knelt.
the Macatawa Bay Yacht Club tion is completed by that date. swainsonia. The bride was given tained the bridal party at their
166 Sunset Heights Sub. No.
taken charge of large sections in
How good is your memory?
The bride, given in marriage by with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Held of Cumiskey allegedly took $35 from in marriage by her father.
home.
Twp. Gerogetown.
the boulevards in the west section.
her.
father,was lovely in a gown Detroit, uncle and aunt of the the purse of Mrs. Rose Davis SatIf
you
associate
epic
events
Gerrit Redder & wf. to John All residents have received careSeveral pre-nuptialparties feted
Mrs.
Rodger
Buining
of
Grand
night.
Hopp & wf.
NWi 16- ful instructionson how to care with such mundane things as heat of illusion tulle over satin with groom, as master and mistress of urday
Rapids, college friend of the bride, the bnde, given by Mrs. R. Van
Patrick
Parris,
20,
Grand
______ particularly
_ __________ iu
5-13 Twp. Jamestown.
for the _plants,
in waves you’ll probablyrecall that accents of Venice lace. The very ceremonies. Out of town guests
Wyk and Mrs. Dale Mooi, Mrs.
Haven, formerly of Rogers City, attended as matron of honor, wearJohn Hopp & wf. to Kenneth pinching off top buds periodically|VS ^ust f?ur years a8° tomorrow full illusion skirt terminated in a were present from Chicago, DeJohn Tuls and Mrs. Arthur Tuls,
ing
a
gown
of
orchid
net
over
tafsweep train over a wide hoop. troit, Grand Rapids, Ann Arbor, pleaded guilty to a charge of tak- feta. A pleated band of point de Mrs. Harry Prins and Mrs. John
Garveling& wf. Pt. NWi NWi to make the plants more bushy that the Korean was started.
ing
indecent
liberties
with
a
14Sunday, June 25, jn 1950. was a The fitted bodice featured a sculp- Jackson, Spring Lake and Sheboy16-5-13 Twp. Jamestown.
Petunias, dwarf marigolds and
Prins, Misses Elaine and Barbara
year-old girl, and will return June Espiritedged the top of the strapDonald Richard Cady & wf. to other recommeded annuals are real blingerwhen it comes to heat tured boat neckline and short gan. Wis.
less gown and crossed the front of Haak and Mrs. John Klingenberg.
30
for
sentence.
Bond
of
$1,000
Mrs. Van Duren was graduated
James Colter Mulder & wf. Lots not hard to grow, but do require waves, and that particular hot lace-edgedsleeves. Her elbow
Mrs. Anthony Klingenberg and
was not furnished.The alleged of- the fitted bodice to form a fly panel
19, 20, 44 Oak Grove Sub. Twp. a certain amount of care and spell Was broken by the grand- length gloves of illusion tulle were from Michigan State College
on the bouffant skirt. With it she Mrs. Richard Jacobs.
fense
occurred
Tuesday
evening
in
Grand Haven.
watering, it was pointed out. daddy of all electrical storms that edged in lace. A fingertipveil of where she was a member of Sigwore a tiny shrug jacket and a
illusion was held in place by a ma Kappa sorority, and taught in Central Park across from the poRobert Strabbing & wf. to Easiest way to develop this type night.
godet bonnet of matching materlice
station
in
plain
view
of
the
ofWhat makes the historic date juliet cap of bridal satin, import- Long Beach, Calif.
Walter Veersma Pt. Wi SEi 23- of planting is by obtaining a flat
ial and short white lace gloves.
ficer in charge at the desk.
5-16 Twp. Park.
Lt. Van Duren attended the
of transplants from a florist or even more memorablewas that ed lace and seed pearls. She carShe canied a colonialbouquet of
on
that
day,
parts
of
the
wreckage
ried
a
cascade
bouquet
of
white
grower.
University of Michigan for three
Martin Klute to Benjamn Vishibbard roses and swansonia.
ser & wf. NEi NWi & pt. SE14
Mrp. Robert Kouw and John of a big airliner which went down starlite roses and lily of the valley years and was affiliated with Del- FennvilleWoman Diet
The bridesmaids, Miss Virginia
NWi 24-7-13 Twp. Tallmadge. Benson are heading the commit- in Lake Michigan were found off centered with a white orchid. ta Kappa Epsilon fraternity. He is
Klingenberg,sister of the bride, Rider
Following
Long
Ulnesi
South
Haven.
As maid of honor, Miss Ann a jet pilot in the U.S. Air force and
tee on the tulip lane planting
Miss Helen Jansen, the bride's
Marie Winterhalder of Zeeland, is stationed at Bangor. Me.
project. The city has been divided
Sheritf Points Out That
FENNVILLE
(Special) -Mrs. cousin. Miss Elaine Haak, sister of
If
you
want
a
real
treat
these
sorority
sister
of
the
bride,
wore
into four zones.
A 14-year-oldyouth was in
• For their wedding trip the new
the groom, and Miss Marjorie Pott,
days, take a drive through Kollen a waltz-length gown of lime peel Mrs. Van Duren chose a pearl Lydia Strieksaben, 72, died early
Several Men Carry Cards
wore identical gowns and hats to Holland Hospital Friday recoverSaturday
at
Douglas
Hospipark and see the lovely roses. green chromespun taffeta featur- gray sijk pima cloth ensemble of
that of the honor attendant.Their ing from multiple fractures re-,
They’re almost as colorful as ing a pin tucked motif which sheath dress and fitted jacket tal following a long illness. She
Sheriff Gerald VanderbeekFri^ Youth Found Guilty
colonial bouquets were of deep ceived when his motorbke was hit
was
a
member
of
the
Methodist
tulips.
formed a wide V neckline, cap with black velvet trim. A black
day discounted the resignation of In Larceny Cpie
purple asters and white swain- by a car Thursday afternoon.
church,
Radiant
Rebekah
Lodge
four deputies and said “after all
sleeved bodice and continuing velvet hat and black accessories
sonia. Joan Prins, flower girl,
No.
307
and
the
Past
Noble
When the Lunt-Fontanne com- through the Empire waist and and a white orchid corsage comwe have more than 150 cardClifford Strabbing, 79 West
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Grands Oub. She and her hus- wore a white gown of nylon tulle
carrying deputies in the county." After deliberating for one hour edy, "O Mistress Mine," was play- elongated hipline releasing a full pleted her costume.
15th
St., received fractures of the
over
taffeta
with
tiny
white
velband observed their 50th wedding
Vanderbeek said that Ben Dyk- and 15 minutes, a Circiuit Court ing on Broadway, a man in Wash- gored skirt. The pin tucked motif
Lt. and Mrs. Van Duren will be
vet
bows
scattered over the full right collarbone,left leg and right
anniversary
in
December,
1950.
house of Hudsonville has been jury Friday found Duncan ington, D. G, wired a New York was repeated in a half-hat head- at home after July 4 at 12 Tyler
Surviving are the husband,Wil- skirt. She carried a miniature thumb. He is undergoing x-rays
suspended as of the first of the Tucker, 18, of 1142 Fulton St., friend to get him a pair of tickets dress with a nose veil. She carried Ave, Bangor, Me.
liam;
three sons, Doyle and colonial bouquet of hibbard roses today to determine the extent
y*ar- Henry Walters of route 1, Grand Haven, guilty of larceny for the following Saturday night. Golden Rapture roses touched
Homer of Fennville and Theodore and swainsonia.
of possible head injuries. His
West Olive, was on a special from a person' He will appear This the friend was able to do, and with white snapdragons.
of Shelby; one grandchild; one Wilbur Haak assisted his broth- condition is “good" hospital authpromptly wired: “Mistressokay
*tatus and the “other two were for dispositionJune 30.
Wearing gowns matching the Daniel De Graaf to
sister, Mrs. William Link of er as best man. Ushers were Rod- orities said.
for Saturday."
just used during Tulip Time"
maid of honors in shades of lemon
Tucker was one of four involvStudy in England
Ocala, Fla.
ger braining,Marvin ten Harmsel,
Driver of the car, Julia Van
The
Washington
man
read
the
the sheriff added.
peel yellow, the bridesmaids were
ed in a fracas at the north side
Joe Kramer, Jr., and Howard Voss.
Tatenhove, 43, of 382 Pine Ave.,
"We have .severalcard-carrying last November when Harold Van wire and chuckled. Penciled below Miss Norma Friden, Woodbury, Daniel De Graaf, son of Dr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Tuls, uncle was northbond on Maple Ave., and
deputies and many of them were Raalte, a discharged soldier from the message were the words: Conn., and Mrs. Jack Masten- Mrs. Clarence De Graaf of 563 Holland Police Team
and aunt of the bride, were mas- Strabbingeastboundon 26th SL,
"Western
Union
prefers
not
to
held over, from the past sheriffs Ferrysburg was robbed of $75
brook, Clarkston, sorority sisters HiUcrest Dr., left Holland
ter and mistress of ceremonies.
when they collidedat the intertransmitthis type of message." of the bride; Miss Janice Boersma Tuesday for New' York where he Placet Third in Shoot
reffime," Vanderbeek said. “We and a wristwatch and his e
Organ prelude music and the
'
recently hired two more deputies glasses were destroyed.
and Mrs. James Slagh of Holland. boarded the SB. Castel Felice
A three-man pistol team from wedding marches were played by Mrs. Van Tatenhove was issued
Their bouquets were of bronze for Southampton, England.
in Hudsonville at the request of
the Holland police department Roger Rietberg.Soloist, Prof. a ticket for failure to have an
Scouters to Camp
the village board."
A “Pope" once conquered New About 40 . unit Scouters and Orange Delight roses and white De Graaf will attend summer Thursday placed third out of a Henry ten Hoor, sang, “O Perfect operator's license. Police continusnapdragons.
school sessions at the University field of 18 in a pistol match in Love," "Ich Liebe Dich" and "The
Mexico. Pope (pronounced po*
ed their investigationtoday.
Junior bridesmaids Miss Donna of London before traveling la(er
The British Commonwealthpro- pay), a Plcuris Indian, instigated wives from Holland area will
Grand Rapids.
Wedding Prayer."*
spend Saturdayat Camp Shawon- Kolb and Miss Patty Hasten, couvides 94 per cent of the world's the Indian revolt of 1680 that exin the summer on the continent Sgt. Ralph Woldring led the
The bride’s mother wore a gown
dossee near Whitehall as guests of sin of the bride, of Zeeland, wore
Wheaton College, Norton Mass,
nickel, 73 per cent of the gold,
De Graaf is traveling under a team with a 368 out of a possible of periwinkle blue lace and chiffon
pelled the Spaniards from the dis- the Grand Valley Council which,
was
the first educational instituankle-length
gowns
of
lime
peel
49 per cent of natural rubber, 42 trict for a time.
scholarship awarded by the In- 400 points. Sgt. Ernie Bear was with matching hat and pale pink
will entertain about 200 at the green chromespun taffeta feaper cent of tin, 53 per cent of
stitute of InternationalEducation. next with a 356 followed closely gloves. Her corsage was of pink
event The meeting will be in the turing short puffed sleeves, bas,4 chrome, 93 per cent asbestos and
He will finish up work for a mas- by Sgt Ike De Kraker with a 355.
A Malayan form of amusement nature of a planningconference,
que bodice and monks collars. ter’s degree in English. He re- • Pistol teams from Western roses. The groom’s • mother was
64 per cent manganese (less U is to excirse the power of sugdressed in navy blue sheer with
with
evening
sessions
devoted
to
S.S.R.)
Their full skirts featured three cently completedone year of work
Michigan police departmentstook white accessories and a corsage Old Colony.
gestion upon chil’dren to make Scouting, Cubbing and Exploring.
----- —
tiers of pin tucks. They wore wide toward the degree at the Univerthem “turn" into nimaif and Otto Drewel, district commissionpert in the match which was the of red roses,
brimmed pleated hats with waistThere are 56 varieties of owls. attack one another.
first of a series to be held this At
‘ the
“ reception for 150
er, It leader of the Holland j^roup. length velvet streamersto match
rfHopeCclieg11 He ** a
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Hamilton

Sunday School

Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Hutchins
and four sons yioued to Grand
Rapids last Saturday after a few
year’s residence in Hamilton. He
has been employed in Grand Rap-

Lmon
July 4, 1954
Jeans Our Example and Lord
Luke 2:40-52
By Henry Geerlings

The

ids for the past year.

story of the boyhood and

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Arens of
Beaverdam were recent visitors

youth of Jesus is not written. The
evangelists bring Him to Nazareth. They set

Him

Undisputed

life

those years is not recorded.
Why not? Not because it was not

ISWalfcsDoIt

Printing Co. Office M-56
West Eighth Street,Holland. Michigan.

worth telling, but because in one
sense there was nothing to tell.
That boyhood passed without any
atriking incident and it passed in
silence.He grew, as other boys
1879.
_
grow through commonplace years
W. A. BUTLER. Editor and Publisher in which He spoke no word which
was for any outside His own
Telephone— News Item* 3193
Advertising and Subscriptions. 3191 sphere, nor was concerned with
aught save the immediate interThe publishershall not be liable
f

-

m:_ wiSSS

__

for any error or errors In printing
any advertising unless a proof of
such advertisementshall have been
obtained by advertiser and returned
by him In time for corrections with
such errors or correctionsnoted
plainly thereon; and In such case If
any error so noted Is not corrected,
publishersliabilityshall not exceed
such a proportion of the entire space
occupied by the error bears to the
whole space occupied by such advertisement

ests of His little world.
It is to Nazareth that all the
Christian ages have turned to see
Jesus in His boyhood.No doubt
its interestswere rural and spiritual. The childish eyes of Christ
opened upon all the scenes and labors of village life, upon all the

Betrothed

and husband,
Mr. and Mrs. George Lampen.
First;
They expected to leave soon for a
trip to the southwest, visiting
scenic places there and also spend
ing some time with relatives, the
Rev. and Mrs. Donald Houseman
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
of Gallup, N. M., where the latThe
Holland Flying Dutchmen
ter family Is engaged in mission
pitching staff should have stayed
ary work among the Indians.
Robert Hleftje,who has been in bed Thursday morning.
making his home with the Roy
Three Dutchmen hurlers limitAshley and Marvin Kaper fam ed the Athletics to four hlti here
ilies the past few years, and Miss
Thuriday night, but gave up 18
Charlotte Nykerk of Overlsel walks, hit three batten and unwere married last week in a corked four wild pitches aa Grand
church wedding at OveriselRe- Haven rode back into undisputed
formed Church. The former was fint place In the Southwestern

in the home

childhood to manhood, but the

AtUetks Capture

of the latter’s sister

there where He grows up through

The Heme of the
Holland City
PublishedEvery ThunJday by the Sentinel

Dutchmen Beaten
By Grand Haven

LOOKING)

DOWN

ON INNSBRUCK

Beautiful Mountains Mark Austrian

Landscape; Cable Car Trip Exciting

discharged from Army service Michigan Baseball League with a
Is stationed. We were fortun- several weeks ago upon his return 12-2 victory.
ate in having the colonel with us from Germany. They expect to
Only Holland’* Lou Humbert
at dinner at Munich. He was on reside in Hamilton.
could find his control. He took
Dr. Richard Oudersluysof Hol- .over In the sixth inning, held an
his way to Nuemburg, Germany.
land conducted the Communion Athletic rally to one, run and
I service last Sunday at the Repitched hitless ball the rest of

ma

movement and color and fragBy Bill Butler
with It.
rance of nature. We know how all
INNSBRUCK,
Austria-Nestled This being the longest evening
these reappear in His parables
in the year the mountain top was
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
in a valley with mountain ranges
One year, $3.00; six months. 12.00; and give life and beauty to His on all sides is the picturesque city covered with bonfires,and as the
three months. 11.00: plngle copy 10c. teachings. And yet Nazareth,
evening was cool and clear the
Subscriptions payable In advance and though so quiet and retired, could of Innsbruck. Innsbruck literally
fires and smoke made a very imwill be promptly discontinuedIf not
jneans
bridge
over
the
Inns.
The
be reached by the throb of the
pressivepicture. This afternoon
renewed.
Inns is the river that flows
Subscriberswill confer a favor by great world’s movements.
when we were traveling up the
reporting promptly any Irregularity
Of the life Christ lived there through the valley and this city of mountain we noticed that there
In delivery. Write or Phone 3191.
we can say first of all that it more than 100,000. The Sill River were hundredsof people carrying
was a perfectly natural life. He also flows from Switzerland, old tires and five-gallonqans of
FBHINfl GAMBLERS
was a real child, a real youth, a through the Brenner Pass and oil as well as their overcoats and
The newspapers of the nation are real nam. He was perfectly hu- through the valley. Since early packsacksinto the cable cars.
growing the annual crop of the man. His manhood sprang out of time both the Inns and the Sill
Our curiositygot the best of us
“biggest fish” pictures. Fame of a a youth which sprang in its turn Rhers have overflowed the valley so we asked some of the young
sort is coming to some citizens from a boyhood and a childhood, so that even today the town is not men what the tires were for and
who almost live for that kind of and His wisdom throughoutcor- on the floor of the valley but at they said for the fire. Then we
thing. The satisfaction registered responded with His years. By ac- the foot cf the mountains.
asked more questions and found
NordekettebahnMountain, 6.900
on their pictured faces is an index tion and experience He gradually
out that this tradition had been
feet
above
the
town
is
easily
developed the vast potencies that
to their inner content.
going on for hundreds of years.
;Well, they are in distinguished were in Him. He gradually real- reached. First we traveled by taxi There were hundreds of fires
to
the
first cable car station high
company. So important a man as ized in the details and particulars
burning just at dusk and they
Herbert Hoover displays exactly that which from the first He in the hills. Then by Cable car up continuedfor more than two
the same facial satisfactionwhen possessed. He did not stand still. the mountain and as it was rain- hours.
ing we did not take the trip to the
the reporters picture an unusual He grew.

Miss Marlene Koy Sinke
formed Church in the morning the way. Grand Haven picked up
Announcement was made by
and at an afternoonvesper ser- its final run in the seventh as
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Sinke, 175
vice. He also was guest ministef the result of a Holland error.
the evening service. AnnounceThe win gave the Athletics a Highland Ave., of the engagement
ment was made in the bulletin 3-1 record while Holland slid from of their daughter, Marlene Kay, to
lhat the new pastor the Rev. a first place tie to third place Floyd Nykerk, son of Mr. and
Norman Van Heukelom will be in- with a 2-2 record. The Zeeland Mrs. Francis Nykerk, route 5,
stalled Thursday, July 22, at 8 Chix are in second with a 2-1 Holland.
p.m. During the Sunday School mark.
hour for the adult group. Dr- M.
Ernie Victor started on the
Stegenga
of New York, who with mound for Holland, but was taken
sharp single by George
Mrs. Stegenga recently returned out in the third as Grand Haven
Botsis in the last of the seventh
from a trip to the Holy Land and used three walks, a hit and three
broke a three inning deadlock
visit with their children, the wild pitches to take a 3-0 lead.
Thursday night in City Softball Rev. Edwin Luidens family at Jim Prins pitched until the sixth
League play at Van Tongeren Amarah, Arabia, shared the ex- and was forced to go through the
periences of that visit. Rev. and horrendous fifth when the Athleas Moose squeeked past Mrs. Stegenga were dinner guests
tics produced seven runs on only
North Holland 5-4.
of Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing. one hit, five walks and a hit batsVaondenberg Buick scored in
Harlan Jurries and Miss Arloa man.
four innings to whip cellar Smit were married during the
Meanwhile,Grand Haven’s Ken
Barber Fords, dropped from
dwelling Gra-Bell by a 6-1 mar- past week. The latter is a daugh- Clark was tossing a four hitter second place in City Softball
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Smit. at the Dutchmen— and without
gin.
League last week, slid within a
Herman Jipping. 81. fractured the surplus of walks. Holland’s
Botsis’ single scored Gil VanOur Swiss American Express denberg who had just doubled his hip in a fall at the home of his two runs came in the fourth when half game of fourth place Mon1
tttch he has made, and President
His was a life of obedience. summit but took the car down representative said that they burn
breaking a Moose scoring dearth son. Harry Jipping whero he has Paul Mack and Bob Van Dyke day night as they lost a freeto the station.Clograilway took us
Eisenhower'ssmile is as broad VoluntarilyHe placed himselfunfires on the mountainsin Switzerthat hampered them from the been living the past few years. clubbed singles and came home scoring contest 13-10 to VFW.
as that of the country boy when der civil law'. He who made all the rest of the way down.
land Aug. 1, while our Puerto
first inning. Moose had jumped He was taken to Holland Hospi- on Grand Haven errors. But the
At
the foot of the clog railway
Gra-Bell continued its disaphe has caught the "big one.”
true laws was the truest law
Rico tour members say the fires
Dutchmen were all done there. pearance into the league cellar as
to a four run lead in the initial tal.
Nor is that a mere modem de- keeper. He submittedHimself to there was a horse and carriage bum in October in their country.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Tanis have
The Dutchmen will get aninning.
and the ladies of our party rode to
velopment. So long ago as the days thb law of religion the very reEvidently, this is an old world
Leadoff man Stu Baker was returned from a visit in Pennsyl- other crack at Grand Haven Mon- North Holland walked away with
of Queen Elizabeth I old Isaak ligion He had come to abolish by the hotel by carriage. The men custom— at any rate, it is impreshit by a pitched ball, Red Hulst vania and Rhode Island where day night when the Athletics come a 21-4 win in the second game
walked and yot lost but finally
Walton devoted a large part of his fulfillingit in Himself.
sive on a clear cool June evening
safe on an error and Frank they visited their son Aimer’s to RiverviewPark for an 8 p.m. at Van Tongeren Field.
reached
the
hotel about an hour
life to fishing, and to recording
When He was 12 years old.
in Austria.
VFW was resting on Its laurels
Bagladi on a fielder’schoice. With family and other places of inter- contest.The Zeeland Chix travel
his reactions to the art of angling Aside from the events surrounding later.
We have found that the police bases loaded Less Dorneweerd est.
to South Haven for a league game and an eight run lead in the fifth
There
are several castlesin the
There were no newspaper pictures His infancy this is the only
in Innsbruck speak several laninning of the opening contest
drew a walk and Gil Vandenberg The Hamilton Farm Discussion Saturday night.
area as Innsbruck was at one
in those days, but old Isaak wrote glimpse we get of His life until He
guages so they have served us well
when Fords parlayeddoubles by
The standings:
cleared the bases with a double. Group held its June meeting at
time
the
location of the summer
a book about his fishing prowess was ready to enter upon His pubwhen we needed informationdr
Pet. Howie Van Voorst and A^ PierL
North Holland- took over in the the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Edpalace of the Emperor of Austria.
that he called "The Compleat lic ministry. At the age of 12,
directions. They may be identified
.750 sma with a single by Rog Beck3
1
Grand Haven
third inning as Jun Hop pounded ing. Guest speaker was a state
Angler” (they spelled ''complete' a Jewish boy became known as a The beautiful Court Church, lo- by the little tabs on their coats.
.667 man and two walks into six runs.
2
1
Zeeland
out a home run with two men on trooper of Paw Paw who adcated in the big open court, conthat way in those days). He re- son of the law. He was enrolled in
The city has a major and four base. The rally petered out but dressed the group about "Hazards
VFW had taken an early lead
.500
2
2
Holland
tains the tomb of the Emperor
mained boyish and wholesome on a definite course of instruction,
1
.500 on a double by Bill Franks, single
South Haven
1
Maximillian. He is not buried Feist e Meisters who are paid and in the fifth North Holland knot- of Travel". He was introduced by
into old age, in part at least be- taught to fast and attend the
0
3
.000 by Vern VandeWater and Hank
Cedar Springs
there, however, but in another elected by the people They have ted up the score as Vern Hop Donald Lehman. A picnic at Kolcause he gambled with the trout public worship,and was to beample Street cars even if they do doubled and scored on an infield len Park is scheduled for July 16.
Prince’s home run. This gave the
church.
that inhabited the streams of his gin learning a trade. He was now
Vets a 4-2 margin in the first
Last night some of our party haul four small cars behind the error.
Rep. and Mrs. Ben Lohman
native England.
at the age to fulfill these obligaInning countering Fords two runs
went to one of the local hotels large one that furnish the motive Botsis hurled a five hit ball were in Saginaw, where the formFor that's what fishing is,
tions and so He went with Joset up by Gord Barnes’ double.
that had a large auditorium where power. They also have trackless notching the win while Glen er participated in opening cereleast on the amateur basis— gam- seph and Mary to the Feast of
The Vets tallied twice more in
boys and girls were performing trolliesand many fine buses in Ebels gave up just six safeties to monies for the Tuberculosis Sanbling. One of the few wholesome the Passover in Jerusalem.This
the second on Bill Frank's homer
Tyrolean dances and singing and fact. Europe seems to be equipped take the loss.
itorium. Mr. Lohman was also in
types of gambling in existence Feast kept constantly before the
with many fine tour buses and
and singles by VandeWater and
First man up for Vandenberg Washington, D.C. on legislative
yodeling in native costume.
Hilaria
The sport’s gambling characteris-children of Israel their miraculous
Jay Hoffman. Another Vet
The main industry of Innsbruck they are manned by very efficient singled and the Buick squad business.
tics go far to accountingfor
deliverance by the hand of God
homer, this one by Hank Prince
is textileweaving and the mills drivers,some of whom speak sev- trailed from ' this point. Justin
The Senior Christian Endeavor
appeal to many people who would from the oppressorin Egypt. It
here make cotton and linen cloth. eral languages.
Vander Zwaag got the single, service of the Reformed Church Hugh Schaddelee’s ’’Hilaria” again, and a Franks single acnever dream of putting even
had particularreference . to the There are also several lumber and
There are many fine trips that went to third on errors and stole was conductedby Marlene Joost- was winner in Saturday's regatta counted for two more runs in the
twoKlollarbet on a horse.
tenth plague, the passing of Je- flour mills in the area.
can be made from Innsbruck— by home to score.
bems, with Arthur Hoffman as from South Haven to Macatawa third.
Suspenseis obviously the secret hovah over the homes where the
Maria- Theresien-Strasse,Marie rail motor coach or automobile.
Vandenberg tallied again in the discussion leader on the subject, Park as the four MBYC entries Fords pushed across two more
of the appeal of any type of gam- blood of the lamb had been put Theresa Street, is the main street More and more we find there are
second when Stan Wlodarczyk "Freedom In Disciplined Living". swept the first four places in a runs in the fourth and fifth while
bling. Suspense is uncertainty of over the door, sparing the first of Innsbruck.Here the visitor so many beautiful places to visit walked, stole second and scored Pianist was Beverly Veen. The five-boatrace.
the Vets picked up five tallies in
outcome,and it is that uncertain- bom of that house.
Taking second in the 37-milerace the same period. Big gun in the
finds the mountains to the north and so little time. We traveled on Bill Fortney's single.
Junior High C.E. group discussed
ty, .that catch of the breath, that
They found Him in the midst of and south with a wonderfulview from Munich via bus over the
Gra-Bcll’s lone run came in the the topic "My Favorite Psalm, was Hollis Baker’s "Whisper” VFW attack here was John Wolcauses thousands to risk their the doctors. Who were they? of the center of the city including road known as the Bavarian Al- third inning on singles by Bob and Why" with Dawn Groenheide while "Revenge,” owned by Harold ters with a double while Vandemoney, rather than the cash they Learned men custodians of the the old burghers’ houses, the bal- pine tour and as this was Satur- Stille and Norm Scheerhorn.
and Kenneth Heuvelmanas lead- Sears and Charles Bissell, finished Water. Hoffman and Prince bangstand to win. If the returns in gam- literatureof the church, men of cony with the roof of goldplated day afternoon there was the
Vander Zwaag yalked and scor- ers, and Marcia Brink sening as third. "Revenge” actually crossed ed out safeties.
bling were a sure thing, the vice light and leading, men foremost in copper tiles and many old and in- usual heavy traffic moving on the
Then came the big sixtfi inning
ed on Paul Fortney’s single in the pianist. Dr. Simon Blocker of the finish line second, but the' corWould almost certainlydisappear. literaryand critical repute. They teresting inns.
highways.
fifth inning before Vandenberg Holland conducted the general rected time in the handicap event as Fords crossed home six times
• And so with fishing. If a fisher- found Him in the midst Where
The River Inns was once used
The road passes a tip of Lake chalked up three more runs
prayer senice last Wednesday gave the runnerup position to but fell short of tieing up the
man could be sure of getting as He is is the metropolis.Where for shipping and commerce. Salt Stamburg where we noticed a the sixth.
"Whisper.”
contest.
evening.
many and as big fish as he wanted He is the court is. Where He pre- from the mines in Vienna was ship- U S. Army YachtClubsign, then on
A1
A walk and several Gra-Bell Scheduled ball games al the Allen Willard’s Bell-Aurora took Winning pitcher
when he went after them in Maca- sents himself all the geometry of ped to Innsbruckbut the river has through Weilheim and on to where errors leaded the bases and paved local diamond for this week are; fourth while the only South Haven Kraai allowing seven hits while
tawa Bay or in Lake Michiganor creation bears down upon Him. been dammed in several plarcs we turned off the main road and the way for Paul Fortney's Girls’ team, Overisel vs. Hamil- boat. Commodore Bill Hover's Ken Ver Hoven and Marv Padin his favorite trout streams, he He is above and within and un- and it is not deep enough for pre- on into Oberammergauwhere the
ding shared mound duty for the
single tallying two more runs. ton at 7:1.5 p.m. Wednesday fol- “Banshie” came in last.
would soon tire of the effort. Basi- der and beyond all things.He was sent traffic.
"Hilaria” won in a fast time of losers with Ver Hoven taking the
famous Passion Play is performed One of the runs had scored on an lowed by Oakland vs. East Saucally he does not go to all the hearing them and answeringtheir
In Munich we met a Dr. and every 10 years. We stopped for a infield eror.
gatuck 8:30 p.m. Men’s team on two -hours, 33 minutes. The boats loss.
trouble to get fish to eat; quite a questions,and they were drawn to Mrs. Kline from Litchfield,Mich
Hank Prince with two homers
quick look around the town and Bob Fortney was winning pitch Friday. Overisel vs. Hamilton 7:\5 left South Haven at 11 a.m. and
few fishermen don’t even like fish. Him.
when we arrived at the hotel in the theater and then went on our or allowingsix hits, while Bob p.m., Bentheim vs. Zeeland 8:30 "Hilaria" came across the line at and a single and Bill Franks with
goes because fishing is a
When His parents found Jesus Innsbruck we found that the way again where we ran into a Stille allowed just five but was p.m. On July 5 a morning game in 1:33 p.m.
a homer, double and single were
gamble.
among this group they must have Klines were staying at the same pouring rain.
hitting stars of the game.
charged wth the defeat.
Hamilton is scheduled at 9:30 a m.
Its charm lies in the very fact watched and listenedfor a time to hotel so we had a reunion
North Holland wasted little
We loaned the driver a rain
between Hamilton men’s team
that he stands a chance of coming take in the full significance of
time
in scoring against Gra-Bell.
There is not any natural coal coat so that he could make a
and North Holland.
home without even a little one in that which they saw. The anxiety in Innsbrucktoday so it is neces- quick run for the customs and im- Chairmen Appointed
Ilian
The Hollandersscored six runs
The Hamilton School will he
his creel. The uncertainty of it is of the past hours of searching, as sary to import all the coal from migration office for the inspection
in the first second and fourth
purchasing a new school bus for
For Women of Moose
the secret of its charm. For the well as the joy of finding Him Germany. There are many wood- of Americans before entering Ausinnings and throe in the sixth
conveyingHolland High students
moment he is a gambler, and he unharmed, seem to be included in piles in Austria.
Gra-Bell countered with one
The executivecommittee and to their destination the coming See Softball
tria.
savors all the emotions of the the words "thy father and I ha\e
run in the fourth and three in the
On our tour of Innsbruckwe There were quite a number of newly appointed chairmen
school year. This transportation
gambler’sheart. For gambling is sought thee sorrowing." The ref- also saw the buildingsof the Uni- people waiting so that this re- Women of the Moose. Chapter has been taken care of by the Holsixth inning.
ZEELAND (Special)
More Bern Ebels held Gra-Bell to
an art, and millionsof people are erence to Joseph as father simply versity,which teaches, everything quired about 45 minutes, the ride 1010. held their first meeting since
land School System for many
emotionally artists.
follows the universal custom of except technical and commercial over and down the mountain into installation of officers, at the years, but cannot be continued for than 1,000 persons saw the Steel three hits to notch the win, while
calling the stepfather by this courses. The enrollment is about Innsbruck is on a 15 per cent home of senior regent.Mrs. Marie various reasons, according to re- City Chix. a Negro girls team from Rog Overway, Jim Bouws, Dale
name. Intensity marked His de- 4,000, 25 per cent girls with a few grade so that our progress was Botsis. Lakewood Blvd. Wednes ports by the. local Board of Edu- Gary, Ind., clip the Drenthe girls, Mulder and Rog Van Wyk all had
5-3, in an outstanding softball con- a try at stemming the Holland
votions. He was in the sendee of exchange students. Many of the slow. Since the road is winding day evening.
cation.
test here Saturday night.
hitting attack.
God and He must be about His pupils come from Germany and and the rain continued we did not
Plans and activities for the
Several girls from the local ReThe Chix, one of the outstanding
For the Hollanders Bob Hop
business.
His
teaching
grew
out
new
year
were
discussed.
ChairSwitzerland,
our
student
guide
have
a
very
good
chance
to
view
• Admitted to Holland Hospital
formed Church attended Ihe first
men were assigned to the various of a series of Bible Conferences girls teams in the Midwest, picked had two hits in four trips while
Thursday were CliffordStrabbing, of the occasion.He pondered deep- said, because the expenses are the countryside.
We notice, however, that we committees. They are: Moose- at Camp Geneva during the past up three runs in the first inning Vern Hop had two for five in79 West 15th St.; NicholasRen- ly on God’s word and God’s will. cheaper in Austria.
kema, route 4; Claus J. Bushouse, All that concerned the temple was
The town is predominantlyRo- seemed to run out of the sugar heart Alumni. Mrs. Billy De week. Included in the group were and were not headed, although cluding a two run double.
His Father’s business. He would man Catholic and there are about beet fields. On the way out of Weerd; publicity, Mrs. Gladj's Sally Haakma, Donna Koops. Car- Drenthe’sCelia Yntema equalled
route 4.
Discharged Thursday were be in this world only a short 25 churches in the city. All but Munick we noticed a great num- Gordon; Mooseheart,Mrs. Jean la Haakma, Marcia Klein. Sylvia Steel City’s Pat Sanford in hurling Mrs. W, H. Arnold Here
Glenna Beaber, Grand Rapids; while and He must use every op- One is Catholic.The one remaining ber of large Linden trees along J<uhlman; library. Mrs. Edna Klokkert, Betty Lugten. Sally Ka- six-hithall. Shortstop Pat Brinks
Kathleen M. Bosch, 2 East 24th portunity to do what His Father is Protestant.
For Summer Vacation
the highway— there seem to be Slagh; social service, Mrs. Jen- per, Lynda Langeland, Joanne starred in the field for Drenthe.
In an exhibitionprelim, SuburSt.; Daniel Van Oss, 601 Bay w anted Him to do. Evidently Jesus
Austria is occupied by the Rus- many of them in Germany.
nie Hellenthal; child care, Mrs. Tenpas, Marsha Kaper and Donban Motors defeated Baker Con- Mrs. William Howard Arnold of
Ave.; Mrs. AugustineAlmanza expected His mother to have a sians, Americans, British, and
We passed lumber and paper Betty Handwerg, ritual, Mrs na Ter Haar.
structionof Grand Rapids, 6-3. Salzburg Austria, arrived at her
and baby, 130 East Seventh St.; deeper understanding of this event French troops in that order, Rus- mills on the way as we passed Marie Huff; Moose Haven, Mrs.
Friday night, the Jenison Mer- Macatawa Park summer home
Henry Jurries,455 West 20th St.; than her words implied. Jesus sia the largest and France the through some fine government Sarah Van Slootcn; Home makchants remained undefeated in the "Stack Arms” Monday for a week's
Benjamin Molenaar, 361 West displayed His own consciousness smallest.As a result the Austrians forests.
ing, Mrs. Bernadine Brunell;
B” league by conqueringNorth vacation with her son and family,
J8th St.; Andrew Jalving, 233 that he bore a specialor particu- do not have an army and they do
We skirted Garmish by a few hospital.Mrs. Lila Wheaton,' and Bernice
Hudson ville, 6-3, and Barber Fords Mr. and Mrs. William Howard
lar relation to God, that His not have an airline, either com- miles. This town is a great tour- membership, Mrs. Gene RhineEast lltlh St.
beat Zeeland Coliseum, 7-1, in an Arnold, Jr., and William Howard,
A daughter,Marcia Kay. was Father’s business was the most mercial or military.
ist attraction and a well-known hart.
ii
exhibitiontilt.
born in Holland Hospital today to important business in all the
Every year one of the import- resort.We did not remember, but
Roll call showed six executive
Golf
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Moths, world.
Zeeland Softball Association Sunday she will leave for St. s
ant events in Innsbruck is the the driver told us that the Olym- members and nine chairmen prePresident Ray Schaap was highly Louis, where the Arnolds made
Beach Court
fair that is held every fall. As we pic games were held in Garmish sent. Lunch was served by Mrs.
Bernice Fogerty won the wo- pleased with the Saturday night their home before the general's
toured the city we saw .the fair in 1936. They are building a sta- Botsis.
Mrs. Adriana Justema
men’s Golf championshipat Sang- turnout."But they sure saw a good Army career. Lt. Gen. W. H. Argrounds, with the many large dium in Innsbruck now and they
Holland Would Benefit
nold is now American commander
atuck Golf Course Thursday morn- ball game,” he remarked.
buildings.
hope that the Olympic games Carole Windemaller
Dies of Heart Attack
of U. S. forces in Austria.
ing. She won over Lano Dyke, 2-0
If Pipe Line Approved
Our student guide, Frank No- were hejd in Garmish in 1936. They
Mrs. Arnold will return to Macin
the
championship
flight.
Her
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
wotony, told us that he was going are building a stadium in Inns- Honored on Birthday
THREE RIVERS
Michigan
Couple Wed by Justice
atawa Park July 12 for a 10-day
score of 45 was the lowest in woGas and Electric Co. officials are Mrs. Adriana Justema, 64, widow to the University in Vienna and bruck now and they hope that the
stay before returningby plane
Carole Windemullerwas honor- men’s play so far this year.'
At Home in Spring Lake
in Washington this week to help of Sidney Justema, died of a heart that he was studyingeconomics. Olvmpic games will be held there
to Austria. The General will be
In the first flight, Grace Geued on her 10th birthday Thursday
American Louisiana Pipe Line Co. attack Friday in her apartment The University wants him to go to in I960.
unable to pay his annual visit to
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
plead its case for a new natural at 603 Franklin St. She was bom South Africa. I suggested that he
The whole area In this valley when her mother Mrs. Dick Wind- der defeated Beryl Harris 3*2 and
fas line to Michigan, which would In the Netherlandsand came to come to America in the diplomatic apd parts of the Bavarian Alpine cmuller, entertained in the after- in second flight, Marian Nies de- Viola Cooper and John Witte, the park this year. Also in Ausboth of Grand Haven, were mar- tria is their son Joe Arnold, and
mean more natural gas for Hol- this country with her parents at service,and he replied that, first,-country are well-equipped with ski noon at a party at their home, feated Betty Gamby 4-2.
Women not playing in the ried Saturday morning by Justice the Arnolds’ daughter, Betty, and
land users.
the age of five, settlingin Grand he must 'study. While we were towns and chair lifts. There was 790 College Ave.
Marlene Dokter, Marjorie Plag- championshiprun competed in a FrederickJ. Workman of Spring her family, who are staying with
The hearing is before the Fed- Rapids. Four years later she came waiting for some of our party he a double chair lift running up the
eral Power Commission.
Introduced me to one of his mountain along the side of the gemars, Esther Timmer, Ruthanne kickers handicap, with low putt. Lake at the latter’s home in the them while her husband Is in
to Grand Haven.
Korea.
Michigan Wisconsin Pipe line
She was a member of First Re- friends, a boy who is going to the cable car right-of-way and It look- Wiersma and Carol Hoek won Dot Strcngholt had the least num- village.
Howard Arnold is doing gradThe couple was attended by Br.
Co., which presently piper gas in- formed Church/ a former member local university and studying lan- ed extremelyhigh to me. Perhaps prize* for games and refreshment* ber of putt*.
First number drawn? 40, was and Mrs. Clarence Albee of Chi- uate work at Princeton and will
to Michigan for distribution by of the choir, a charter member of guages. He said he could read and if you were bom with skiis on were served by the hostess assistLillian Dalman and Alice Yoet; cago. They will make their home return there next week.
Michigan Gas and Electric Cq„ is the Mission Society and had understand five languages.
your feet the great heights would ed by Mrs. George Ramaker.
an affiliateof American Louisi- been teaching in the Daily VacaOthers present were Helen second number, 38, Jo Ann Bade in Grand Haven.
This afternoon I talked with not bother you.
Bedouins of the Arabian deserts
•na.
tion Bible School. She was a past Mr. and Mrs. Torono of California There was snow on the moun- Holtgeerts, Esther Brink, Verna and Marian Nie*, and third numA Universityof Illinoisfarm are being wooed from nomadic
matron of OES and was active in who had been to Germany to tains in all directions.We leave Meeuwsen, Phyllis Baker. Sandra ber, 42, Mildren Cook, Betty WatCaring for thfe tourists who Red Cross work. Her husband adopt a young girl about three now by train for Zurich, then on Kragt, Lucille De Roo, Margaret son, Barb Klaasen and June Mor- economistsaid that most of the ways they have followed for cen- j
beef price drop was caused by the turies by model farm comimudties
from all over the world to died Jan. 7, 1951.
years old. They had purchased a to Lucerne, Switzerland, and more Boersen, Linda Hertel. Joan yef- ris.
the Leaning Tower of Pisa is
fers, Judy Vande Wege, Rqth
Next week. Thursday Ladies marketing of 25 per cent more cat- and irrigation projects founded by
Surviving are a son. John Rich- used automobile in France and mountains.
We passed Bad Folz. the vil- Dykman, Gretchen Bosch and Day will feature a flag tourna- tle the first three months of this Saudi Arabia's King Abdul Aziz al
industry In that I- ard of San Francisco, and two were going to resell it to the same
Saud.
ment with tetat number of putta. year than last year.
dealer v/hen
were through lage where Lt. CoL T. Van Halts- Jean Mouw.
SranphMren.
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Double Wedding Held

Mrs. Margaret Price

Fords Pushed

Out

Dies in Hancock Hospital

For Overisel Sisters

Ottawa
Farm

OVERISEL (Special) — A

Word was received here S»tRickard Machlele
morning of the death of Mrs.
County Agridtural Agent
Margaret Dregman Price, wife of
Are the mosquitoesas hungry
Professor Sherwood R. Price of at your house as at ours? They
Hougton. Mrs. Price died this can be easily controlled by spraymorning in St Mary’s Hospital, ing the shrubs and lawn area

Of Second Spot

double wedding took place Friday evening in OveriselChristian Reformed Church when Miss
Shirley Mae Zoet became the
bride of Jay Edgar Hop and Miss
Lois Louise Zoet was married to
Mr. and Mr*. Gerrit Van TamGerrit John Schierbeek. The elen, 57 West Central Ave., Zeebrides are daughters of Mr. and
land, observed their fiftieth wedMrs. Gerrit Zoet of route 5i Mr.
ding anniversary Sunday. In celeHop Is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
bration of the event their children
Lubert Hop, route 2, and Mr.
Schierbeek's parents are Mr. and planned an outdoor family gatherMrs. J. H. Schierbeekof*Covpr- ing and supper at the home of
den, the Netherlands.
their son-in-lawand daughter, Mr.
Palms, ferns, candelabra and and Mrs. Gerald Bolhuis, HOT
altar bouquets of white gladioli
formed the setting for the double South Shore tDr.

Couple Celebrates

b

50th Anniversary

light

Suprise Upset

News

Race

Main Auto pushed Barber Fords
out of second place in City Softball League standings this week,
but aside from a three way tie
for sixth place no major changes
took place.
Hulst Bros, chalked up two wins
to continue in a three game lead
for the top spot. Main Auto's gain
was on the basis of dual wins,
while a pair of wins moved Bareman up into the three way tie
with Buick and North Holland.
Standings include:

Hancock, after a prolonged illneat. The Prices are former Holland

with 50 percent writable

DDT

Marks Junior
Center

Tourney

to

Paul Dykema, a member of the
state champion Holland ChrisRepeat application when numbers
tian High School tennis team,
1
again appear. Of course eliminapulled the upset of the young
Mrs. Price was bom in Holland tion of stagnant water will help.
tennis season Saturday when he
Nov. 19, 1913. She was graduated This can be done by either drain1931 from Holland High age or treatment with a light beat the No. 1 seeded Henry Visscher in the under 18 divisionof
School and from Hope College in dose of pryrethrum and kerothe Holland Evening Sentinel
1935. She received her Muter of sene.
Junior Center net tournament
Arts from the Universityof MichiDykema, in his first year In
gan in 1936. Prior to her marriLee Brown of Brown’s eleva- the 15-18 year old class, took the
age in 1937 ihe taught In the Al- tor, Nunlca report* malathon has
first set 6-3 but dropped the
legan public schools.
worked as good as DDT once did second 6-2. In the third set DykSurvivingbesides the husband In the controls of flies in the
ema won four straight games to
are a son, Bruce, and aq uncle dairy bom. Lee says that Marvin
cop the gold medal and honor of
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. James Lubben of Nunlca hai had these
leading local forces Into the state
Cooper of Grand Rapids.
results.
meet.

100 hundred gallons of

water.

residents.

in

The Van Tamflens were married
Hulst Bros.
11
the Rev. John C. Medendorp. June' 27, 1904, in the bride’* home
Main Auto
9
The pews were marked with two at Zeeland by the late Rev. J. B.
Barber Fords
8
Jonkman.
She
was
the
former
white bells and white bows.
The state event IS scheduled for
Moose
7
I have had many calls this past Kalamazoo’s Stowe Tennis StaThe brides wore gowns of Henrietta Vanden Bosch. They
VFW
6
week on shade tree troubles. dium July
Chantillylace and nylon net over have lived in Zeeland ever aince.
North Holland
5
Delicious
Leaves are dropping on many
traditionalsatin. The molded lace
Always interested in the buildIn the under 15 boys singles
Vandenberg Buick
5
trees. In checking I find great Lester Overway dropped Roger
bodices featured wing collars and ing and designing of furniture, Mr.
Ba reman Service
5
numbers of aphids present.These Plagenhoef 6-4, 3-6, S-3 in one of
long sleeves tapered to point Van Tamelen recently retired aftNorth End
3
are small green plant lice that the best matches in the division
over the wrists. Their full circu- er being associatedfor several
at
the
Gra-Bell
1 11
sucks the juice from the leaves ever played in Holland.
lar skirts were of nylon net, years with his son, Gordon, in the
causing curling and In time dropfrosted with two panels of lace Trend Clock Co.
Both boys served and drove*
Families throughout western
Second baseman Herk Cramer
ping. Use 1 teaspoon of Black from either side with power and
Mr. and Mrs. Van Tamelen are
creating a redingote effect.They
slammed two home runs for North Michigan have come to the con- Leaf 40 to a gallon of water or
carried cascade bouquets of white members of Zeeland Second Reconsistency. Overway’i booming
End Tavern Friday night in City clusion that there are two good 1 pint to 100 gallons of watercarnationsand snapdragons.
serve proved the derisive factor
formed Church. They have five
Softball league play but it wasn’t places to eat— at home and at
in addition use 1 teaspoon of In many games.
Miss Shirley Zoet had as her children and nine grandchildren. CAPT. WILLIAM H. DRAPER, too of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Draper of 42 Cast
the
Hub
Restaurant
in
Zeeland.
enough as the North Enders fell
to each gallon as a wet- A 6-1, 6-0 margin gave Jack
attendants Miss Marilyn Timmer- Their sons are Dr. C. J. Van Tam13lb SL Is commanding offictr of the Marine Detachment aboard the battleGood news spreads fast and the Dreft
before Ba reman Sendee 11-4.
ting agent.
man as maid of honor; Miss Ruth elen of Holland, J. M. Van Tame- ship, USJ5. Wisconsin. His command cowiits of another officer and 26 enDamson a win over Jack Hulst In
A seventh inning rally died short Hub is stil one of the restaurants
Hop, the groom’s sister, junior len of Hermosa Beach Calif.,Gor- listed men. Draper la pictured reriewin?an Honor Guard with President
the boys under 13 division. Damthat
put
meaning
In
"home-cookfor VFW as Main Auto edged
flhee of f area.
bridesmaid; Wanda Zoet and don of Zeeland and Dr. Eugene
It’s time for onion growers to son outclassed his division with a
them 4-3, in the opening contest ed meals.”
Gary Klingcnberg, niece and Van Tamelen of Madison, Wis.
There’s never any "skimping” on enroll In the Upusand Bushel fine forehand and steady baseat Van Tongeren Field. North End
nephew' of the bride and groom, Mrs. Bolhuis is the only daughter.
Onion Club. This contest sponsor- line play, losing only the one game
took an early lead on Dell Koop’s quality. Pure, rich butter, fresh
flower girl and ring bearer.
to the entire tournament.
The anniversary celebration
double as Cramer garnered his eggs and wholeaome, healthful ed by the PennsylvaniaRailroad
Luwayne Hop, brother of the Sunday also marked^ Mrs. Van
Is
available, to any Michigan
milk
are
used
to
fix
favorite
dishfirst RBI with a single. In the
groom, was best man and Willis Tamelen’s 69th birthday. Mr. Van
grower-thegrower producing the
es.
third. inning Crttner’s first homer
Klingcnberg was usher.
Tamelen is 72. Both are in good
highest yield of U.S. No. 1
There’s
a
variety
at
every
scored John Messbergan who had
Miss Lois Zoet’s attendants health.
meal. In additioa to choice in Onions on Any one sere from a
singled.
were Mrs. Elmer Zoet, sister-in- Present for the event were Mrs.
field of at leut three acres wlU
The effects or perhaps forerun- Bareman began to get rolling in routs or ateaks, thre’a always
law of the bride, matron of Edward Kremer, sister of Mrs.
be crowned Michigan Onion King.
several
fresh
vegetables
along
ner of the phenomenal wave that the fourth inning on a pair of
honor; Miss Aleda Hartermink, Van Tamelen, and Mr. Kremer,
Entries close on July 15. Send
swept
several persons into Lake singles by Ted Schreur and Chet with Hub's famous ulads and
niece of the groom, junior brides- also Mr. and Mrs.' Hoyt Kremer of
your name to the county agent If
Shifted Michigan in the Chicago area Sat- Warner. Both scored on wild oven fresh, piping hot rolls. The you
maid; Verna Zoet, niece of the Grand Rapids; Dr. and Mrs. Euare Interested.
urday morning was witnessed here pitches.Bareman knotted the Hub alio is noted for its generous
All Matt
bride, flower girl; Jackie Wie- gene Van Tamelen and daughter,
portions.
score
for
a
moment
in
the
fifth
on
by several persons in the Castle
cherjes, nephew of the groom, Jane of Madison, Wis.; J. M. Van
If
you’re
planning
to
dine
out
July
27
Is
the
date
of
the
anPark and Holland area, it was doubles by Vern Beelen and Bob
who carried the rings on a satin Tamelen nad son, Chris of HerBuffalo,
tonight, take the pleasant drive nual Muck “
Berens.
«t Michigan
learned today.
Cfoydv-Plyiiioutli BMfcr
pillow. Ralph Schierbeek, brother mosa - Beach, Calif.,Mr. and Mrs.
to
the Hub Reatsursnt in Zee- State College. This is an all day
North End popped back into the
Mrs. Carter W. Brown and her
of the groom, served as best man Gordon Van Tamelen and sons,
land.
Dinners
are
served
until
affair
held
at
the
experimental
P.T. Cheff, president of Holland two children, Roger and Jack, lead in the fifth as Cramer poled
Motor Saloo
and Elmer Zoet, the bride’s Tom and Dirk of Zeeland; Mr. and
8 p.m. each night. Thq^ restaurant farm at path, Mich. Robert Luca*
Furnace Co., today announced Robert Cavanaugh of Hope Col- his second homer.
brother, was usher.
*i W. fto ItfMt Pksas 7241
Mrs. Richard Raabe of Wayne;
is
closed
Sundays.
and
J.
Fred
Davis
will
show
work
In the sixth inning the roof
All attendantswore identical Pfc. Jack Bolhuis of Ft. Belvoir, the transfer of Kelly Van Wieren, lege, Barbara Slagh of Holland
in Hybrid Onion varieties, fumifell in on Bareman. Louie Altena
gowns of yellow and green taf- Va.; Miss Muriel Elzinga of Ham- manager of the branch office in and a few others who were workgation for nematode control,wining
with
play
classes
at
the
re- singled. Ted Schreur tripled and
feta. Their bouquets were of ilton; Mr. and Mr*. C. J. Van Holland, to Buffalo, N.Y., where
ter barley on muck, new Insect!sort noticed at about 9:30 a.m. Bareman fumbled a couple times
gold and yellow carnationsand Tamelen, Mr. and Mrs. Bolhuis
cides and fungicides, Irrigation
Van Wieren is a veteran fur- that the beach suddenlyhad ex- to give North End seven runs. The
snapdragons.The flower girls and Tom, all of Holland.
techniques, chemical weed control
he will manage that branch,
final run on a double by Chet
tended
100
feet
or
more.
There
wore white taffeta gow’ns, veils
in onions and asparagus. You can
Warner
and
single
by
Norm
Bos
nace- company employe and has was no noticeable"tidal wave”
and carried baskets of rose petbring your own picnic lunch or
or wall of water in the distance, was anticlimatical.
had
charge
of
severa^
large
For
als. White jackets and navy blue
buy your lunch on the ground*.
Norm
Bos went the distance for
but
as
they
discussed
the
unusual
furnace
company
branch
offices,
trousers were worn by the ring
including Philadelphia, Columbus occurrence, the water came back, Bouman allowing nine hits and
bearers.
A four day educational home*and Cincinnati.He has been with not with a great rush but fast taking the win. Case Velderman maker’s conference will be held French Composer Dies
Traditional wedding music was
and
Ed
Stille
hurled
for
North
enough for a person walking on
the company for 17 years.
PARIS (UP) — Francis Casadeplayed by Mrs. Albert Zoet, aunt
July 20 to 23 and all women of
End with Velderman taking the Ottawa County are eligibleto sus. 84, French composer and conHe will move along with his the beach to run inland.
of the brides. Soloist was Jerrold
The water phenomenon In Chi- loss. Together they allowed 12 attend, accordingto Home ductor, died Sunday after an Illwife and three children to BufKleinheksel who sang "Because!
falo
immediately.
The
family
cago
was described as a seiche, a safeties.
and “I Love You Truly.”
More than 60 drivers for the
DemonstrationAgent Mr*. Grace ness of several weeks. He was
In the opener Main Auto cou- Vander Kolk.
mounding
up of water caused by
lived
at
729
Lugers
Rti.
in
Holknown as the founder of the AmeriAbout 140 guests were present Holland Motor Express, Inc., of
Whether before or after the
pled.
a
lone
single
by
Ralph
Bouwrapid fluctuation in the wind and
for the reception in the church this area, with their wives and land.
The 1954 conferencetheme Is can conservatory at Fontainebleau.
man
with
a walk and several Vet
air
pressure.
Carter
P.
Brown
of
basement. Waitresses were mem- friends gathered for the annual
"Better Families-Our Goal."
theatre, or for a sandwich at
the Castle has noticed such phe- errors into a three nm lead early
bers of the Girl’s Society. Mr. and safety banquet in the Tulip Room
This is the 27th year the annual
nomenons twice before during his in the second inning.
neon, enjoy our convenient
Mrs. Jarvis Zoet, brother and sis- off the Warm Friend Tavern
event has been sponsored by the
Auto hurler Jason Ebels was In
years here.
ter-in-law of the brides, were Saturday evening, June 19.
home
demonstrationstaff of the
ty located Bier Holder for
Another water phenomenon complete control as three VFW Michigan Cooperative Extenaion
master and mistress of ceremon- Twenty-three* Markel "Safe
singles were scattered in as many
July
14,
1938,
was
far
more
disAdmitted
to
Holland
Hospital
ies. Arranging the gifts were Mrs. Driving Awards" were presented
Service. The program include* 411 W. 22*4 St. M»m 4-1042
your favoriteboor or wlna.
astrous in the Holland area. At Innings.
Willis Klingcnbergand Mr. and to Holland drivers by Lester Friday w'ere Mrs. Forrest Roberts,
classes conducted by the MSC
In
the
fifth
the
autos
picked
up
Open noon until midnight
Fina Fjtrnitur#for
Mrs. Ernest Ryzenga.Serving at Walker, safety and personnel 269 Felch St.: Bertha Sal. route 1, that time a sudden rising and
faculty members and other
Hamilton; Diana Nivison, 640 disturbance in the water caused another run as Leroy Tucker was authoritiesin their fields. Women
the punch bowl were Mr. and director of the company.
FashionobltHomes
three drowning* in Holland area safe on a fielder’s choice and went enrolling for the entire conferAwards were given to Howard East 11th St.
Mrs. Minard De Vries.
and
endangered some 20 panic- all the way around on wild pitch- ehce wil be given their choice of
FURNITURE
Discharged
Friday
were
Jacob
Knoll,
Steven
Rutgers,
Lester
Participating in a program were
es.
Jerrold Kleinheksel. John Wie- Sales, Henry Smit, Louis Ten- Kievit, 164 Walnut Ave.; Ellyn stricken fishermen ort the piers at
18
subject matter topics. A
LAMPS
CARPET
Pressure mounted in the seventh
cherjes, Mrs. Z. Veldhuis,Mrs. Brink, one year; Harvey De Zwaan Schrotenboer, 186 East 32nd St.; Holland Harbor. The fishermen
special class for day visitors also
when singles by Bill Franks and will be organized.
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERING
J. Rigterink.Glenn Hop, Rev. Cornelius Kossen, Albert Schuit- Virginia Veeder, 28 West 28th were rescued by a construction
Larry Tebbets combined with
Heyboer, Elaine Lampen and Rev. ema, Francis Wilber, two years, St.: John Kolenbrander,75 West tug and Coast Guardsmen. Life
Most of the sessions will be
CUSTOM PINISHINO
Albert Oetman, Nelson Ver Beek, 31st St.; Mrs. Ben Voss, route 5; guards at Holland State Park had two Auto errors to score three held in the college auditorium.
Medendorp.
m4 REFINISHING
runs.
But
with
one
man
on
base
managed
to'get
most
of
the
swimFor her daughters' weddings three years; Nelson Pedersen, Clifford Strabbing. 79 West 15th
Outstanding speakers will be
and
two
outs,
Ebels
struck
out
the
Mrs. Zoet wore a powder blue Jowan Slagh, four years; Julius St.; Mrs. Dick Klein. 37 East mers out of the water. Two sisMercedes Hurst, public relations
batter to end the inning and halt
dress. Mrs. Hop was attired in a Holt, Bert Holtgeerds,Maurice 10th St.; Mrs. John Van Raalte, ters, Esther and JosephineFabrepresentative for International
the
YEW
rally. '
navy blue dress. They wore red Lanham, James Marr, five years; 225 West Ninth St.: Mrs. Vern iano, were rescued and revived.
Harvester; Laura Lane, associate
Ebels gave up five hits in winDon Meeusen, Wayne Van Eene- Tinholt and baby, 628 Graafschap Two domestic employes at cotand white carnation corsages.
editor for Country Gentleman;
ning, while AI Kraal did a masterMr. and Mrs. Hop left on a naam. six years; Henry Billerbeck Rd.; Mrs. Robert Weersing and tages in TennesseeBeach were
Frances Scudder, director of
ful
job
in
holding
Main
Auto
to
honeymoon to the western states. Lavern Brand, John Elgersma, baby. 2021 Lakeway; Mrs. James drowned. They were Rutiv Riksen,
home economicsExtension Sertwo hits but was charged with vice program for the U.S. DepartFor traveling she wore a light seven years and John Raterink, A. Klomparens, 193 West Ninth 19. of Holland, and Catherine loss.
St.; Ronald Damstra, 10641 Chi- Schutt, 18, of Beaverdam. Several
blue linen suit with white acces- 19 years.
ment of Agriclture and Mildred
Wives of driver* with a five cago Dr.. Zeeland; Mrs. Gilbert persons became exhaustedtrying
Buchanan Flagg, author lecturer
sories and the white carnation
of Boston.
corsage from her bridal bouquet. year or better record of safe Marroquin and baby. 108 Gol- t(r rescue the girls. The third vic- John Jacob Vaiil, 66
After July 10 they will be at driving were presented Markel denrod Ave.; Diana Nivison, 640 tim was Herbert J. Brouwer, 34, a
£VE*Y WORKING DAY TO GET LOW COST
telephone company employe in Succumbs at Douglas
"Back Home Driver Award” gold East 11th St.
home on route 5.
Marriage
Licenses
AUTOMOIILE INSURANCE
Admitted Saturday was Herman Grand Rapids who was picnicking
A trip to Canada was chosen bracelets.
Ottawa County
with a Grand Rapids group at
John Jacob Vasil, 66, a resiJipping, route 3, Hamilton.
by Mr. and Mrs. Schierbeekand
UN VAN UNTt, Atari
Thomas Albert Carlson. 21, and
DischargedSaturdaywere Mrs. Funnel Park. One person was dent of Douglas 40 years, died
for the trip the bride wore a light
at
6:30
a.m.
Saturday
in Gracia Ann Steenblik, 20, both
drowned
in
Muskegon
and
another
Pet£r
Petroelje
and
baby,
339
177
Cob^ge
Avenue
blue linen dress with bolero,
Phono 7139
Senior
West 20th St.; Mrs. Jack Rar- in Pentwater in the same freak- Douglas hospital where he has of Holland.
white accessories and the white
ish
vyave.
been a patient a short time. He
kel, 1014 Hanard Dr.; Mrs.
carnation corsage from her bridwas a World War I veteran and
T^onard Schregardus and baby,
al bouquet. They also will make
was a member of the Veterans of
399 West 22nd St.
their home on route 5.
Foreign Wars. Vasil was born
Admitted Sunday were Gordon Miscellaneous Shower
The brides are employed at
Jan. 28, 1888 in Ohio.
Scheerhom. 430 Elm St.; William Honors Joanna Fisher
Holland-RacineShoes, Inc. Mr.
ZEELAND (Special) —Herbert Helder, 355 College Ave.; Dan
Funeral services will be held
Schierbeek, who served two years
Morgan, a senior at Hope College, Frost. 196 West 13th St.; Rollin
Miss Joanna Fisher, bride- Tuesday at 9 am. in St. Peter's
AT HOME AND AT
in the Army in France, and Mr.
has been named to head a revampOshier, 401 Howard Ave.; Fred elect of A '2c Robert Greenwood, CatholicChurch, Douglas, with
Hop. who served two years in the
ed summer recreation program Weiss, route 1.
THE
was honored at a miscellaneous Father Hoogterp officiating.
Marines, are carpenters.
here, according to SuperintendBurial
will
be
in
Douglas
cemeDischarged Sundav were Mrs. shower given Saturday,June 19,
Pre-nuptialshowers for Miss ent of Schools Julius F. Schipper.
Forrest Roberts,269 Felch St.; by Mrs. Joe Wagner and Miss tery.
TRY OUR
Morgan, who has had two years Steven Funckes, 4680 WashingMarilyn Greenwood at the latter’s
experience in heading similar ton Ave.; Mrs. Sidney Johnson home.
Enters Guilty Plea
DELICIOUS PIES
Nicholas Renkema Dies
GRAND RAPIDS. Mich. (UP) - schools,will be assisted by Donna and baby, 334 River Ave.; Mrs.
Decorations featuring floral
FANCY CAKES
Cecil G. Brown, 37. Kalamazoo, Hardenberg of Zeeland and pos- Frafhk, Bronson and baby, 791 arrangements of mock orange Following Long Illness
pleaded guilty in Federal Court sibly another Hope CoUege stu- South Washington Ave.; Mrs. blossoms and roses were centered
FRESH BAKED BREAD
Nicholas Renkema, 78, route 4,
Friday to eight of nine counts dent.
Henry Bergman and baby, route around a gaily striped yellow and
Similar programs have been 2, Hamilton; Mrs. Norman VeldYOUI HOSTS:
charging him with theft of $4,457
green umbrella. Games were play- died Saturday at Holland hosAnd Be Convinced of government property from a held in the past, alttough last huis and baby, 2281 West 16th ed and prizes won by Mrs. Wil- pital following a lingering illnesi. FAUl AND IDNA VAN RAALTI
warehouseat the Borg-Warner year it was discontinued.Backing St.; Mrs. Cornelius Versendaal liam Aldrich and Mrs. Martin Survivingare the wife, Elsie;
ACtOSS FROM FOSTOFFfcl
the program are Common Council,
two sons, Miner, of Holland and
Corp. plant in Kalamazoo.
and baby, 83 East 37th St.
Van Alsburg.
community chest and the schools.
Peter
of
Chicago;
one
son-in-lau'.
ZEELAND
Hospital births include a daughThose present were the MesEach contributed to the $900 bud- ter, Kathy Ann, bom Sunday to
dames
Ray
Wilkinson.
Bill Mil- William Huyser of Chicago; 13
get.
GIRAFFES CAN'T
CLOSCD SUNDAYS
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Veurink, lard, Pres Shaffer, William Aid- grandchildren and 25 great grandThe recreation program will 25i
384 CENTRAL
PHONE 2677
East Seventh St.; a daugh- rich. Foss Salton, Don Housing, children.
open July 5 and continueuntil ter, Mary Ellen, bom today to Allene Fisher, Alice Lowery,
Aug 13. Sessionswill be held Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Van Der Claude Perry, Art Keane. Oscar
Monday through Friday from 9 Kolk, route 6; a daughter, Robin
<
Vanden Dooren, Rich Scheibach.
too ftho
ami. to 12 noon and from 1 to
bom
today to Mr. and Mrs. Gus Nynas, Robert Greenwood
4 p.m. at Lawrence Park, public
Bert Bruursema,Jr., 4 South Riv- and the Misses Mclodie Greenschools and Christian schools.
'
er"
-A \ '» '
wood, Carolyn Jachnig, Norma
The groups, open to youngster*
Nynas and Joan Perry.
of elementaryschool age, will emphasize outdoor activities,with Bike Rider Released
lYi h.p. — NOW,, .............
........... *199-50
AnnooiceHWRls
only minor emphasis on art* and
Dave Oosterbaan Weds
From Holland Hospital
Seay akeets Fill vttk eock
handicraft
Mrs. Rolena Viening
erder ef Wedding SteMeaery.
Clifford Strabbing,14, of 79
.
West 15th St., was released from
Mrs. Rolena Viening of Los AnTrinityJ^kurch Choir
ifj
Holand treatment for injuries geles. Calif., formerly of Holland,
Special
Has Annual Banquet
following treatment for injuries and Dave Oosterbaanof Holland,
TALK BACKreceived when his motorbike col- were married Saturday at 5 p.m.
Printing
12S W. Ilk
Deo Hortflertek - Han*
Fkeae 7777
Choir member* of Trinity Re- lided with a car Thursday.
in the home of the Rev. and Mrs.
formed QiOrch and guests held
NIITHIR CAM YOUR HOUSE —
Strabbingreceived fractures of John R. Minnema of Grand Raptheir annual banquet Wednesday
Coamercial
the jaw, right poUarbone, left ids. Vows1 were exchanged in the
it's up to you to moko tfcooo noodtd
night at Holiday Inn near Grand leg and right thumb. The youth
presence of the immediate fam•min now, bofero bod wootbor. Haven. Approximately55 persons was east bound on 26th St., when ilies.
Priiliig
Saoppy •qyi;
attended.
he struck the side of a car operatCoN us for your Roofiot oud sidin*
A
family dinner was held at
FoUowing dinner a program wa* ed by Julia Van Tatenhove,43,
Fingers Restaurant,Grand RapAmerican Industry "contiaually raitdws
presented by members of the of 382 Pine Ave., northbound on ids, following the ceremony.
Ut «s do alt year printing! Quality presswork, depandablt
choir. Mrs. Leroy Naber, choir Maple Ave.
its iron plasm "
Mr. and Mrs. OosterbaangreetMnrica^ prompt dtlhrtry , • satisfaction guarantaad!
president, introduced Mrs. Earl
ed relatives and friends at an open
Vanden Bosch who read a fictitious The body was taken to Barbier house held in their home, 480 Pine
journey. A panel show, ,4Tve Got Funeral Home, Spring Lake, were
Ave., later in the evening.
A Secret" was staged by Clifford services will be held Wednesday
On Thursday,Mrs. Norman
•Ivors baying
Marcus, moderator,Miss Marga- at 2 p.m. with the Rev. O. E.
Oosterbaanand Mrs. Don Oosterret Van Vyven, Mrs. Lester Whltehouse of Sparta officiating. baan entertained the new Mrs.
Schaap, Dale Fris and Peter Van Burial win be in Chapel Hill
Oosterbaanat a luncheon in CumIwaarden. Miss Mari “
Memorial Park Cemetery, Grand erford’s dining room. Sixteen
gave a reading.
. A
ring rites performed at 7 p.m. by
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Haas-Brewer Rites

County Fanners
Surrey

NEWS,

Performed

Miss Van Dyke, Jack Wickert

Wed

Damage

Ram

From Heavy

AgriculturalAgent
Reports Haying Delay;
Corn, Pickles Flooded

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

—

Ottawa County farmers were
surveying the rain damage Friday

and

orae of

them were

trying to drain the
their fields.

still

water from

Although some crops suffered
little damage from more than
'four inches of rainfaU between

Sunday and Tuesday, County
AgriculturalAgent Richard
Machiele reported that "haying
time” has been delayed and that
some com and pickles would have
to be replanted.
"Com s generally behind the
crop of last year," Machiele said.

He

added, however, that much

"rotted out” com had to be replanted earlier because of pre-

vious heavy rain

weather.

and

cold

)

Especially, in the VrieslandForest Grove area, he said, the
hay harvest is delayed for a
couple of days because the clay
soil is still too moist for haying. Also, much of the county’s
hay was “broken down,” making
it difficult to harvest.
Accordingto Machiele, the best
quality of hay is obtained when
the harvest is not delayed. But
he did not expect too large a loss
in the
\
Machiele said that a great
deal of wheat was also “down”
because of the heavy rain. "It’s
almost impossible to harvest that
way," he said. The wheat har
vest, however, is still weeks

FATHER'S DAY LAST SUNDAY was particularly memorable for Raymond Bush, 290 Van
Raalte Avc., for on that day his wife presented
him with twins, a boy and girl. Here the proud
couple surveys the new arrivals at Holland

.

Hospital. At left is Belle Marie who weighed

pounds at birth and at right is Tedd
}/i ounce. The
Bushes have three other children, all boys.

Douglas who weighed five pounds

(Sentinelphoto)

Mr. ond Mrs. John Dovid Haas
(Prince photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Jack J. Wickert
Miss Bette Jean Brewer, ddugh- 1 jackets covered the strapless ho(Bulford photo)
ler of Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius dices. Mary Lou Brfwer as junior
Two hundred guests attended Mrs. Van Oosterhout wore a
All
Brewer of 115 East 20th St., be- bridesmaidwore a white nylon
the lovely wedding and reception gown of mint green lace and net
came the bride of John David Haas dress with pink satin sash. The atover white. She carried a cascade
of
Miss Esther Ruth Van Dyke
in an impressive ceremony Tues- tendants wore pink taffeta head
bouquet of yellow carnations and
day. June 15, in Trinity Reformed clips with dotted net veils and car- and Jack J. Wickert at Trinity wore a matching floral headdress.
in
Church. The groom is the son of ried bouquets of pink roses against Reformed Church last Friday, At the reception in the parish
white netting in star shapes.
June 18. The bride is the daugh- house, Miss Marcia Mullin and
Although he comes from the Mrs. Jacob Haas of Bogota. N.J.
The couple spoke their vows be- Attending the. groom were Nor- ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Van Miss Loretta Ayiing, both of
land of the "biggest” it took fishfore a settingof palms, ferns and man Thompson as best man, and Dyke, 30 East 22nd St., and the Grand Rapids, served at the
away.
ing in Lake Macatawa to convince candelabra, «ccented by arrange- Don Lokker, Robert Burrows and groom is the son of Mr. and punch bowl and Mrs. Gilbert Van
Most of the flooded com and
little Carl McCullar of Dallas. ments pf white peonies. Pink peo- Dave de Vries of Holland as ush- Mrs. Clayton Hess of Macatawa Wieren of Spring Lake and Mrs.
pickle fields are in the lowlands
John Hietbrink of Holland arrangTex.;” that there’s some mighty nies and white bows marked the ers. Garry Brewer, brother of the Park.
of the HoUand-Zeelandarea.
pews. The double ring rites were bride, was junior usher.
White peonies and palms high- ed the gifts. Miss Barbara Sailors
big things here too.
‘They’re using the dead furrows
performedby the Rev. John Hains. Mrs. Brewer wore for her daugh- lighteddecorations for the double of Dallas, Texas, and Miss Joan
in the fields and opening up the
Nine-year-old Carl was fishing
Mrs. Earl Vanden Bosch sang “O ter's wedding a navy Alencon lace ring rites, read at 8 p.m. by the Fuller of Ionia were in- charge
ditches to get rid of the water,
with his 13-year-old brother, Promise Me" and “I Love You dress over plush pink taffeta. The Rev. John Hains. Traditional pre- of the guest book. Mrs. Kenneth
Machiele explained.
Don, from the retaining wall on Truly." Miss Eleanor Casper, a neckline was draped in pink nylon lude music included selectionsby Weller of Holland, Mrs. Robert
He said that some of the pickle
I,ake Macatawa just opposite bridesmaidand sorority sister of net and the skirt featured accord- Mrs. William Zonnebelt, organist, Frase of Milwaukee,sister of the
crop will definitely have to be
Sunny Broow Tourist Court Sat- the bride, sang "The Lord’s Pray- ion-pleated net inserts. The and Mrs. George Lumsden, who groom, and Mrs. James Wickert
replanted as a result of the flood- Let’s
urday when he hooked a 30-inch er" as the bride and groom knelt groom’s mother wore a nylon print sang "O Promise Me" and "Ich of Dearborn, his sister-in-law,
ed fields.
Northern Pike that weighed six during the service. Mrs. William dress of iris blue with white ac- Liebe Dich.” She sang "The served the wedding cake and Mrs.
Machiele noted that relatively
pounds.
Zonnebelt was organist.
cessories.Both mothers had cor- Lord’s Prayer” during the cere- Elmer Van Dyke of Paw Paw and
as
little damage was done to blueHe had to summon help from For her wedding, the bride wore sages of pink roses.
Mrs. Gerald Van Dyke of Holland,
mony.
berries.He said that the pickers
his brother and Phil Strengholt, a gown of nylon tulle and rose
Assistingat the reception for 225
Mrs. Donald Van Oosterhout sisters-ln-iawof the bride, pourHave you tried the new system
were out this morning.
owner of (Sunny Brook, to reel in
guests were Miss Janet Souter, was the bride’s only attendant.
One harp in the county, at of feeding your lawn and garden Long hot spells such as we have the whopper. Strengholt finally point chantillylace. The gathered
Warren Exo, Mr. and Mrs. How- Robert De Young attended the
Whenthe newlyweds left on a
Nunlca, was burned after being as you water? Though this system been having are hard on plants. netted the fish. Little Carl was skirt curved out from a closely fitted bodice. The top and sleeves of ard Dyke, Misses Bonnie Stoltz, groom as best man and Kenneth wedding trip to Colorado, the
will
probably
not
replace
the
use
Not only do they need plenty of fishing for perch with a small
struck by lightning..Machiele had
no reports of county livestock of bulk fertilizers, you will find moisture but they need to be kept hook and an angle worm for bait. the lace bodice were tucked in ny Joyce Vander Ploeg, Joan Killian Weller. Henry Visser of Dowagiac bride was wearing a turquoise
and Paul Cook of Champaign, blue wool suit, matching blouse
Ion tulle. Panels of lace and tulle and Peggy Prentice.
killed, but said that one farmer yourself using it increasingly as stroag through light but frequent
And he was mighty excited. "I alternated in the skirt, which ex- For their wedding trip to the HI., were ushers. Mr. and Mrs. 'and white accessories.They will
in Kent County lost 25 cows that you learn to appreciate its ease feeding to resist the debilitating ef- thought I was seeing things, and
tended into a chapel train. Her fin- Wisconsin*Dells, the bride wore a Arie Weller attendedas master be at- home after July 1 at
and effectiveness.
were- struck.
fect of the heat. The ideal way of said that can’t be a fish,’’ he told
Temple Building.
You have seen the ads. A water doing this is to feed lightly as you Strengholt when he saw the fish gertip mitts of nylon tulle featured navy and white three-piece suit and mistressof ceremonies.
Mrs. Wickert. who has an A.B.
small ruffles at the wrists, with with white accessories and white A fitted lace bodice and full tulle
soluble plant food is placed in a water.
in the net.
skirt were fashion highlights of degree from Hope College and
white satin bows. A Juliet cap of orchid corsage.
pail of water. A gadget, with a tube
Young plants just set out respond
Carl and Don are vacationing at
which is placed in the pail, is at- quickly to such feeding. It will 'in- Sunny Brook with their mother forget-me-notlace with seed pearls Mrs. Haas, a graduate of Holland the bride’s waltz-length wedding an M.A. degree from University
held her veil. She carried a white High School, is a junior at Hope dress. A seed pearl headdress held of Michigan,has been principal
tached to your water faucet and not crease the size of flowers if you
while their father attends the furBible with a white orchid and College where she is a member of her matching fingertip veil of of a Grand Rapids elementary
more
than
50
feet
of
hose
attached
(From Friday's Sentinel)
feed when plants are in bud. Tub- niture market in Grand Rapids.
streamers with baby rosebuds. En- Delta Phi sorority.Her husband tulle. She carried a cascade bou- school. Mr. Wickert has an A. B.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Mi edema and to it. The plant nutrient is drawn erous-rootedbegonias benefit from
His mother explained the boys
quet of white carnations center- degree from Hope and is a
Marjean and Miss Dorothy West- slowly out of the pail as you wa- weekly feeding with a liquid fertil- don’t fish very much in Dallas and closed in the Bible was the hand- was graduatedfrom Hope in 1953
ed with a white orchid.
teacher at Portage.
kerchief
carried
by
the
groom’s
where
he
was
affiliated
with
Cosveld recently returned from a ter, and the plant i$ fed through its izer and will maintath their mag- it certainly was a thrill for them.
mopolitan fraternity. He now is in
weeks trip through several west- leaves as well as its roots. Be nificent bloominguntil frost if fed They’ll have some big stories to mother when she was married.
Mrs. Donald Lokker, matron of the armed forces as an instructor
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
tern states. The Miedemas at- sure to read mixing directions.
regularly, providedthey are g#v- tell when hey get home.
honor, and Misses Nancy Sell of at Fort Monmouth, N.J. The newlyJackson.
tended the Farm Bureau Con- We know that a plant can absorb en a suitablelocation.
Holland, Eleanor Casper of Al- weds will be at home after their
Mrs. Eva Fosdick was expected
nutrientsonly when they are in sol- ' Another hot weather treatment
vention at Springfield.Mo.
bany. N.Y., and Margie McEwaan honeymoon in Long Branch. N.J.
to
come home Wednesday from
Mr. and Mrs. W. Tander Veen ution, that is. dissolvedin water. In for shrubs and smaller plants is the
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
of Keyport, N.J., as bridesmaids,
Pre-nuptialshowers for the bride
the South Haven hospital where
of South Blendon and Mr. and this system the food is immediate- use of a mulch to keep roots cool
Two
new
buildings
on
Main
wore identical gowns of pink dotted were given by Nancy Sell and Mrs.
she had been the past 10 days.
Mrs. Henry Driesenga Sr., of this ly available. The chemicals are and moist. Leaf mold, peat, grass
nylon net and taffeta. Layers of net Marvin Huyser. by Mrs. William street will soon be' completedand She is suffering from a heart
place spent two weeks visiting sufficiently diluted so there is no clippings,ground com cobs, buck
covered the accordion pleated taf- Timmer, Mrs. Richard Kluitenberg replace two of the town’s oldest ailment.
relativesin Iowa, South Dakota. danger of burning, as is often the wheat hulls may be used. Peat,
Clinic
feta skirts and the waistlineswere and Mrs. William Brewer, and structures, the Lad and Lassie
Sam Marfia has returned home
Minnesota and Wisconsin.They case in the careless use of dry especially,retains great quantities
cinched by wide fitted midriffs of Mrs. Donald Lokker and Mrs. Shop and the Fruit Exchange from a visit\ with his sister. Mrs.
returned by way of upper Michi- fertilizers.We know too that plants of moisture and releases it slowly
Forty-fivedonors reported at pink nylon tulle. Dotted net shrug Tony Dannenberg.
buildings.Both are said by early Elwood Carlson and family of
gan.
should not be fed when they are for the plant roots, but all proresidents to be 75 years old and Sioux Falls. S. D.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Viqkemulder dry. Watering and feeding at the vide several inches of insulationRed Cross headquartersMonday
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Tarrell
were of similar architectual deof Allendale and Mr. and Mrs. same time eliminatesthis dan- against the drying rays of the sun. night for the regular bi-weekly
blood clinic.
sign. two stories high with a high of Detroit spent the weekend here
H. H. Vander Molen were Sunday
Officials
Donors were Haney Bouwman,
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
front facing.
evening visitorsat the home of Nagelkirks became the parents of
Philo
Riemersma,
Mrs.
Bassel
The Fruit Exchange new build- Walter Hicks..
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Mulder and a daughter Margaret Ann on June
Durfee, Edward Brant, Mrs. MarThe Rev. and Mrs. Garth Smith
ing will supply a long felt need
sons at Zeeland.
6.
as
garet Kooimen. Roger L. De
in the heart of the fruit section— left Tuesday on a three weeks
Mrs. N. Beute, Roger and KenMr. and Mrs. M. Marlink and
Weerd, Gillis Sale. Jolbert Van
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
a retail market. It is a farm build vacation. They plan to drive to
ny of this place and Miss Evelyn family of this place and Mr. and
GRAND
(Special)
project, the cost might run as high
Styf of Borculo were Sunday Mrs. D. Marlink and children of
The Douglas Congregational Kampen, John De Witt, Marinus City officials were studying storm as $700,000. At present, the pro» ing with a light colored tan ven- Port Huron. Canada. Niagara
Looman, Willis Sale. Orville Tien,
eer, and white trimmed windows Falls and tour the New England
supper guests of the former’s re- Ottawa returned recently from
Sunday School wll hold its anject includes only the "crucial”
Mrs. Anna Haveman, Jack Kemp- sewer finance plans Friday as
and woodwork. The inside of the states.
latives at Wyoming Park where a visit with relatives in the upper
nual picnic at Mt. Baldhead Wed- ker, Mrs. Mary Heuvelhorst, irate citizens demanded action-and areas.
Mrs. Leland Stewart, Joan and
they also attended the evening
•
The Grand Haven Tribune, lead- building will be 22x40 feet with
services.
pointed to their still-flooded base- ing the citizens’ voice in demand- an outside area of 32x48 feet due Lee returned to Chicago Sunday
Don Blom exchanged pulpits nesday, June 30. Members will Haney De Vries.
Cornelius Hfiveman.Gerrit Kato a wide cement area with a per- after spending a week with her
Sunday Edward Elzinga was with the Rev. T. Byland of Vries- meet at the church at 3:30.
ing action on the sewer problem,
ments as evidence.
and Mrs. Frank
manent awning or overhang.In parents,
taken by ambulancefrom his home land on Sunday. Rev Byland con- Picnic supper is scheduled at penga. Mrs. Helene Slenk, L. Marran
a
front
page
damage
report
Monday night's city council
vin Mokma, Mrs. Helen Sanger,
the winter it will be used to dis- Keag.
her to Burton Heights Osteopathic ducted the communion sendees
Wednesday and asked pro6:30.
Mrs. Lavem Barnes, teacher
Glen Wayne Straatsma,‘Allen meeting was jammed with com- blank
Hospital at Grand Rapids where at the Reformed church here.
play merchandise.
perty owners who suffered losses
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Finkl
df
plaints
as
almost
25
persons
Vredeveld,
Elmer
Vredeveld,
HerTlie new Lad and Lassie Shop at Temperance, has come to spend
he is under observation.His condiMisses Marilyn Wolbers and
to send them in.
the summer with Mrs. Mildred
tion is unchanged. He suffers Sharon Meeuwsen spent the past Evanston have arrived at their man S. Walters, Bob Nedrcau, showed up to present their var‘The actual expense already will be a cement block building Cousineau.
James Kammeraad. Jerome C. ious flood problems. Many of them suffered
much pain which is thought to week at Camp Geneva.
Douglas home for the summer.
by local property owners 16x60 feet. The front will be of
The new church furnitureof
be a sciatic condition. Mr. and
The Rev. Jay Weener of Weekend guests of Mr. and Walters, Mannes Nyboer, John were howling over the three-inch in dealing with floods already ex- sand stone and the building will the
Methodist church was used
be
modern, including air ' condiMrs. C. Thurketteof Grand Rap- Beaverdam will be the song Mrs. O.E. Halverson were Mr. Ver Hoeven, Mrs. Marie De Vries, water level in their cellars as
perienced might have gone a long
tioning. All business is being con- for the first time Sunday. Alids are staying with Mrs. Elzinga leader at a Hymn Sing at 9 p.m. and Mrs. Gerald Halverson and George Yearry, Robert Vander a result of Sunday’sdeluge.
But Mayor Claude Ver Duin way in financing the storm sew- ducted in the rear of the build- though the remodeling of the
and Edna at present while Ron- on Sunday evening, June 27, at two daughters, Joar^apd Jackie, Heide, Russell Homkes.
ers,” the Tribune declared editorRonald Van Herwyn, David De pointed out to the angry houseing and it is expected to be com- chancel was not completedmuch
nie visits his grandparents, Mr. the Reformed church here. The of Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. George
ally. "Certainly the losses that
had been accomplished in the
Feyter,
Jr.,
Haney
Aalderink,
holders
that
the
city
had
been
pleted in three weeks.
and Mrs. N. Elzinga.
Rainfordand two sons, Jim and
public is invited.
can be avoided in the future by
week since the work started.The
Stanley
Steketee, Amos W. Bee- working on a sewer plan for 18
Ray
Fleming
Jr.,
is
in
LansMr. and Mrs. C. Dalman and
Dick,
of
Glenn
Ellyn,
Mr.
and
Mr. and Mrs. H.H. Vander Motheir construction will help pay
ing this week attending Boys pulpit lecturn and altar are all
family returnedlast week from len recentlyattended a dinner Mrs. Don Kearby and son Bob of don, John Hilblnk, Herman Van months, but had run into trouble
the
/,
State. Last Week Girl’s State re- of blond wood finsh with a band
a weeks vacation fishing at Big at the A. Beales home at Allen- Chicago and Mr. and Mrs. Rich- Bosch, John Boeve, Lawrence R. in obtaining state assistance for
Meanwhile, the city’s Citizens
Bay De Neaux. Mr. and Mrs. F. dale in honor of the birthday ard Halverson of Westchester. Kampen, Alfred Bosch, Jerry the trucklinesewer along the new Finance Committee met and de- presentative from here at Ann at the top of carved scrool work.
US-31
/
Arbor was Miss Lois Hoyt, daugh- The choir pews and communion
Berghorst and family left the anniversaryof Ralph Vinkemul- Mr. and Mrs. John Kent, Jr., Weber.
cided to weigh several of the
past Friday for a brief vacation der.
and childrenof Darien, Conn., Two other donors reported di- This state aid, said Ver Duin mayor’s suggestions %and meet ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Hoyt. rail are of matching wood. When
there.
Supt. Aid Mrs. Wayne Woodby finished the dossal will be dark
arrived Tuesday for a visit with rectly to Holland Hospital June 20 could save the city up to $40,000
again for recommendations.
and family attended the Woodby red velvet in a shade to match the
Mrs. Harold Klinger recently
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse to donate blood. They were Don of an estimated $350,000 that has
And Grand Haven property family reunion at Flint Sunday new carpet.
Maatman and Arthur IJoedema.
entertained Mrs. H. Klinger. Mrs. Heart Attack Is Fatal
been set up as the minimum for
Johnson..
owners were ready to make sure
Doctors
on
duty
at
the
clinic
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Henning
B. Holstege and Anne and Mrs. For Young Businessman
an adequate storm iewer system
Mrs. Minnie Williamsis spendthey did meet again— soon. They
of Coopersvilleformerly of FennD. Van Singel of Zeeland and
ing the week at Eagle Lake with were Dr. W. C. Kools, and Dr. W. throughout the city.
Holland Superintendent
wanted action.
ville, were Sunday callersof Mr.
Mrs. E. Overweg and children of
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-John Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jackson. Kuipers. Nurses were Mrs. Grace , Besides, the mayor added, if
this place.
and Mrs. Ralph Knowlton.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Millar and E. Martin, Gertrude Steketee, other additional areas of the
Will Attend Conference
W. Sias, 34, 216 Summit St., Spring
Edward Knoll, who was serious
Mrs. H. H. Vander Molen. ac- Lake, died unexpectedlySunday son Jerry are leaving Saturday Mrs. Veltman and Mrt. Thomas city were to be included in the
ANN
Holland Supercompanied Mrs. G. Kamps of afternoon of a heart attack follow- for Ithica, N.Y., for two weeks Dobbertin.
ly injured when he fell Memorial
Nurses’ aides were Mrs. A. Van
Day while doing some outside intendent of Schools Walter W.
Zeeland and Mrs. Henry Hoek- ing one day’s illness. He was own- visit with Mrs. Millars’ mother,
man and Diane of Long Beach er and operator of the Rainbow Mrs. Clifford Dengler, and other Lopik, Mrs. Ernest Post, Mae Two Cart Damaged in
wiring, submitted to an opera Scott and his wife, Alice, will be
Calif., to South Blendon on Tues- Drive-In. 507 West Savidge St., relatives.
Whitirier,Mrs. Russell Burton.
tion Monday for a blood clot in among 400 persons from throughCrash East oi Zeeland
day afternoon where they visited Spring Lake, and had been a resithe abdominal cavity.He has been out the nation to gather on the
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Bryan Gray Ladies were Mrs. Eugene
Mrs. C. Meeuwsen and children.
in the Allegan Health Center University of Michigan’ campus
dent of Spring Lake three years. spent the weekend with friends King, Mrs. Cameron Cranmer, and
ZEELAND
(Special)
A car
Mrs. James Crowle. Historians driven by Gerald Meyer, 29, ^>f
Rev. N. Beute filled a classical
June 28-30 for the Seventh Annual
since his aecidqnt.
He was born in Elkhart, Ind.. in Hastings.
It was a big weekend at Holland
appointment at Orillia OnUrio. Feb. 22. 1920, and had lived in
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dickinson Conferenceon Aging.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas ‘Gifford were Mrs. Howard Douwstra and 134 West 3Ut St.. Holland, and State Park as almost 50,000 visiCanada on Sunday while student Iron River for 12 years before spent the weekend in Chicago Mrs. H. C. McClintock. In charge one driven by Donald P. Cranmer,
Discussion groups considering
are spending a week’s vacation at
tors swelled the week’s total attenof
the
canteen
were
Mrs.
T.
G.B. Ebbers occupied the pulpit
Petoskey
and
Boyne
City.
the
various difficulties of againg
with
relatives.
coming to Spring Lake. He was a
24, of 322 Pine St., collided east dance to 82.000.
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Warren are planned, paying particularatMrs. H.S. Konold accofpanied Kouw, Mrs. John Mesbergen. Mrs. of Zeeland on M-21 at 1:10 tm.
World War n veteran and was a
Park Manager Care Broad re^ and daughters, Barbara and tention to the problemsthat arise
Mr. De Jonge, principalof Unity
• . I
member of the Alfred BranchinJ her daughter,Mrs. Clare Knapp, Fred Slag and Mrs. Norman Nyported bumper-to-bumper traffic Catherine,returned hdtoe Sun- in relation to the size of the comChristianSchool at Hudsonville American Legion Post No. 17 and to Detroit Monday where she en- Ifnd.
The Meyer car traveling west Sunday afternoon that extended
addressed the Christian School Elks Lodge No. 1671, both of Iron tered nurses training.•
day from an eight day’s motor munity In which the aged person
struck the left rear of the Cranmore than a mile out of the park.
Society here on Wednesday evenRiver, the West Michigan Tourist
mer
auto, also going west, as Approximately20,000 persons visit- trip East where they visited lives.
Birn
Near
FenoviUe
ing.
and Resort Association,Spring
Meyer pulled out to pass, officers ed the park Sunday to follow a.14,- Atlantic City, NJ., Philadelphia
On Friday evening the film Lake Business and Professional Holland Man Fourth
and Erie, Pa.
Struck by Lightning
said. Damage to both cars was
000 total Friday and
12,000
"Regions Beyond” will be shown
Weekend visitors of Mr. and Driver Arrested
Associationand the Antrim Church County Polio Victim
estimated at about $200. Sheriffs
GRAND
(Special)
figure Saturday to make 46,000 Mrs. Warren Duell were their
it the Christian Reformed ConFENNVILLE
(Special)—A large
of Christ, Mancekma.
department deputies investigated.during the weekend.
A 16-year-oldGrand Haven girl
ference Grounds.
bam
on the farm of Mrs. Frank
cousins,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dewey
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Surviving are the wife, Dorothy;
was arrested by city police on the
Broad said that the new trailer Sumereskl of Libertyville,J1L
The Zeeland-Holland
League is
Miller, four miles southwestof
three daughters, Linda Lou, Carol Ottawa county health department
oval was completed and that Mrs. William Strickfaden is in charge of leaving the scene of a
iponsoring a Hymn Sing at KolFennville,was completely destroy- Driver Issued Ticket
reports
the
fourh
polio
case
this
Jean and Ruth Ann, and one son,
len Park at 9 p.m. on Sunday
ed by lightning at 10 a.m. Satur- Willard Stegenga, 26, route 4, trailer spaces were available.The the Douglas hospital critically propertydamage accident ,after
James Alan, all at home; four year in Ottawa county.
fune 27. J. Keuning will be the
Arnold Vermeer, Jr., 33, of 141 day. The call to the FennvilleFire was issued a ticket for failure to new area added 110 trailerspaces ill of a heart attack suffered in her car allegedlyhit a parked car
brothers, Roy of Muskegon, Carl
llreetor. «
East
Ninth St.. Holland, whose Department was delayed because keep an assured clear distance to the park, but most of them are her home last Thursday evening at Fifth and Ointon Sts. Sunday
and Thomas of Grand Rapids, and
The Rev. and Mu. Martin HoekMr. and Mrs. Richard Jonathas at 11:05 a.m. The parked car was
case
has
been diagnosedas non- the telephone was put out of order ahead following a two-car acci- without electricity,Broad said,
Clifford of Pontiac.
by Mrs. Irene W. Jonker
ntn of, Inwood. Iowa, visited
paralytic polio, was taken ; ill by the bolt. Mrs. Miller had to dent Saturdayat 136th and Barry however, that electricity should be were in Chicago from Friday unUr. and Mrs. H.H. Vander Molen
June 19 and entered St. Mary's make the call from a neighbor's Sts. Damage, to Stegenga’*’50 availablefor about 20 of the spaces til Tuesday. Saturday they at who was attending church at the
ing the past week.
Marriage Licenses
tended the wedding of his niece, time. A witness took the license
model car was estimated at $550 this week.
Hospital, Grand Rapids, on June home.
Hslttlfc John Ter Horst has been
be number of the other car and noOttawa County
The bam was empty with the and the ’42 model car driven The new trailer area is operated Miss Joy Jonathas,
23.
tified police. In a short time a city
_»t the home of
Abraham Moore, 21, Holland, He is the father of two chil- exception of a few* ladders and a by Carl Simpson. 45, route 4, at under a "traffic control" system gave away in marriage.
Mr. and Mrs. S. and Lorraine Graves, 17, route dren, ages 5 and 3. He is em- grain binder. The loss was report- $350, Ottawa County deputiei which allows entrance only to per- J.E. Burch has gone to Red* police officar in a cruder spotted
land*. Calif, to visit his dam
The
‘
sons playing In the trailer*.
said.
ployed at Holl^d Furnace Co.
ed covered by insurance. '“i
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MURIEL HOPKINS

Locol Girls Porticipote in Cdtop Aetivltiss
A highlightof the summer vaca- carriedout at little expense to par- During the final two weeks, when
tion tor many local girls is the ticipants.
older girls are in camp, they will
Camp Fire Day Camp which will Games, nature study, handcraft, stay overnight on Wednesday
swimming and outdoor cooking are Each Friday night is Family Night
open next week in Holland. For 5
includedon the roster of activities. and families are invited to bring
weeks buses will leave the Camp Each Monday a nurse from the their supper and learn about the
Fire office on Central Ave., at 9 Health Department will check each
girls’ wedk of activities. A Council
a.m. to transport an eager group camper. An approved American Fite will be held this year on July
of girls to Kamp Kiwanis. Through Red Crofs swimming instructoris
23, July 30 and Aug. 6 when girls
the efforts of the Community stationed on the waterfront at all will receive the beads they have
Chest, Kiwanis Club and Holland times. Excellent sports equipment earned during the week.
Council of Camp Fire Girls an for the camp has been purchased Registrationis closed for the
excellentschedule of activities will with money the girls earned
be supervised by a capable staff through candy and daffodil sales. week of July 12 but more girls may
who in turn are assisted by older Each day they assist in building register for the other weeks, acCamp Fire Girls as junior counse- fires and preparing part of their cording to Mrs. Andries Steketee
lors. The camping program is meal.
local Camp Fire director.

Wilsons Visit European Landmarks

(center) ghret a few tips on tfie handicraft
program at playaround centers for Joe Moron, city recreational
director,and Vida Harper (right) who is conductinathis phase
of playground activity this year. Muriel has taken
charge
________
irge of the
handicraft program for Hio last three or four years, bat is
unable te do so thii year bocaneo of her health.
fSentraeJ photo)

She May Be an Invalid
But Muriel $till Helps

CAROL JAEHNIG of Hi* Holland Rubik
Hu

flood of

during

tb post

Library staff checks out a few of

Muriel Hopkin*, who had hsr
amputated four year* ago,
may be confined to her bed or
wheel chair all the timt these
days, but she stiU finds time to do
her bit for the community.
Unable to continue her summer

youngsters who took out

boob

week. Youngsters
ait cvrvtnHvparticipatingk
ton ait
• spackl "BiiHdii
iking 0 Ubrarjr program.

>

left leg

Zeeland
Mrs. Jeanette Ossewaarde,formerly of Zeeland and now mak
ing her home with her sister In
CoopersviUe, spent last week with
her children,Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hollem&n, Pine St. She at
tended the meetings of the 50th
anniversaryof the Second Re-

(Sentinelphots)

Competition Keen in
Library Redding Plan

Probation Given
On Homkide Count

handicraft program
Who is going to be fint to
at local playground*this season,
"Build t Library?’' That’s the
question Holland youngsters are
Muriel has had several confer- GRAND HAVEN (Special)
deciding in the current summer
Genora
H01,
Jr.,
M,
Muskegon,
ences with other recreational
reading program at Holland Public
who
pleaded
guilty
June
14
to
a
leaden to lay out this year’i proLibrary.
negligent homicide charge as the
formed church.
gram.
More than 100 children have Starts
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Fire
The Rev. and Mrs. DD. BonnAnd there’s more Involved to a result of a fatal accident May 15 Signed up for the unique program
At the conclusion of a condemnaema
of Hosper’s, Iowa, formerly
tion hearing in Circuit Court
handwork program than one in which Richard Rlckerd of Hart under which children paste
Wednesday afternoon,Judge Ray- of Zeeland, are visiting their chU- would suspect. There's a multitude was killed, was placed on proba- ‘'bricks’’ on a picture of a library A welder’storch and tha sun rays
mond L. Smith ordered Walter dren, Mr. and Mrs. WendaU Bonn of things like leathercraft,cera tion for one year when he appear- building,according to librarian caustd fins Tuasday that resulted
ema, Mr. and Mrs. Everett KarsE. Anderson of Muskegon to raze
mica, string craft, braidingand ed in Circuit Court Wednesday. Mrs. Hazel Hayes.
hi extensive damage to two aars,
ten, Ken Bonnema and Clarence
two houses at 306 River Ave. and
Each book read is a '’brick"and firemen
knotting, leather tooling, reed
%
Bonn ema of Byron Centers.
Condition*
are
that
he
pay
$100
50 brick* bra needed to complete
312 River Avt. in Holland within
work and some paper work, the
Members of the Zeeland Garden
Fire Chief Harman Windemuller
days.
latter mostly with smaUer chil costs and surrender his operator’s the building. Each child who am
Two suits has been filed Club held an outing to Water- dren. Of all subjects,ceramicsis license for a year. The accident ten has his name written on a aid it appears tha aim's ray* reagainst Anderson by Joseph A. vliet recently where they visited the most involved and that pro- occurred in Crockery township picture of a building, and the num- flecting off a mirror on tha back
Childs, commissionerof the Mr. and Mrs. Henry Thrall, for- gram alone Includesa lot of other west of Nunica.
ber of bricks gives an aoourata shall of a car owned by John Vbh,
ifi
count of book* read.
Michigan State Police, involving mer residents of Zeeland. Those related art work.
Ottawa Beach summer resident,
Duncan
Tucker, 18, Grand
present
were
the
Mesdames
P.
the two dilapidated buildings.
Highlightof the "Building a the ear's interior on fire;
The
handicraft
program
this Haven, who was found guilty by
Anderson was ordered to show Brill, Myrtle Carlton,J. Derks, year is being supervised by Vida
Library”program will be a party
The interior of the ’48 model ear
a CircuitCourt jury June 25 of a
cause why an order should not Jeanette De Bruyn, Ann Huiz- Harper, working under Joe Mor
this fall for each boy or girl who we» badly damaged, Windemuller
charge
of
larceny
from
a
person,
be entered requiring him to cor- enga, John Molter, T. Kraal, Della an, dty recreation director.Both
was placed on probation for three completed 10 books. Diplomas will •aid. Seven firemen from Park
rect and abate the fire hazard. Plewes, G. Caball, L Van Dyke, have consulted Muriel on several
also be presented.
Township No. 2 ware on the scene
years. He also must serve 30 days
The original order dated March C. Vanden Bosch, L. Smitters, occasions to get the 1954 sttinThe contest is open to any child for about 20 minutes. The ear was
The Matthew Wilsons and "Beefeater"
in
the
county
jail
and
pay
$5
a
A. Van Hoven, A. De Koster,
from first through ninth grades. parked near tha main entrance to
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew J. Wil- erraneanarea on a 66-day cruise 8 gave Anderson 30 days to raze B. Veneklasen, D. Vereeke, I. mer program started.
month oversight fees.
the
buildings
and
remove
all
Althoughthe contest is already the park.
Muriel, who now facet possible Tucker was one of four involved
son, 17 West 10th St., who return- on the "Britanica"and visited
Zuldewind,Betty Veneklasen,J.
rubbish and debris.
underway,
registrationwill be
amputation
of
her
right
leg
due
to
Sparka from a welder's torch hit
in the theft of $75 and other effects
ed last week from a six-month many other countries.They spent
Holland persons present at the Carlson of Zeeland and Mrs. Dena a circulatory ailment, has had
taken at any time. Closing data for tha gasoline tank apd set a car
some
time
in
the
Netherlands
and
from
Harold
Van
Raalte,
dischargWierenga
of
Holland.
tour of Europe, are pictured here
hearing were James E. Townthe event is Sept. 4, the Saturday owned by James Craig, routs 4 on
visited the province of Maastricht
The following . officers were more than her share of being in ed U.S. soldier, last November at before school starts.
with a Yeoman Warder, or "Beesend, dty attorney, and John
fire lata Tuesday afternoon.The car
and out of all kinds of hospital*. the North Shore Park. Irwin Slack,
where they were guests of the
elected
at
a
meeting
of
the
Otting, fire inspector.
feater" at the Tower of London.
She was graduated from Hol- 25, Grand Haven, another of the Children are encouragedto read waa Inside the Service Machine Co.
Burgomelster, Baron van KessenTheir visit to Britain was a cliAnderson previously had peti- American Legion Auxiliary last land High School in 1943, one of
for pleasure during the summer, «hop, 44 West Third St, when the
ick. Maastrichtis 10 miles from
iinax of their tour. They met the the U. S. National Military ceme- tioned City Council to rezone the week Monday evening: Mrs. the top girl athletes ever to go four who was convicted of robbery- and no written book reports will blase broke out
unarmed,
is
now
serving
a
five
to
properties commercial in order Kathie Buter, president; Mrs. through local public school*. She
"Beefeater" when they tpured the
be required. Any type book may The ear was drivep outside betery where 20,000 American solCity of London, the square mile diers are buried. The graves are to build a service station. The Ethel Baar, first vice-president;enrolled in Western Michigan 15-year term at Southern Michigan be read, providing it la not below fore flames could damage the shop.
Prison at Jackson.
Mrs.
Gertrude
Gebben,
second
which covers the site of the ori- adopted by various young people request was referred to the planCollege in Kalamazoo with intenFire Chief Andrew Wompareni said
As terms of his probation,'Dick the child’s reading ability.
ning commssion which recom- vice president; Mrs. Louise Faber, tions of becoming a physical eduginal Roman settlement called
After 10 books have been read the rear end of the car was extenof MaastrichtIn a project coner
must
return to high school in
secretary;
Mrs.
Bertha
Lamer,
mended
no
change
be
mads.
Londinium, on the banks of the ducted by Baroness van Kessencation teacher, participatingfreeSeptember and complete his last and the diploma earned, books sively damaged.
treasurer; Mrs. Della Plewes,
River Thames.
ly in all types of sports— tennis,
ick. The Wilsons visited the cemetwo years and get his diploma. from any grade level may be read
chaplain; Mrs. Edna Schuitema,
The Wilsons toured the Medit- tery while in the country.
basketball, league softball and
The judge also ordered the sheriff to continue earning bricks for the
historian,Mrs. HenriettaBeyer,
soccer.
library building.
not to allow Tucker any visitors
sergeant-at-arms;Mrs. Thelma
Favorites
It was during her aophomore
If afl the squares on a library
outside of his family because the
Ver Hage, Mrs. Florence DiekGrand Rapids Man Facti
year that she was injured at soc- court does not want Tucker’s so- building are not filled by the
man
and
Mrs. Sue Elhart, board
of
cer which led to other troubles,
deadline, the child may continue
members.
journ in jail to be considered
Tip»y Driving Charge
Admitted to Holland Hospital
to add bricks until his hiiUHi-y jg
climaxed four years ago with amIn
holiday.
In July the meeting will be in
completed.
Monday were Kenneth LaGrand,
putation of the left leg. She waa
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Mrs. Lucille Murner, 68, Grand
the form of a pot-luck supper.
23 East 35th St; Mrs. Jerry
out of school a year and intermitin
Haven, who pleaded guilty June 14
The Junior Chamber of Com ChUdren of Zeeland and vicinity
George Luther Stone, 53, of 36
Geerta, 880 Fourth Ave.j John
tent illnesses caused a six-months
to a charge of larceny from a store
merce
Tennis
tournament
rolled wiU have the opportunity of takEdwards Ave., Grand Rapids, was
Broersma, 1188 Lakeview Dr.;
delay in graduating, but she obALLEGAN (Special) — The body taken into custody by Troopers into high gear Wednesday as ing swimming lessons under the tained her degree Jan. 23, 1949. building,was placed on probation
Mrs. Jerry Geerta, 380 Fourth
for a year and must pay $S a
most of the almost 50 boys en- supervision of the Red Cross of
Ave.; John Broersma,1186 Lake14-year-old Patricia Glidden of
Thomas Krusniak and David Ver tered in the two divisions saw Holland, the local schools and the The following month she went to month oversight fees. Mrs. Murner
view Dr.; Edward wyngarden,
Mayo clinic, the first of several was taken into custody June 2
route 8, Oshtemo, was recovered
dty.
Berg of the Michigan State Police action.
route % Zeeland;John Dannenvisits to several hospitals.
by dragging crews from Lake following an accident on M-50 In
In
after
taking
several
articles
valued
But the old favoriteswere still
The classes wiU begin July 12
berg, route 4; Mrs. Gerald BobAfter her leg was amputated,
at $6 from three stores on WashMichigan Monday afternoon about Robinson township at 7:15 p.m. around. Every seeded player ad- and wiU be held dally at Port
eldyk, 412 West 16th St; Mis.
she
shifted her interests to anvanced either by an easy wla or Sheldon with transportation proington St.
Error* and Walks! That was Peter Zeldenruat 70 West 19th
three-quarters of a mile south of
other career— occupationaltherMonday and charged with drunk a bye.
vided by school buses. There wUl
the
big problem in American St; Albert Timroer, Sr, 671
Glenn and about three and a driving.
apy and since then obtained 45
In the under 18 division, No. 1. be two sections each of three
Legion Junior league baaeball’sMyrtle Ave.
credit hours. Last Friday she was
half miles from where she
Arraigned before 'Municipal seeded Hank Visscher, fresh from weeks’ duration. Duke Gebben is
firat contest at Rlverview Park
DischargedMonday were John
drowned Sunday.
taken to Kalamazoo for her naWednesday night as HJ). Morse Bartels, 595 College Ave.; Mrs.
Judge
Louis H. Osterhous this winning the Southwest Michigan in charge of registrationand chU- tional board exams and while she
It was Allegan's fourth drownClosed tournament title, drew a dren can regester at the high
capitalized on First National Ray Bush and daughter, 290 Van
had not been Informed as to the
ing of the year. The pretty high morning, Stone, a representative
bye while Lea Overway, No. 1 school office.
Bank mistakes In an 18-4 victory. Raalte Ave.
school student had gone swimming of an insurancecompany, pleadoutcome, she feels confident she
seeded In the under 15 division,
A group of 43 teachers, assist- passed the six-hour exam. Before
Hilton and Ver Hoven were on
with a companion, with whom ed not guilty and furnished $200 mowed down two opponents.
Mts
and
helpers have completed
the mound for the Bankers,and
she was visiting Sunday. Offi- bond for trial set for July 9. The
taking her exams, she had nine
Overyway’s victims were Doug
Just couldn’t stem the tide of ‘No Cau*’ Ii Ruled
Zeeland Community Vaca- months of affiliation work in KalDave Jalving shot a 41-38-40 to
cers believe she was knocked arrest followed an accidentin- Windemuller,6-1, 6-1, and Jerry
Morse batters. MeanwhUe, the
Bible
School held at the
down by a wave and carried out volving another car driven by Van Wyke by an identicalscore.
amazoo State Hospital, Sunnyslde take top honors In the over 15
Lincoln
elementary
Banker
fielder* were having a
.
school.
The
by the swift current.
Mrs. Constance Jones, Grand No. 2 seeded Rog Plagenhoefdid children were helped with demon- TB Sanitarium in Indianapolis,yearn of age divisionof the First tough time hanging onto the ball. h Directed Verdict
Mayo Clinic at Rochester and Junior Chamber of Commerce
Dragging Monday were Sgt. Rapids,
was traveling not see action Wednesday but is
The Morse squad scored in GRAND HAVEN (Sped,!)
strauona of individual and group Minneapolis VA Hospital,
Davis of the South Haven post east.
Junior Golf tournament,at Holscheduled to start play today.
memory
work, musical training Switching from an active sports
every inning except the third, Circuit Judge Raymond L. Smith
along with Troopers William OgStone, driving west, according
land American Legion Memorial
In the under 18 play, both sec- and handwork.
accounting for seven nine in the gave a directed verdict of no cause
career to one of simple handwork Park Tuesday.
den and William Euhler, Capt. Lt to witnesses, had passed two cars ond rated Paul Dykema and
fourth inning.
of action Monday afternoon in the
Those
who
participated in the Isn’t the easiestchange, but Mur
*H. Pease of Battle Creek and Al- and Mrs. Jones in an attempt to third-rated Jim Teerman drew
Jalving’g119 gave him the edge
Winning pitcher was Northuls c**e of Allen E. Roberta who
legan Deputy Sheriff Robert avoid being struck by the Stone byes along with Visscher. No. 4 training were: Music: Mm. Paul iel has absorbed her hobbies with over Floyd Raterhik who shot a
who was tagged for four hit*. •ought $20,000 damages from Mar*
Whitcomb.
car, went over on the south seeded Bill Japinga beat Warren Van Dort, Mrs. John Smallegan interest.She has done a lot of 40-42-40, 122 on the 272 hole tournaIn the second contest at River- vin Haveman, both of Allendale,
and Miss Sheilla Tenckinck; pre- tewing, studying and all the other
Coroner William Ten Brink of shoulder of the road where her Boer, 6-2, 4-6, 6-3 and Jim Vanment.
view Park Elzinga-Volkers slam- for injuriesreceived in an auto
school work, Mrs. M. Schipper, crafts which absorb many hours.
Hamilton was called to the scene car was struck by Stone’s vehi- der Poel, 6-3, 6-3.
In the 12-15 divisionKen Mich* med out four runs in the first accident Jan. 3, 1953.
Mrs. A. Luurtsma, Mr*. G. Morand ruled death was accidental cle.
Other results in the under 18 ren, Mrs. J. Meeuwsen, Betty Van For five years she has had a long merhuizenwas winner with a 49- Inning taking a lead they never Judge Smith gave the directed
list of customers for Christmas 50-48, 147 to easily defeat runner
drowning In Lake Michigan while
division:
gave up as they beat Padnoc verdict on the grounds that plainOmen, Marcia Wiersma, Sharon cards as another sideline.
bathing.
up Norm Hoeksema’i 53-53-52, 157. Iron and Metal 9-8.
Warren Nykamp def. Gary Otte, B.J. Berghorst, Floyd De
tiff had not shown freedom from
Claude
Lamoreauxi
Feted
The body was taken to JolderTrophies and cupa wUl be awardVander Ark, 6-2, 6-3; PhU Dam- Boer; Kindergarten:Mrs. J. den
Nykamp hit a second liming contributory negligence. Roberts
sma and Kline Funeral Home in On Silver Annivertary
ed as soon as they are avaUable, home run for the victor*.
stra drew a bye from Norm Lok- Oudeh, Mrs. F. Meyer, Mrs. M. Handicraft Club Honors
who was the last to testify told the
Kalamazoo. Survivors include the
Jaycee officials said. Medals for
ker; Jim Vander Poel def. Carl Meyaard, Marilyn Elzinga, NorPadnos got rolling in the court he had a complete loss of
father Ralph and the Mother
Mr. yid Mrs. Claude Lamor- Van Appledom, 6-1, 6-0; Jim
Leaden at Beach Party
good showing will go to Herm Tull fourth inning and pressure
memory on the subject and also
Vesta.
eaux were entertained Sunday Teerman def. Phil Damstra, 6-1, ma Vanden Bosch, Neda Steal
and Chuck Van Lente.
and
Heldred
De
Witt;
first grade:
Members of the Handicraft Chib Plans are being made by the mounted as they pulled within had suffered from amnesia during
on ther 25th wedding anniversary 6-0.
one point of the whiners. But nice the interveningtime.
Mrs. George Baron, Anne Hol- of Waverly 4-H entertained at _
by a group of friends and relacommittee to enter top scorers In infield play by Elzinga-Volkers Only eyewitnesses were tha deOther result* in the under 15 stege, Mrs. F. Grinwia, Mrs. A.
Farewell Party Given
beach party Friday evening in hontives at their home, 173 South
division:
Wiersma, Arlene Crannmer, Nor- or of the leaders, Don Essenburg the State Jaycee Tournament at cut abort the rally.
fendant and a brother of the plainDivision Ave.
For Harvey Van Voorst
Jackson's Arbor Hills Country
Jerry Van Wyke def. Bill BeeNykamp
waa
the
winning tiff. The brother said he did not
Knoll,
Roseila
Hoffman,
and
Ed
Zuidema.
The
party
waa
Featuring the celebration was be, 6-1, 6-0; Stan Marcua def.
Chib July 12. Winners from pitcher allowing 10 hits while know the car was going to be hit
Carole Christensen; second grade:
Harvey Van Voorst, who leaves a mock wedding featuring Level
at a picnic grounds on Lake throughout the state will be comFrank Visser, 6-3, 6-3; Kent Ema Van Dyke, Joan Pyle, Mrs. held
Tomovish and Teusink shared until the actual impact Plaintiff
Shore Dr.
today to enter the armed services Lamoreaux of Plainwell as the
peting for berths on the state dutie* for the losers.
Rowder def. Bill Kuyper (de- M. Wyngarden, Mrs. A. Wolters,
waa unconscious in a hospital for
The group held a wiener roast.
Z*,8 k°norecl at a farewell party minister; Miss Ellen Skinner of fault); BiU Bouwman def Roy
Judy Van Dyke; third grade, Mn. Gifts were presentedto the two team that goes to the nationals.
three or four weeks after the
’Friday evening at the home of Fennville, bride; Miss Anita
The national tourney Is schedRudolph, 6-0, 6-0, Gary Taber def. M. De Jonge, Linda De Bruyn,
crash.
leaders.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard' Van Voorst, Bohnstangleof Plainwell, groom; Dave Nykerk, 7-5, 6-3; Dale
Fine, Terai
vHope De Jonge; fourth grade: Present were Mr. and Mrs. Don uled for Albequerque, New Mexico
West 36th 8L Refreshmentswere Patty and Carol Skinner, both of
in August It Is the ninth annual
Overway
def. BiU Wheaton, 3-6, Mrs. H. Beltman, Mr*. M. Min,
Fennville, and JoAnn White of
Essenburg, Ronnie, Larry and national event but the first time FoDowinf Accident
6-1, 6-1; Dale Jones def. Ton dertsma, Arloa Elfers, Alice TencThose present besides the guest Kalamazoo, as bridesmaids; Carl Buursma, 6-4, 7-5.
Lela; Mr. and Mrs. Ed Zuidema, local eliminationshave been held.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
knek; fifth grade: Mrs. B. GebOf honor were Mr. and Mrs. A. White of Kalamazoo, best man;
MarshaU Elzinga def. David ben, Della Nykamp, Barbara Eddie, Ronnie, Sharon, Alvin and
Robert
Moser, 34, route 1. Coop,
Miss
Hattie
Lamoreaux
of
Fenn»*gerf Mr.- and Mrs. Luther SlaDonna, Mr. and Mrs. L. Fought,
way def. Tom Williams, 6-0, 610;
ereville appeared before Justice
fer and children, Mr. and Mrs. ville, flower girl; Orville Bohn- way def. Tom Wiliams, 6-0, 6-0; Da terns; sixth grade: Rachel Warren, Kenny and Margaret;and Family Picnic Planned
Frederick J. Workman, of Spring
FINANCING THE
Gordon Slager, Mr. and Mrs. stangle of Plainwell, father of Jack Hulst def. BUI Goodyke, Boer and Mrs. J. C. De Free in Fred Borgman, Laveme BronkeLake
Tuesday night on two counts
For
Rod
and
Club
charge
of
handwork.
MAN WHO WORKS
ma, John Dreyer, David and
Jacob Van Voorst and daughter, the bride; Mrs. Carl White, organ- 6-2, 64); Dennis Kuite def. Terry
result of an accident in
"Buildingcitizens for Christ James Weller, Gordon Ten Brink,
Mary Louise, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce ist, and Kathleen Lamoreaux, Pott, 6-1, 6-1; Kent Rowder def.
Plans for a potiuck picnic were Polkton Township June 22 when he
centering
around
the
Ten
CoroWhat regular banks do for busiSharon
Bohnstangle,
Linda
White,
'Van Voorst and chUdren, Mr. and
Ernest Rithamel, Roger 'Shoe- made at a meeting of the Tulip
Stan Marcus, 6-2, 6-4; Gary
Mrs. Bernard Van Voorst and Diane Vernon and Carolyn Skin- Taber def. Dale Overway, 64), raandements was the theme. Hie maker, Jack Prins, Burnell Schro- City Rod and Gun Club Auxiliary ran his car into a tree and sus- ness, we do for the man who
tained bead injuries which hospi- works. Our job is financing the
enrollment totaled 340. Every tenboer, I^mbert and Rochelte De
family, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Van ner, singers.
6-3.
at the home of Mrs. Harold Van talized him until Sunday.
church
in
the
dty
was
representAmerican family.
After
the
mock
wedding
the
Voorst and family and Mr. and
Vries and Jan De Jonge.
Slooten, 163 James St, Thursday
On a charge of reckless drivii*
Mrs. Henry Van Voorst, Jr, and group enjoyed a lawn supper.
night Following devotion by he wm sentenced to pay $75 fine
Mrs. Neil Van Leeuwen, Mrs. Chmics His Plea
You can get the extra cash you
Falls From Chair
president Mrs. Beroanl Water- a»I $4.50 costs and for driving
Ford Weeks and Mrs. Carleton GRAND HAVEN (Special) Parked Car Htt
need here on your own signature
way, committes were named and while his operator’s license was
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
French, all friends of the Lamor- Willie Harmon, 41, of Twin Lake,
security—no endorsers. PayGRAND HAVEN (Special)' Mrs. WJ. Presley, of 315 Wash- details were discussed. Club mem- suspended he was sentenced to pay and
Truck Hits Tree
eauxs, served, assisted by Mrs. who was to have been tried before
ments
arranged in accordance
John Clancy, Jr., 31, Grandville, tagton St, was taken to Munici- hers and their families will attend $75 fine, $450 coats and serve 10
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
with your income.
Robert Vernon and Mrs. Carl a jury Thursday on a charge af
received a ticket from dty police pal Hospital by ambulance Wed- the event July 22 at 6:30 p.m. at days in the county jail.
State Polios charged Percy R. White.
feloniousdriving changed his plea for failure to have his car under nesday night ^fter she fell from Kollen Park.
Smith, 17; of Ferrysburg,with
His license waa suspended last
Entertainment included accor- to guilty in Circuit Court Wednescontrol following an accident at a chair in her home. X-rays were
A social hour followed the busi- year in Kent county following *
totceiaive speed following an acd- dion solos by JoAnn White, group
day. He will return July 6 for 12:17 am. today in which his car
taken today to determine whether ness meeting and refreshments convictionof drunk driving, second
4*e»t In Spring Lake township singing, movies, slight of. hand
hit a parked car belonging to she received any fractures.Some
•t 1:45
in which his 1950 tricks and presentation of gifts.
5S'^n,Mr.brrifn'
T"y
Jack Zuidema In front of the lat- months ago Mrs. Presley broke tnai
and Mrs, Cal
pickup truck ran off the road The group also saw Mrs. Lamorin M53, federal
ter’s home at 403 Lake Ave. her right hip and it has been only
Of tilth.
and hit t
eaux’s
held at the
Flair.
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vThe Filing of Permanent Chapter Records,’’Detroit chapter,
Jean Currey, CPA.; "Our Legislation Program,’’Grand Rapids

Boeve getting a triple and a

School

Vows Spoken

Eipanskn

at Hudsonville

single.

Hack's Triple

Sites Considered

Breaks Dp

AtSpeixdMeet

h

Vu Rukc
Warned

Never did the Athleticsget
more than one hit In an inning
as Boeve showed excellent con-

Game

Eighth Inning

Reiidents

of Increased

Cku Room Needs
Two »He* tor

future school expansion were presented Friday at
a special "information meeting”
for members of the Van Raalte
school district, east of Holland on

Haven

"Our EducationProgram’’was
presented by Lansing chapter,
Ruth Mossman, CPA.; "Chapter Meeting Programs,” Saginaw
chapter, Margie Perry; and
"Nightmares or Pleasant Dreams.

trol and struck out seven. Grand
Haven picked up its first nm in
the third on a walk and a triple
and tied the game . In the fifth
on Westerhofs home run.

Cook fanned 10
Scoring three runs in the bottom of the eighth inning to
break a 2-2 tie, the Holland Flying Dutchmen whacked out a
5-2 victory at Rverview Park
Monday night over the (Grand

chapter, Elizabeth Sage.

Dutchmen,

Muskegon chapter, Elizabeth
Shannessy, Hazel Howard and

but ran into the two big innings
that meant the win for Holland.
The Dutchmen move back into

Athletics.

Margaret? Durham.
After the discussion period a
kpffee kletz was held at 4 p.m.

action Thursday night with a
home game against Muskegon
Home Furnace, a powerfulsquad
that dished out a 16-2 licking
to Holland in Muskegog.
On Monday, the Dutchmen will
host their traditional Independence Day rivals,powerful Kalamazoo Sutherland, In a morning
night doubleheader. The
first
game will start at 10 a.m., the sec
ond at 8 p.m.

Righthknder Jm Boeve threw
nifty five-hitterat the Southwestern
Michigan Baseball league
16th St
leaders and knocked them Into a
The school board also was resecond-place tie with the Dutch
cently informed that the federal
men, who were elevatedfrom a
government would not approve the
third-place knot with the Zeeland The standing:
hot lunch program tor the coming
Chix. All alone in first are the
L Pci
school year unless change* were
South Haven Merchants with a South
2 1
.667
made in kitchen facilities.
2-1 record.
3 2
.600
The facilities, which were apIt was Paul Mack’s long triple Grand
3 2
.600
proved in 1951, are in the old part
with two on that broke the con.500
2 2
of the building. Estimates on costs
test open in the bottom of the Cedar
0 S
.000
tor changing the kitchen run about
eighth. After a two-run second
&500.
inning, the Dutchmen had been
Id other action the board said
held scoreless as Grand Haven’s
one new room is absolutelyessenDriver Charged
Loren Cook slammed the door
tial before the fall term. Plans
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
and allowed only two hits.
call for fixing up the basement for
But Bob Van Dyke opened the A 1953 car was damaged to the
the fifth room.
eighth with a 'single and Lou extent of $800 when the driver
Although present enrollmentIs
Humbert entered the basepaths struck the right rear dual wheel
130, school board members warnon the third baseman’s error. of a dump truck in the process of
ed that census figures show that
Then catcher Ron Boeve walked
enrollment In 1958 win be at least
making a right turn at 3t p.m.
to load the bases.
850 students, a sharp increase.
Van Dyke came home when A1 Friday on US-31 at Buchanan St.
ond Mrs. Kenneth Schippers
A report by a special "Cituens
(Richmond photo) Dykema went out, pitcher to in Grand Haven township. Robert
Committee’ informed the group
Following a northern honey- flower girls wore identicalgowns first, to give Holland a 3-2 lead. R. Carter, 22, Ferrysburg,driver
that two sites are being considermoon,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth of yellow nylon with matching But it was up to Mack to give of the car, was treated at Munied for the necessaryexpansion.
Schippers are living at 761 Lincoln headpieces and carried small white the Dutchmen their three-run
One is the John Hulst property on
cipal Hospital for a right knee
bulge.
Ave. The couple was married June baskets of summer flowers.
Whitbridge(Eighth St.) between
Holland collected two runs in injury. He was charged by state
in Hudsonville Reformed Allen Victory,brother of the
Glendale and Falrview Sts., while
bride, was best man. Ushers were the second on three hits as Lou police wth excessivespeed and
Church.
the other is the Poppema property
The
bride is the former Miss Comic Van Loo and LaVem Schip- Humbert singled, Ron Boeve tripl- failure to stop in an assured clear
on Whitbridge near the "Y" interShirley Victory, daughter of Mr. pers, cousins of the groom. Mr. ed and Dick Plagenhoef singled distance. Driver of the dump truck
section of Whitebridge St and
and Mrs. Henry Victory of Grand- and Mrs. James Vande Bunte, after Dykema and Mack had was James B. Slotten, 34, PlainPaw Paw Dr.
ville and the groom is the son of uncle and aunt of the bride, were gone out. In all, the Dutchmen well, who had signaled for the
No plan tor building or discusMr. and Mrs. James Schippers of master and mistress of ceremon- garnered seven hits wth Ron right turn.
sions for bond issues were made

followed by an Informal social
hour.

Miss Ming was general chair-

man

for the all-day meeting.
sistingher were Agnes Callan,
corations; Cecilia Ver Hage,
tertainment;Bonnie Stoltz,

ance; Minnie Haan, program,
Gertrude Frans publicity; Jeanette Mulder, registration, and Ann
Brower, reservations.
Using a Dutch theme, members
received an identification tag in

W

Haven

Holland

Local

ASWA

Chapter Entertains Groups
(Penna-Sosphoto)

Have*

Zeeland
Spring!

ies.
Holland.
Mrs. Ben Haan played the wedThe double ring service was read
a decisionwill be forthcoming at
at 8 p.ra. by the Rev. John Vander ding marches and accompanied
the annual school meeting July 12.
the soloist, Joe Dalman, who sang
Members of the school board in- May before a setting of palms,
ferns, candelabra and baskets of "0 Promise Me," ‘‘God Sent You
clude president Gerald Den Bleygladioli, peonies and asters. Pews to Me” and “The Lord’s Prayer."
ker, secretaryJames Slager, treaThe bride’s mother wore a pink
were trimmed with satin bows.
surer Ben Van Slooten, Jr., and
Given in marriageby her father, linen dress with white accessories
trustee Earl Schipper and Richthe bride wore a white satin gown and a corsage of white roses. The
ard Van Eyk.
groom’s mother chose a blue linen
Oa the special citixens commit- styled with a fitted lace bodice and
long lace sleeves tapering to points dress with pink accessories and a
tee were George Lemmen, Peter
over the wrists. Her skirt of net white rose corsage.
Van Eyk, Marvin Geeriings,Ralph
A reception for 150 guests folWhitehead and John Vanden over satin featured insets of Chantilly lace. A spray of orange blos- lowed in the church parlors.
Berge.
soms held her veil in place and Rainey Talsma and Les Slagh preAbout 100 persons attended the
she carried a white Bible topped sided at the punch bowl and Miss
pedal meeting.
with a white orchid and satin Joyce Drew and Henry Taminga
were in charge of the gift room.
streamers.
Mrs. Bemie Talsma attended as Mr. Dalman sang and the Rev.
Lmmt-Ltieboer
matron of honor, Mrs. Eugene Gareth Kok of Holland spoke
Sptktn in Miuuapolu
Hamilton, sister of the bride, was briefly.
bridesmaid, and Miss Sharon For going away Mrs. Schippers
Miss Bernadlne Ledeboer,
Schippers,sister of the groom, was wore a pink linen suit with white
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. H. J.
junior bridesmaid.Flower girls accessoriesand a white orchid
Ledeboer of Minneapolis, Minn,
were Sandra Van Dyke and Caro- corsage.
became the bride of Arthur T.
lyn Schippers,nieces of the A rehearsal dinner was held at
Lanning, son of Mr. and Mrs. groom.
thd home of Mr. and Mrs. James
Arthur Lanning,175 West 27th
Mrs. Talsma wore an orchid Schippers.
St, Holland, on Friday, June
Pre-nuptial showers were given
straplessgown of net over taffeta
11, in Minneapolis.The double
with a lace jacket. She wore a for the bride Dy Mrs. Loraine
ring ceremony was performed by
matchingheadpiece and mitts and Hamilton; Mrs. Mulder; Mrs.
the Rev. H. G. Arnold, of First
carried a yellow satin-coveredbas- Gerald Schippers, Mrs. Orley Van
Christian Reformed Church of
ket of flowers. The.bridesmaid and Dyke and Mrs. Ray Barrett; Mrs.
Minneapolis.Palms, ferns, boujunior bridesmaid wore ensembles James Vande Vusse and Mrs. Joan
quets of white gladioli, and canin mint green and blue respective-Vande Vusse; Mrs. Fred Victory
delabra decorated the church.
ly, styled like Mrs. Talsma's, and and Mrs. Will De Vree, and Miss
Organist Mrs. A. Huisman,
carried rose satin baskets. The Bemie Talsma.
played traditionalwedding music
and accompaniedMiss Janice
Wien who sang “The Lord’s Pray Charles, of Saginaw; and a grandBnssard Authorize!
daughter, Cherri Lea.
«r” and “Bless This House.’’
Mr. Ledeboer gave his daughter Funeral services will be held Fugitive Warrant
in marriage. She wore a gown of
from the Van Zantwick Funeral
GRAND
(Special)
nylon tulle over satin fashioned
with • long-sleevedChantilly lace Chapel Friday at 2 p.m. with Dr. Prosecuting Attorney James W.
Edwin O. Boldrey officiating. Bur- Bussard has authorized the issuredingote which extended into
long train.
cap of lace and ial will be in Lake Forest Ceme- ance of a fugitive warrant for
pearls secured her veil of French tery. Graveside rites will be under Orlando Stefano, 35, of Chicago,
illusion. She carried a cascade auspices of the FOE.
who failed to appear in Municipal
bouquet of white carnations, tea
Court Friday afternoonfor trial
roses, and lilies of the valley. Her
on a charge of engaging in real
pearls were a gif t of the groom.
Marriage Licenses
estate without a license. Stefano’s
Miss Lucre tia De Jonge of PatOttawa County
bond of $500 was forfeited.
erson, NJ., was maid of honor,
Beryle William Wigger, 19, and
A representativeof the Nationand Mias Muriel Ledeboer,sister Mary Lou Moomey, 19, both of wide Business Brokers, Inc., Steof the bride, and Miss Marcia HoUand.
fano was arrested by officers of
Lanning, the groom’s sister, were
the sheriffs department June 14
bridesmaids.Their gowns were of
The male hardhead catfishcar- and, after pleading not guilfy in
blue nylon tulle over taffeta ries the eggs in his mouth until Municipal Court the followingday,
styled with straplessbodices top- the little fish are hatched.
was released on bond.
ped by tulle capes. They wore picture hats of hutching blue tulle
adorned with rosebuds and waistlength streamers. They carried
heart-shapedbouquets of sweetheart rosea, feathered carnations,
and daises. Arlene and Marlene
Ledeboer, twin sisters of the
bride, lit the candles. They wore
yellow gowns of tulle over taf-

ASWA

State

-

!

Asdeenfin-T

bore Dutch names on a cardboard
shoe using Dutch terms. Guests
matched the names on their lapel
cards to the names on the tables
in finding their places.

Chapters

Macatam

Gather at

More than 100 women attepded
all-Michigan meeting of the
American Society of Women AccountantsSaturday at Macatawa
Hotel
Registration started at 9 a m.

an

(Shown in

the form of a wooden’ shoe.
Tables, attractivelydecorated
with red and white carnations,

Graveside Rites Held

the photo are seated,

Warner of Muskegon,
national
presidentand
Elizabeth Shannessy, Muskegon,
national secretary. In the back
row, left to right, are Miss Hoeleft, Vivian

ASWA

Graveside services were held v
this afternoonat Olive Center
Cemetery for the infant daugh-^
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Heerspinkwho was dead at birth

at Holland Hospital Monday

morning. Survivingare the parSightseeing, boat rides, golf, ten- land, Zosia Edwards Stege, Chi- ents who reside at route 2; three
cago,
national
director,
and
Miss
nis and swimming was enjoyed
sisters,Mrs. Theodore Renkema
until luncheon in the dining room Ming.)
of Holland, Leona June and DonDiscussion
period
opened
at
at noon.
2 p.m. in the ballroom of the na Joy at home; one brother,
The invocationwas given by hotel with Miss Hoeland presid Henry J. at home and the materL. May Bender and the welcome
nal grandfather, John Harsevoort
ing.
to Holland was given by Irma K.
of Holland.
Included In the topics for disHoeland, president of the Holland chapter. Gretchen E. Ming, cussion were "Musical Figures"
Tbe Salvation Army has more
president-electof the local chap- by the Muskegon^chapter, Norma than 5,000 officersin the United
ter, made introductions.
*!riesbach and Hazel Howard; States.

at this meeting. It is expected that

The “Good Old Summertime” Directory
ililiii
P:s

Vow

WATER

TEMP. 65

—

Followingthe ceremony a

Bakery

Hotel

Drive-Ins

Junlot High

Pack up the Family
and drive over to

year-round fireproof hotal In
the heart of Wectem Michigan's
Vacatlonland:
Inly Modem
Hotel 170 rooms.

A

RUSS’

IN

THE BIER KELDER.

HOLLAND

M

East Stb 8L

WARM

A

Realtor

BREAKFAST

•

LUNCHES

• DINNERS
Open 5:10 ajn. 'til 12 pj*.
AIR CONDITIONED

REAL ESTATE
Homes

•

Farms

-

Phone 2364

St.

—

City — - Lake

on Lake Macatawa
and Lake Michigan

194 Rhrer at

75c

CHILDREN 45c

FOX’S

SAVE

•0 East Ith Street

Films

Home

Farm

Properties
Cottages
Lots

—

—

BHi

Phone 2311

CHICAGO DRIVE PHONE

EVERY

— Books

Jobbers Oitlet
River Ave. at Sixth

7225

MEENG’S
STANDARD SERVICE
Greasing — Washing — Polishing

A

Convenient and Friendly
place to do year banking.

City, Commercial and Resort
Properties

20 West

Mi

St.

C. C.

River

Church.

Reliable Cycle
<

f

2S4

River Ave.

Shep

54 East Itk

Photo Finishing
Quality
Fast Service

—

4

HOUSEWARES
HARDWARE

Hansen’s Drug Store

TEERMAN’S
19 W.

Mi

St.

,

Registered

,

PHONE 9595

20 Weet

Ith

RexaU Agency
Phone 1101

DU SAAR PHOTO
ond GIFT SHOP

Worm

Drugs and Cosmatlcs

Friend Tav.

Dry Cleaning

TOUR WALGREEN AGENCY

Model Drug Store

S».

We give S&H Stamps
Comer ItbRlver Phone 4707

STUDIO oml PHOTO SUPPLY
7 W<* M
Holland

It.

Cameras
DEVELOPING ond PRINTING

4462 .J

PRESCRIPTIONS DRUGS
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Wade DrugCo.

EASTMAN KODAKS
FILMS and SUPPLIES

READ

13TH AND MAPI! AVE.

Holland Evaning Sentinel
While on your vacation.

Photo Finishing

TODAY

—

Dregs

—

(LEAN ECS

Wade Drug Co.

J
ii

Ph. 4714

DRUGS-TOILETRIEf

GIFTS

HERFST

IT

Pharmacy
SL

Bunftefs

Phone 1121

KODAKS

Across from

ORDER

Cosmetics

VISIT OUR FOUNTAIN

Photo Supply

REALTOR and INSURANCE

Property

-

Gifts

Phene SS66

Mi

Drugs

Deposits insured to 110,000

Atlas Tlrse and Batteries

WOOD

•S Wcol

Drugs
REACH TOYS

REALTOR and INSURANCE

Phene

—

WEDNESDAY

BRINK’S

426 Meplr Are.

Complete Selection
of To
ton Of
toy*
in Seeeen the Yeer 'Round
Hobby Supplies
Spt| Goods
nsh Tackle Baby Perebhiegs

PRICES

BOOK STORE

Russell A. Klaason

fHerfst photo)

honor,
the Misses Alice Zeutenhorst and
Betty Daggett, bridesmaids, and
Marlen Voisard, best man.
A reception lor the immediate
families was held at Cumerford’s
Restaurant. The couple now reside
in South Hauao.

O LOW

Peoples Stele Bank

lift and

Oty A Perm

Toys

WAYS

O J & 0 GREEN STAMPS
O DOUBLE STAMPS

Portraits and

Mr. ond Mrs. Lorry McBride

THREl

41 EAST ITH STREET

City ond Resort Properties

Jewelry

Wilma Smith as maid of

MM.

list and Michigan

ft mil* East oa M-21

REALTOR

where he was head maintenance
He attended the Methodist Miss Patricia Wright, daughter
Church and wi^a member of the of Mrs. Lyle Wright, 131 West
32nd St., became the bride of
On June 16, 1926 he married Larry McBride, son of Lawrence
Sarah Kruthof who survives him McBride of South Haven, Saturas do a ton, T/Sgt Harold Beach, day, June 19, in First Baptist

Ith and Pise

Shift

USED
CARS
UNITED
, MOTOR SALES
S40

Jacob Grasmeyer

nine days. He was bom in Saginaw April 15, 1899, but spent most
of his life In Grand Haven.
He was employed by the Grand
Haven Light plant for 24 years

Roots Produce

ATWATER

Ouftboard Motors

Large Selection to
Choose From

Lots • Resorts

KOUW

.ISAAC

Scenic Cruise

r?|||

it

Phone 4111

MAIN AUTO SUPPLY

RELIABLE SERVICE

Watches
fC*

SL

HIGH GRADE

Ds Roo Realty Go.

Jewelers

iW

Fresh Daily—Two Locatkas

ESSENBURG ELECTRIC CO.

With
BaU-a-MatlcFull

REALTORS

mi

J

4373

Daily

Auto Service

HOLUND BOARD

ADULTS

'

Ph.

With Confidence ond Save Time

1 . 3 - 5 - 7 - 9 P.M. Doily

'

<<

PRODUCE

Service On All Appliances
All Types oi Electric Wiring

50 West Ith

Buy Thru

LEAVES KOLLEN PARK

v

Bulk or Bottled
NILS HARDWARE CO.
me 3315 — M833 - MSS1

SCOTT-

WOLVERINE

V

PHONE 2379

Real Estate

DIESEL BOAT

.

St.

Restaurants

re-

W

mi J

Bottled Gas Berries

HEMPEL'S PASTRIES

FRIEND

Ppea 8 e.m. to 4 p.m.

2 Hour

ly Si, died at the FergusonDroste-FergusonClinic in Grand
Rapids early this morning. He
had bees ill for three weeks and
had been tn a coma for the past

Phone 2S42

ist su-Miresi

G.E. ElectricalAppliances

29 W. Mi

-

AT TOOT SEHVICI

At Their "Best" it's

Enjoy Yourself At The

Boat Rides

(Special)
George Beach, 55, of 1702 Waver-

COMMERCE

Food

170 W. 13th

Graod Rapids Hospital

GRAND HAVEN

Phone 7372

For Pastries

George Beach, 55, Diet
Aft

SL

Traveler

INFORMATION

COMFORT

AIR CONDITIONED

REALTY CO.. REALTOR

ception was held in the church
parlor*.
For their northern jedding trip
the bride and groom wore matching light grey flannel suits with
black accessories. They will make
their home at 902 Jefferson S.E.,
Grand Rapids.

House Paints

VAN GBONDELLE
152 East Ith

FRENCH
PASTRY SHOPPE

Eat b The Dutch Grille

SANDWICH SHOP

lustre

-

HEADQUARTERS
HOLLAND
CHAMBER OF

Enterprise . Ford

CAKES and PIES
SWEET ROLLS

A

RELAX

-WALLPAPER
.

TO DO

Tourist

Tht Color Houso

Holland. Michigan

doe* to BusinessDistrict

LOOTS

Low

DELICIOUS
PASTRIES

Hamburger*. Bar-B-Q*
In Cold Drink*. Thick Malta
Our Specialty

BAST

PAINT

LumlnaQ

JavfUw,

SANDWICH and SODA BAB

bom

- WHAT

Miscellaneous

FOR

HAD’S

Anon

WHERE TO SHOP

AIR 82

McBride-Wright Vows Spoken

Ronald Vande Kieft of Grand
Rapids, cousin of the groom, served ss best man. Ushers were Gerald Plowman of Minneapolis and
Harlyn Hubers of Chicago.
Mrs. Ledeboer wore a sheer
brown dress trimmed with white,
beige accessoriesand a corsage of
tea roses. Mrs. Lanning wore an
aqua dress with lace insets, black
and white accessoriesand a cor•age of pink carnations.

-

lOwutL JjmtuL

A

feta.

WHERE TO EAT

LAKE MICHIGAN

-

HAVEN

-

WHERE TO GO

hour
Fh

2465

or

nncr

Collcgi at

Mi

13TH AND MAPLE AVE.
• Cmern Supplies end films

Phone 3191
For Space
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